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adler rivet  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

adler rivet

organically stunning
An elevated outdoor dining set, our Adler Rivet Collection is designed with stunningly beautiful reclaimed elm bases. This naturally elegant 
lumber is salvaged from solid beams collected from centuries-old buildings. Each durable piece is constructed and finished by hand to 
accentuate the wood’s natural features and protect it from year-round use. Each wood base is complemented by a reconstructed stone 
top that’s 65 percent stronger than concrete and 40 percent lighter than stone. Reconstructed stone is accented with aluminum rivets for 
added contrast of color and texture.

product details
 u Adler bases are constructed from reclaimed elm wood salvaged 
from centuries-old buildings.

 u Reclaimed-wood is hand-finished in a natural tone to bring out its 
organic features.

 u Reclaimed wood is sustainably sourced as a way of contributing to 
healthy and renewable ecosystems.

 u Reconstructed stone accented by aluminum rivets was selected to 
complement each reclaimed elm base.

 u Reconstructed stone is 65 percent stronger than concrete and 40 
percent lighter than stone. 

 u Each reconstructed stone slab boasts a unique appearance, so no 
two will be exactly alike.

 u Reconstructed stone features our hand-applied Fossil finish and 
lacquer for added protection.

 u Finishes are durable enough to withstand daily use; but, as with all 
fine, wood finishes, should be protected from heat and moisture.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-
round use.

 u Tops and bases are shipped unassembled.

Dining Table 
84" w x 42" d x 30.5" h 
70ADRIV74KT

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

DISCONTINUED
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR 91ADLERL ADLER DINING BASE L BRACKET
 REVISED BRACKET  1ST PO'S ONLY

PT-ALDER PART $4.00 1,212 1,212

Parts Inventory
2



adones  |  camden outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

adones

enduring style and comfort
Our interpretation of 5th century Greek Klismos design, our Adones Outdoor Collection introduces modern styling to traditional aesthetics. 
Resulting in a versatile, transitional look, each artisan-crafted piece features a graceful silhouette and durable, sustainably built frame 
constructed from solid teak wood. Selected for its natural resistance to the elements, teak’s natural oils resist moisture and prevent drying, 
preserving the wood’s stunning features season after season. Cushions are made from mold- and mildew-resistant, antimicrobial foam and 
covered in durable Sunbrella® fabric.

product details
 � Frames are artisan-crafted using sustainably harvested teak wood, selected for 

its natural beauty and durability.

 � Teak surfaces are hand-finished in our Driftwood Grey patina, which is wire-

brushed to add a weathered effect and accentuate every rich tone.

 � Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent drying, and resist 

moisture.

 � Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, warping due to weather and 

temperature.

 � Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey patina due to 

exposure.

 � Hairline-cracking and peeling of stained outdoor wood is a normal reaction to the 

elements and may occur over time relative to care and use. This natural aging is 

typical, will add unique character to your piece, and is not considered a defect.

 � Dining tables feature holes to accommodate outdoor umbrellas.

 � Cushions are covered in durable Sunbrella® fabrics.

 � Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 � Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and mildew-resistant, 

anti-microbial foam.

Sofa 
84.5" w x 35" d x 37" h 
70ADONESSFKT

Sail Salt
Driftwood 
Grey

Fabric: Finish:
your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story.  

This collection is available in special-order Fabrics. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287
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adones  |  camden outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Lounge Chair 
31.25" w x 35" d x 37" h 
70ADONESLCHKT

End Table 
17" w x 24" d x 22.5" h 
70ADONESEND

Coffee Table 
60" w x 26" d x 18.25" h 
70ADONESCF

Bistro Table 
42" diameter x 30.25" h 
70ADONES42RD

Dining Table 
72" w x 40" d x 30.5" h 70ADONES72DT 
84" w x 40" d x 30.5" h 70ADONES84DT 
96" w x 40" d x 30.5" h 70ADONES96DT

Dining Side Chair 
24.25" w x 24.5" d x 38.25" h 
70ADONESDSKT

Dining Bench 
58" w x 15" d x 18.25" h 70ADON58BNKT 
70" w x 15" d x 18.25" h 70ADONESBKT 
82" w x 15" d x 18.25" h 70ADON82BNKT
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70ADONES42RD – ADONES 42” ROUND BISTRO TABLE 

A

M6 x 60 = 8 Pcs

B

M6 x 40 = 1 Pcs

C

1 Pc

1 Pc

2 Pc

1 OF 3

2 Pc

5



Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

2 OF 3
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Step 4

Step 5 (FINISH ASSEMBLY)
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70ADONESCF - ADONES COFFEE TABLE 

A

M8 x 50 = 12 Pcs

B

1 Pc

1 Pc 

2 Pc 

1 OF 2
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3(FINISH ASSEMBLY)

2 OF 2
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70ADONESBNCH - ADONES DINING BENCH 

A

M8 x 50 = 8 Pcs

B

1 Pc

1 Pc

2 Pc

1 OF 2
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3(FINISH ASSEMBLY)

2 OF 2
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

7ADONESEND – ADONES END TABLE 

A

M8 x 50 = 8 Pcs

B

1Pc

1 Pc

2 Pc

1 OF 2
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3(FINISH ASSEMBLY)

2 OF 2
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70ADONES72DT - ADONES DINING TABLE 72” 

 

A 

M8 x 50 = 10 Pcs

B

1 Pc 

C

2 Pcs 

1 Pc

2 Pc

1 OF 2

1 Pc
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Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

2 OF 3

A 

B 
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Step 4 

Step 5(FINISH ASSEMBLY) 

3 OF 3

A 

B 

C 

C 
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70ADONES84DT - ADONES DINING TABLE 84” 

 

A 

M8 x 50 = 10 Pcs

B

1 Pc 

C

2 Pcs 

1 Pc

2 Pc

1 OF 2

1 Pc
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Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

2 OF 3

A 

B 
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Step 4 

Step 5(FINISH ASSEMBLY) 

3 OF 3

A 

B 

C 

C 
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70ADONES96DT - ADONES DINING TABLE 96” 

A

M8 x 50 = 10 Pcs

B

1 Pc

C

2 Pcs

1 Pc

2 Pc

1 OF 2

1 Pc
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

2 OF 3

A 

B 
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Step 4

Step 5(FINISH ASSEMBLY)

3 OF 3

A 

B 

C 

C 
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
ADONESE MODULAR

Step 1

Step 2

A

CONNECTOR
2pcs

1 OF 1

23



Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR 91ADN72HDW ADONES DINING TABLE HDW
 PACK OF ASSEMBLY HARDWARE

PT-ADONES PART $12.00 0 0 1/15/2019

OUTDOOR 91ADNDTCAP ADONES DT UMBRELLA HOLE CAP PT-ADONES PART $15.00 6 6

Parts Inventory
24



Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

alba  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

alba

modern, transitional outdoor seating  
The versatile design of our Alba Collection is thoughtfully crafted to complement any outdoor seating arrangement with an artfully chosen 
mix of materials. Subtle variations in traditional, all-weather wicker frames, finished in a beautiful neutral grey, add depth and texture. 
Tapered, aluminum legs provide a contrast in color and a modern sheen. Comfortable, American-made cushions are padded with dense, 
antimicrobial foam and covered with weather-proof Sunbrella® fabric—ideal for pool-side or patio lounging.

product details
 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Handwoven all-weather, resin wicker is specially formulated and 
finished to resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created 
specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and low 
tones, adding beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

 u Artisans weave fibers around rustproof aluminum frames, 
resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for 
year-round use.

Lounge Chair 
36" w x 36" d x 26" h 
70ALBALCHKT

Sofa 
76" w x 36" d x 26" h 
70ALBASFKT

image coming soon

Fabric: 
Sims Granite

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to choose 
from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

DISCONTINUED
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page 1

All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive, designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
fi nished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in our commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood was 
harvested from renewable resources.

LIMITED LIFETIME 
WARRANTY
Arhaus warrants all products to be free 
of defects in material and workmanship. 
We will repair, or at our option, provide 
reasonably equivalent furniture valued 
up to the original purchase price. Fabric, 
leather and material are not covered by 
this warranty. Please ask your Interior 
Specialist for complete details and 
exclusions prior to purchase based on your 
personal vision, there is additional time 
involved. Also, due to this specialization, 
we regret that we cannot accept 
cancellations on these pieces. Consult 
with your Interior Specialist for more 
details on custom order items.

Laissez les bons temps rouler.
While traveling through the South, we found a table that took us 
right to the French Quarter of New Orleans. Reminiscent of the 
fanciful metalwork found on balconies throughout the streets of the 
Big Easy, we created Amia, a collection sure to bring the good times 
into the great outdoors. Constructed out of hard-cast aluminum, 
Amia easily fi ts into the aesthetic of your outdoor living area—from 

the all-weather and durable bluestone top to the chic elegance of 
the frame, Amia exudes old-world charm. Available in coffee, bistro, 
console and end tables for a pulled-together look, or mix-and-match 
with other collections for a vintage, French Flea Market feel.

AMIA 
outdoor collection

made in ASIA

DISCONTINUED
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AMIA page 2

 u We recommend using Simple Green® or a similar cleaning 
agent designed for stone tabletops like Meyers®, Stone Magic® 

and Rock Doctor®, among others. All are available at hardware, 
bed and bath, and some grocery stores. 

 u Always use a clean, soft cloth. 

 u Avoid using too much cleaner or soap as this may leave a film. 
Rinse the surface area thoroughly and dry with a soft cloth. 

 u Do not use scouring powders or creams or products that contain 
lemon, vinegar or other acidic and/or abrasive solutions (for 
bathrooms, grout or tile) as these may scratch the finish. 

 u Window cleaner is not recommended, as it will remove polish 
over time. 

 u Spills should be removed immediately with a damp cloth.

 u Use coasters, trivets and felt pads under objects to preserve the 
finish of this piece.

 u Never place hot dishes on surfaces; we recommend the use of 
felt-backed tablemats.

 u Prolonged use of hot electrical equipment on top of furniture 
may also cause scorching.

 u Do not drag piece(s) across the floor as this will cause damage 
or weaken joints.

 u Dropping furniture onto corners or feet will cause damage. 

 u Toys, buckles and heels will scratch furnishings—try to prevent 
these objects from coming into contact with your piece(s).

 u This collection was designed and constructed to be used 
outdoors. Cover or store indoors during the winter season and in 
extreme weather.

product details
 u Artisans handcraft these all-weather pieces from rustproof 

aluminum with precision welds and reinforced stress points. 
They then apply a weather-resistant and UV-inhibiting coating 
that’s 10 times more durable than paint. This furniture is 
picture-perfect from any view and virtually maintenance-free. 

 u Rustproof, handcrafted powder-coated aluminum frame is 
hand-coated in a specialized aluminum powder, then heated in 
a process that raises the temperature to more than 200 degrees 
centigrade creating a protective water and rustproof barrier 
against the elements.

 u Each piece is powder-coated in either white or charcoal. 

 u Bluestone cut from mountains in Northern China, near 
Mongolia, is harvested and carved by hand to form our 
tabletops. Also used by local sculptors to form wonderful works 
of art, this elegant, durable stone is 100 percent natural and 
maintains its beautiful marbling and color variations, making 
each piece truly unique.

 u Features a weather-resistant and UV-inhibiting coating that’s 
10 times more durable than paint.

 u Oil-rubbed bronze finish.

recommended care
 u Protect your outdoor living collection with our exclusive Arhaus 

Outdoor Covers.

 u Hand-wash metal with mild soap and water. Use a soft sponge. 
Do not use abrasives as they may scratch the surface of this 
collection. Allow to air dry.

Bistro Table 70AMBSTRBS 
63" w  x 36" d x  30" h

Coffee Table 70AMCOFBS 
Overall: 54.5" w x 27.5" d x 18" h 
Base: 18" w x 44" d x 17"

End Table 70AMENDBS 
24" w x 24" d x 25" h 

Console Table 70AMCONBS 
48" w x 18" d x 31.5" h

Bistro Table Coffee Table

End TableConsole Table

DISCONTINUED
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

andaz  |  outdoor collection  |  made in America

andaz

lounge in luxury.
Get the look of a chic Miami hotel or Los Angeles poolside in your own outdoor space. With clean lines and a modern silhouette, Andaz 
beckons you to bask in the sun or nap in the shade. Firm cushions hold their shape, while all-weather fabric looks great year after year. Two 
complementary toss pillows and a cozy kidney pillow allow you to relax in maximum comfort.  

product details
 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Cushions are sustained by an outdoor elastic support system 
that cradles your body for lasting comfort.

 u All-weather frames are constructed of kiln-dried, cross-
directional, marine-grade plywood—the same wood used to 
build boats.

 u Includes two 20" toss pillows and a kidney pillow for maximum 
comfort.

Double Chaise 
50" w x 68" d x 30" h 
Sail Sailor  31507CHOSS 
Topsail Pewter  31507CHOTP 
Cabana Black 31507CHOCB

Sail Sailor

Fabrics:

Topsail Pewter

Cabana Black

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a custom design 
with hundreds of options to choose from. Ask in store or call 
866.427.4287

28



arlo  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

arlo

comfortably chic  
Our clean and contemporary Arlo Collection features a chic design defined by its simple, linear silhouettes and minimalist styling. Weather-
resistant aluminum frames are hand-finished in a neutral grey tone and coated in a specialized aluminum powder, which creates a moisture- 
and rust-resistant, UV-inhibiting coating that’s 10 times more durable than paint. Seating is complemented by easy-to-maintain cushions, 
comfortably padded with anti-microbial foam and covered in all-weather Sunbrella® fabric. Coordinating dining furnishings provide the 
perfect setting for gatherings. 

product details
 � Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 � Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 � Frames are hand-painted with a durable, grey finish.

 � Aluminum frames feature a hand-applied, powder-coating, which
creates a protective, water- and rustproof barrier that’s 10 times
more durable than paint.

 � Dining table features a 1.75" diameter hole to accommodate
outdoor umbrellas.

 � Designed to resist the elements, this piece is suitable for year-
round use.

Sofa 
78.5" w x 37.25" d x 38.25" h 
70ARLOSFKT

Lounge Chair 
30.25" w x 37.25" d x 38.25" h 
70ARLOLCHKT

Chaise Lounge 
60.25"–76.25" w x 28.5" d x 23"–28" h 
70ARLOCHSKT

Dining Table 
87" w x 42" d x 30" h 
70ARLO87DT

Armchair 
24" w x 26.75" d x 38" h 
70ARLODAKT

Side Chair 
20.5" w x 26.75" d x 38" h 
70ARLODSKT

Bench 
77" w x 16" d x 18.5" h 
70ARLOBNKT

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to 
choose from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Fabric: 
Sundial White

DISCONTINUED
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 LOUNGE BACK

B 1 LOUNGE SEAT

C 2 PLASTIC WASHER

D 2 LONG BOLT

E 2 NUT

F 2 FLAT WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry

2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective

lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

ARHAUS
ARLO CHAISE LOUNGE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

3.Assembly is complete.

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.
2. Place the lounge back (A) on a non-abrasive flat surface. Align the holes on the lounge back (A) with the holes on the
lounge seat (B) and attach them together by inserting bolt (D) through the holes.Plastic washer (C) need to be placed
between seat and back. Once the bolt in place, securely tighten it with flat washer (F) and nut (E).Repeat the same steps
for the assembly of the other side.

DISCONTINUED
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 TABLE TOP

B 4 LEG

C 16 BOLT

D 16 FLAT WASHER

E 16 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry

2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective

lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

IMPORTANT  SAFETY  INSTRUCTIONS
1.Do not place heavy objects on the table.

2.Never sit on,stand on or apply heavy pressure to the frame.

3.Do not allow children to play on or round the table.

ARHAUS
ARLO RECT DINING TABLE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

4. Check alignment after attaching four legs to the table top and make adjustment if needed,then tighten all of bolts
progressively.

5.Turn over the table.Assembly is complete.

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.

2.Turn the table top(A) upside down on a soft clean surface.

3.Attach the table leg(B )to the table top(A) with bolt(C), flat washer(D) and lock washer(E) .
Do not tighten them at this moment!

DISCONTINUED
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR 91ARLODTHW ARLO DINING TABLE HARDWARE SET PT-ARLO PART $12.00 5 5

OUTDOOR 70ARLOFOOT ARLO PLASTIC FOOT TAP IN PT-ARLO PART $0.50 78 78

Parts Inventory
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page 1

NATURAL WOOD
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns and, due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that is 
hand-applied by our craftsmen, there will 
be variation from piece to piece. Some 
small splits may occur but will only add 
to the piece’s character. Knots and joint 
lines are a natural property and add 
interest without affecting performance. 
All natural wood will display movement 
from season to season because of 
changes in temperature and humidity.

HANDCRAFTED 
QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE 
RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we 
use was harvested from renewable 
resources.

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

Designed to perfectly complement evenings 
with company and conversations over wine—
these modern outdoor dining chairs are inspired by classic bistro-
style chairs typically found on the terraces and streets of European 
cafés. Their durable frames are skillfully constructed of aluminum, 

while backs and seats are intricately woven together using all-
weather resin wicker. Alternating waxed and matte black finishes are 
meticulously arranged to form a chic chevron pattern.

ASHTYN
BISTRO

outdoor collection
made in ASIA

DISCONTINUED
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ASHTYN BISTRO page 2

recommended care
 u Protect your outdoor furnishings with Arhaus Outdoor Covers.

 u Dust frames occasionally with a soft, dry cloth.

 u Wipe aluminum clean with a damp cloth.

 u Clean furniture frames by rinsing off dirt and debris with a hose. 

 u Avoid letting water stand on furniture. Wipe dry with a soft cloth.

 u Cover or store indoors during the winter season and in extreme 
weather. 

 u Clean fabric and ensure cushions are free of moisture before 
storing.

product details
 u Chairs feature a black, distressed finish, which alternates 

between matte and waxed sheens to create a chic chevron 
pattern.

 u Handwoven all-weather, resin wicker is specially formulated and 
finished to resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created 
specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and low 
tones, adding beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

 u Artisans weave fibers around rustproof aluminum frames, 
resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture.

 u Aluminum frames feature a hand-applied, powder-coated finish, 
which creates a protective, water- and rustproof barrier that’s 10 
times more durable than paint.

Chair 70ASHCHR 
19" w x 21" d x 38" h

DISCONTINUED
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avalon  |   cape outdoor collection   |  made in Asia & Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

avalon

natural style 
With a natural texture and modern form, our new Avalon seating provides an extra touch of modernity to weatherproof all-weather wicker. Cushions made 
from antimicrobial foam covered in durable easy-care outdoor performance fabrics offer classic, all-weather styling while standing up to the elements season 
after season. Resin-wicker frames are handwoven by artisans around sturdy, rustproof aluminum frames and finished with varying high and low tones to 
perfectly mimic authentic rattan.

product details
 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-round use.

 u Our Arhaus exclusive All-Weather Resin Wicker is specially formulated for design 
and durability to create the highest quality outdoor furnishings possible.

 u Perfectly mimicking the beauty of authentic natural materials, our resin wicker is 
colored with varying high and low tones. Masterfully dry-brushed finishes create 
organic textures that add depth to woven surfaces.

 u All-weather wicker surfaces are handwoven by artisans around rustproof 
aluminum frames, resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture that will last 
season after season.

 u Incredibly relaxing and supportive, our lofty, zippered outdoor cushions are 
padded with high resiliency, antimicrobial foam and covered in weather-resistant 
Sunbrella® or Inside Out® performance fabric.

 u Dense foam padding is extremely resilient and enables high elasticity—providing 
ideal support and distributing pressure across cushion surfaces, helping them 
bounce back from continual, heavy use. 

 u Made in Mexico, our cushions are mold- and mildew resistant and are sustained 
by an outdoor elastic support system that extends the life of cushions and 
cradles your body for lasting comfort. 

 u Polyester fibers encase the foam cushion cores to provide additional comfort. 

 u Cushion fill is completely sealed in a water-repellent covering with zip closure, 
featuring serged interior edges to enhance cushion strength and longevity. 

 u Woven of 100% solution dyed acrylic, Sunbrella® and Inside Out® fabrics are 
easy to care for, stain resistant, color fast, and provide up to 98% UV protection. 

 u Unlike yarn-dyed fabrics where the color is surface deep, solution-dying 
completely permeates fibers, resulting in colorfast fabrics that withstand even 
the harshest elements. 

 u Order replacement cushions to complement your handcrafted Arhaus outdoor 
furniture. Or, order cushions in a different fabric to completely transform the look 
of outdoor spaces.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Sofa

86" w x 35" d x 25.75" h

70AVSFKT

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story. 
This collection is available in special-order Fabrics. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287Sunbrella® 
Ancona Linen

Fabric

Swivel Chair

36.5" w x 35" d x 25.75" h

70AVSLCKT

Coastal Sand

Finish
custom-fit outdoor furniture covers
Protect your furnishings with resilient Sur Last® 
covers—specifically tailored to fit Arhaus outdoor 
collections. Speak to a design consultant for details.
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bal harbour sectional  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

bal harbour sectional

bring the comfort and luxury of your living room to your outdoor space.
Inspired by the clean-lined silhouettes of contemporary indoor sectionals, our Bal Harbour Outdoor Sectional features deep seats for hours 
of comfortable lounging. This collection’s simple yet versatile three-piece design is adaptable to any space regardless of size. Handcrafted 
frames are built using natural teak, a beautiful hardwood perfectly selected to endure the elements year-round while adding an organic 
framework to your outdoor living area. Teak is resistant to fungal decay, rotting, and warping, and its natural oils help resist moisture, repel 
insects, and prevent drying.

product details
 u Cushions are slipcovered in Sunbrella® fabric.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and mildew-resistant, anti-

microbial foam.

 u Artisan-crafted using natural teak wood, selected for its natural beauty and durability.

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent drying, and resist 

moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, warping due to weather and 

temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey patina due to 

exposure.

 u Sectional components are held together by connecters to prevent shifting.

 u Ottoman can be ordered without a cushion to serve as a complementary coffee table.

78" Modular Sofa 
78" w x 39" d x 27.25" h  
70BALHSFKT

4-Piece Sectional
117" w x 78" d x 27.25" h
70BALHRCSFKT

5-Piece U-Shaped Sectional
117" w x 78" d x 27.25" h
70BALH5UKT

6-Piece Sectional
156" w x 117" d x 29" h
70BALHSECT1KT

Armless Chair 
39" w x 39" d x 29" h 
70BALHALCHKT

Corner 
39" w x 39" d x 29" h 
70BALHCRNKT

Ottoman 
39" w x 39" d x 10.75" h 
70BALHOTTOKT 
without cushion 70BALHOTTO 
Ottoman can be ordered 
without a cushion to serve as a 
complementary coffee table.

Fabric: 
Sail Salt
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS4090TPC 4090 TOSS PILLOW CORE PT-BALHAR PARGD $21.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4090ANSS 4090-AO1O ARMLS. CH. SEAT CASG PT-BALHAR PARGD $79.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4090ANBS 4090-AOIO ARMLS. CH. BACK CASG PT-BALHAR PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4090CJBS 4090-EEIO CORNER BACK CASG. PT-BALHAR PARGD $79.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS40902CJSS 4090-EEIO CORNER SEAT CASG. PT-BALHAR PARGD $79.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4090CJTS 4090-EEIO TOSS PILLOW CASG
 FABRIC

PT-BALHAR PARGD $49.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4090OCTS 4090-OAIO OTTOMAN TOP CASG. PT-BALHAR PARGD $79.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91BALHARSC BAL HARBOUR SECT CONNECTORS
 2 CONNECTORS

PT-BALHAR PART $15.00 33 33

Parts Inventory
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baldwin outdoor  |  outdoor living collection  |  made in America

baldwin

classic design
Our Baldwin Outdoor Collection was designed with classical styling to frame an inviting outdoor living space. Every piece was craftsman-
built by dedicated artisans, using kiln-dried, cross-directional, marine-grade plywood, giving it the strength to withstand the elements. 
Timeless silhouettes feature traditional, rolled arms and a skirted base. Tailored, machine-washable slipcovers—available in all-weather 
Sunbrella® fabric—are sewn by skilled seamstresses to ensure a perfect fit.

product details
 u All-weather cushions are slipcovered in Sunbrella® fabric.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam sustained by an elastic 
support system.

 u All-weather frames are constructed of kiln-dried, cross-
directional, marine-grade plywood—the same wood used to 
build boats. 

 u All joints are reinforced and weatherproofed with water-resistant 
glue to guarantee years of structural reliability.

89" Sofa 3-Over-3 
89" w x 42" d x 37" h 
19768SAOMUTH

44" Swivel Chair 
44" w x 42" d x 37" h 
39768CSOMUTH

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

DISCONTINUED
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All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

NATURAL WOOD
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns and, due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that 
is hand-applied by our craftsmen, there 
will be variation from piece to piece. 
Some small splits may occur but will only 
add to the piece’s character. Knots and 
joint lines are a natural property and add 
interest without affecting performance. 
All natural wood will display movement 
from season to season because of 
changes in temperature and humidity.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we use 
was harvested from renewable resources.

Lounge as if you were in your living room and 
enjoy the sights and sounds of the outdoors.
Our stunning Baybrook Chair features a wide and tall back inspired 
by classic, wingback armchairs made popular during the 1700s—
sometimes called “fireside” chairs due to their draft-blocking 
shape. The frame of this chair is skillfully constructed of enduring 
aluminum, while the silhouette is intricately woven and sculpted 

from all-weather wicker finished to resemble the look and feel of 
antique rattan. The chic houndstooth finish is meticulously hand-
distressed and hand-painted using grey, tan and cream tones, while 
the teak legs feature a weathered finish.

BAYBROOK
outdoor collection

made in ASIA

DISCONTINUED
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BAYBROOK page 2

 u One of the best ways to keep Sunbrella® fabrics looking good 
and to delay deep or vigorous cleaning is to properly maintain 
the fabrics. This can be accomplished by simply brushing off 
dirt before it becomes embedded in the fabrics, wiping up spills 
as soon as they occur or spot-cleaning soon after stains occur.

 u General or light cleaning: Brush off any loose dirt. Prepare a 
cleaning solution of two ounces (1/4 cup) mild dishwashing 
liquid per gallon of lukewarm water (less than 100ºF/38º C). 
Use a sponge or a soft bristle brush to clean. Allow cleaning 
solution to soak into fabric. Rinse thoroughly to remove all 
detergent residue. Allow fabric to air dry.

 u Recommended Washing of Sunbrella® fabrics: Remove 
slipcovers and close all openings and divide into two to three 
loads. Do not mix in with other laundry. Wash in cold water on 
the gentle cycle with a mild liquid detergent (without bluing 
agents). Allow to air dry before re-fitting to the frame. Stand 
cushions on end and periodically flip over until dry.

 u DO NOT PLACE IN DRYER. Air dry only before refitting to 
the frame.

 u This collection was designed and constructed to be used outdoors. 

 u Wipe with a damp cloth. Allow to air dry.

 u Spills should be removed immediately with a damp cloth.

 u Do not drag this piece across the floor as this will cause 
damage or weaken joints. 

 u Dropping furniture onto corners or feet will cause damage. 

 u Leaning backwards on two legs of a chair may weaken joints.

product details
 u Cushions are slipcovered in Sunbrella® Sunnie Linen fabric.

 u Choose from more than 55 additional outdoor fabrics in a 
variety of tones and patterns for the same price as stock.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are comprised of 2.0-density, anti-microbial foam 
that is mold- and mildew-resistant. The equally resistant 
support system is made of 3" outdoor Syntex stretch elastic 
which cradles your body.

 u Cushions are made in America.

 u Houndstooth finish is painted and distressed by hand using 
neutral grey, tan and cream tones.

 u Meticulous detailing is applied to durable resin with the look of 
natural wicker.

 u Aluminum frames are handcrafted by skilled artisans.

 u Woven resin and aluminum frames create the rustic look of 
weathered wicker. Twisted to withstand nature’s elements and 
structured on an aluminum frame for year round entertaining,

 u Teak legs feature a weathered finish.

recommended care
 u Protect your outdoor furniture with our exclusive Arhaus 

Outdoor Covers. Tend to spills immediately, removing with a 
damp cloth. For specific care on your piece, please refer to the 
care instructions below.

 u Spot clean cushions with an upholstery shampoo, mild 
detergent/water solution or a mild dry cleaning solution.

 u Please refer to the actual cleaning code on the fabric 
purchased. When using a professional cleaning service, ensure 
that a solvent-based product is used.

 u Comfortable, beautiful and oh-so-livable Sunbrella®  fabric is 
amazingly easy to maintain, and most spills can be cleaned 
with mild soap and water. For tough stains, bleach can be used 
without fear of damaging the fabric or removing the color. With 
this kind of durability and a wide range of styles, what’s not 
to love?

Chair 70BAYCHRKT 
29" w x 34.5" x 42" h

DISCONTINUED
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blake  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

blake

organic minimalism  
Celebrating the beauty and organic detailing found in natural lumber, our Blake Outdoor Dining Table features a contemporary design 
modeled after a genuine live-edge dining table. This durable surface was cast using composite concrete and captures the original slab’s 
shape and texture. Our artisans hand-finish each tabletop, painting it in a rich, dark brown tone and pairing it with oversized legs for a chic, 
minimalistic appearance that will withstand years of use. 

Dining Table 
84.5" w x 43.25" d x 31" h 
70BLAKEKT

product details
 u Modeled after a natural live-edge table to replicate its organic 

shape and detailing 

 u Artisan-molded using concrete composite, hand-finished in rich, 
dark brown.

 u Tabletop is supported by modern, oversized legs.

 u Concrete is sealed to protect the finish against the elements for 
year round use.

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

DISCONTINUED
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Assembly instructions 
Instructions d’assemblage 

Instrucciones de Ensamblaje 
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BLAKE DINING TABLE 

DISCONTINUED
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Assembly instructions 
Instructions d’assemblage 

Instrucciones de Ensamblaje 

2016.12. 29 www.arhaus.com 2/8 

ENGLISH 

 Do not dispose of any packaging or contents of the shipping carton until assembly is completed to avoid accidentally discarding
small parts or hardware.

 THIS UNIT IS HEAVY! For safety, do not assemble this item alone. Four (4) or more adults are strongly recommended.

 Remove all parts and hardware from the box and lay out on a clear carpeted or scratch-free work surface, as this will
avoid damaging parts during assembly. The shipping box provides an ideal work surface.

FRANÇAIS    

 Ne jetez rien des produits d’emballage et du contenu de la boîte jusqu’à ce que l’assemblage soit terminé, afin d’éviter de jeter
par mégarde de petites pièces ou des morceaux.

 CETTE UNITÉ EST LOURDE! Pour des raisons de sécurité, ne la pas assembler seul. Il est recommandé d’être QUATRE
adultes ou plus adultes pour l’assemblage.

 Sortir toutes les pièces et le matériel de la boîte et les étaler sur une surface de travail en moquette ou sans rayure afin
d’éviter d’endommager les pièces au cours de l’assemblage. La boîte d’expédition offre une surface de travail idéale.

ESPAÑOL 

 Para evitar desechar accidentalmente las partes pequeñas o las piezas de ferretería, no tirar el embalaje o contenido de la caja
hasta que el ensamblaje esté completo.

 ESTA UNIDAD ES PESADA. Por razones de seguridad, no ensamblar este artículo solo. Se recomiendan (4) o más
adultos.

 Retirar todas las partes y las piezas de ferretería de la caja y extenderlas en una superficie de trabajo cubierta o sin
raspaduras para evitar dañar las partes durante el ensamblaje. La caja de envío puede ser una superficie de trabajo

ideal.

Care Instructions: 

 Dust often using a clean, soft, dry and lint-free cloth.

 When blot spills, wipe with a clean, damp cloth immediately.

 We do not recommend the use of chemical cleansers, abrasives or furniture polish on our lacquered finish.

 Hardware may loosen over time. Periodically check to make sure all connections are tight. Re-tighten if necessary.

Instructions d’entretien : 

 Épousseter régulièrement avec un chiffon propre, doux et non pelucheux.

 Éponger immédiatement les liquides renversés et essuyer à l’aide d’un chiffon propre et humide.

 L’utilisation de produits nettoyants chimiques, d’abrasifs ou d’encaustiques sur nos finitions laquées n’est pas

recommandée.

 Le matériel de fixation peut se desserrer avec le temps. Vérifiez régulièrement afin de vous assurer que tous les raccords

sont bien serrés. Resserrez-les au besoin.

Instrucciones de cuidado: 

 Limpiar el polvo con un trapo limpio, suave, seco y libre de pelusas.

 Secar los derrames de inmediato y limpiar con un trapo limpio y húmedo.

 Recomendamos no usar limpiadores químicos, abrasivos o lustramuebles sobre el acabado barnizado.

DISCONTINUED
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Instructions d’assemblage 

Instrucciones de Ensamblaje 
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 Las piezas de ferretería pueden aflojarse con el tiempo. Controlar periódicamente que estén bien ajustadas.Si es necesario,

volver a ajustarlas.

X4 

DISCONTINUED
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bourdeaux  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

bourdeaux

define your space
Crafted by hand using reclaimed elm—salvaged from beams collected from centuries-old buildings—our Bourdeaux Collection will be the 
focal point of your outdoor space. These durable, artfully constructed pieces are benchmade to withstand the elements year round. Their 
natural finish brings out the elegance of the wood bases and will only improve with age. This look is complemented by reconstructed stone 
tops, which feature a unique "unearthed" appearance that makes each individual slab unlike any other.

product details
 � Our Bourdeaux collection is artisan-crafted using reclaimed elm wood and reconstructed 

stone.

 � Reconstructed stone tops are 65 percent stronger than concrete and 40 percent lighter 
than typical stone surfaces. 

 � Each reconstructed stone slab boasts a unique appearance and features a hand-applied 
finish, so no two will be exactly alike.

 � Stone tops are lacquered for added protection and a subtle sheen.

 � Bases are artisan-crafted using sustainably reclaimed elm wood salvaged from planks found 
in centuries-old buildings. 

 � Reclaimed wood is selected for this collection as a way to contribute to healthy and 
renewable ecosystems.

 � Reclaimed-wood bases are finished in a natural tone to bring out the wood’s organic beauty.

 � All pieces in the Bourdeaux Collection are suitable for year-round use.

 � This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied finishes. Individual 
pieces will vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, making each piece truly unique.

 � Natural wood may display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other organic features that will 
not affect the quality or performance of your piece.

 � Furniture made from natural wood may move slightly due to temperature and humidity. This 
is normal and should be expected from season to season.

 � Dining tabletops and bases are shipped unassembled.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus Design 
Consultant for care recommendations.

Round End Table  
26" diameter x 24" h 
70BR26RDEKT

Rectangle Dining Table 
84" w x 42" d x 31" h 70BR84RECKT 
92" w x 42" d x 31" h 70BOUR96KT

Round Dining Table 
54" diameter x 30" h 70BR54RNDKT 
63" diameter x 30" h 70BR63RNDKT

Bar Table 
48" diameter x 42" h 
70BR47RNDKT

Bistro Table  
36" diameter x 30" h 
70BR36RNDKT

Dining Bench  
74" w x 19" d x 18" h 
70BR74BNCKT

Round Coffee Table  
36" diameter x 18" h 
70BR36CFEKT

Rectangle Coffee Table  
63" w x 34" d x 18" h 
70BR63RTCKT

Square End Table  
26" w x 26" d x 24" h 
70BR26SQEKT

Console Table  
69" w x 22" d x 33" h 
70BR69CONKT

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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BOURDEAUX STONE 
ATTACHMENT
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Insert for bracket installed 3/8” from 
the top of the base
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Example of how the bracket attaches
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Slotted “L” bracket 
Supplied by base vendor
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M8 x 1.25 X 20
Supplied by base vendor
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M8 x 1.25 thread
Attachment hardware- attached to top
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Example of attached hardware
Dimensions for hardware placement to be determined
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR 91BRBARHDW BOURDEAUX BAR TABLE HARDWARE PT-BOURD PART $15.00 18 18

OUTDOOR 912056BOURHW BOURDEAUX BASE L BRACKET PT-BOURD PART $15.00 29 29

OUTDOOR 912056BOUBEN BOURDEAUX BENCH HARDWARE PT-BOURD PART $29.00 19 19

OUTDOOR 912056BOUCON BOURDEAUX COUSOLE BASE HDW PT-BOURD PART $12.00 19 19

OUTDOOR 91BRDTBHW BOURDEAUX DINING BASE HARDWARE PT-BOURD PART $41.00 36 35

OUTDOOR 91BRENDHDW BOURDEAUX END TABLE HARDWARE PT-BOURD PART $15.00 10 10

OUTDOOR 912056BOURCOF BOURDEAUX RECT COFFEE HDW PT-BOURD PART $12.00 52 52

Parts Inventory
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NATURAL WOOD
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns, and due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that is 
hand-applied by our craftsmen, there will 
be variation from piece to piece. Some 
small splits may occur, but will only add 
to the character. Knots and joint lines 
are a natural property and add interest 
without affecting performance. All 
natural wood will display movement from 
season to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we use 
was harvested from renewable resources.

All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

This collection was designed and constructed to be used outdoors. Cover or store indoors during the winter 
season and in extreme weather. Ensure that cushions are free of moisture before storing. To prevent permanent 
dirt and stains from settling into the fabric, wash and air dry slipcovers before storing.

Dry weather only

3 Season

All Weather

Sunbrella

ALL-WEATHER 

USE

Reminiscent of English garden décor, 
the versatile Brampton Collection features a variety of seating and 
table options stocked with mold- and mildew-resistant cushions, 
making it ideal for any outdoor space. The rustproof aluminum is 

finished in an all-weather coating that’s 10 times more durable  
than paint.

BRAMPTON
outdoor collection

made in ASIA

page 1
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BRAMPTON page 2

 u Made in America and comprised of 2.0-density anti-microbial 
foam, cushions are mold- and mildew-resistant.

 u Sofa, chair and ottoman can be customized from more than 55 
additional Sunbrella® fabrics.

 u Protect your outdoor furniture with our exclusive Arhaus 
Outdoor Covers when not in use.

product detials 
 u Artisans handcraft these all-weather pieces from rustproof 

aluminum with precision welds and reinforced stress points. 

 u Features weathered zinc finish with a weather-resistant and 
UV-inhibiting coating that’s 10 times more durable than paint.

 u Stocked with all-weather cushions upholstered in Sunbrella® 
fabric that resists stains and fading.

Canvas Canvas

STOCKED IN:Sofa 70BRSOFAKT 
80" w x 34.5" d x 39.5" h

Chair 70BRLCHKT 
29" w x 34" d x 39.5" h

Ottoman 70BROTTOKT 
26" w x 23" d x 12" h

Coffee Table 70BRCFKT 
24.5" w x 54" d x 18" h

End Table 70BRENDKT 
24.5" w x 24.5" d x 22" h

Dining Table 70BRDACHKT 
84" w x 42" d x 30" h

Dining Arm Chair 70HRDACHKT 
23.75" w x 24" d x 39.25" h

Dining Side Chair 70BRDSCHKT 
20" w x 24" d x 39.25" h
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS4079SCSS 4079-SAIO SOFA SEAT CASING PT-BRAMPTN PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4079SCSC 4079-SAIO SOFA SEAT CORE PT-BRAMPTN PARGD $39.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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brooks  |   outdoor collection   |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

brooks

organic conversation tables
Add an organic, bohemian feel to outdoor living spaces with natural texture. Cleverly crafted by Indonesian artisans, our 
Brooks outdoor occasional tables are made of bundled, teak branches—hand-selected to create stunning patterns. Teak’s 
natural weather-resistant properties protect its surfaces season after season without drying, rotting or warping. And, natural 
patinas develop soft grey tones as their exposed to the elements, making your pieces truly unique.

product details
 u Crafted by Indonesian artisans using sustainably harvested teak wood, 

selected for its natural beauty and durability.

 u Finished surfaces are sealed with clear varnish for added protection  
and a subtle sheen.

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent drying,  
and resist moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, and warping due to weather  
and temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey patina  
due to exposure.

 u Due to the natural teak twigs and hand-applied finishes used to create  
these tables, each piece will vary in shape, pattern, and color, making it truly  
one of a kind.

 u Hairline-cracking and peeling of stained outdoor wood is a normal reaction  
to the elements and may occur over time relative to care and use. This  
natural aging is typical, will add unique character to your piece, and is not  
considered a defect.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Coffee Table

36" diameter x 15" h      
70BROOKSCOF

End Table

20" diameter x 16.5" h 
70BROOKSEND
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

cadiz  |  outdoor collection  |  made in America

cadiz

bring modern comfort into your outdoor space.   
The clean lines, tapered legs and biscuit tufting combine in our Cadiz Outdoor Living Collection for a sleek, contemporary look. Handcrafted 
in North Carolina from marine-grade wood, this chic seating is thoughtfully crafted to withstand the elements year after year. Expertly fitted 
in neutral, menswear-inspired Sunbrella® fabrics and padded with anti-microbial, mold- and mildew-resistant foam, each plush cushion is 
perfectly suited for your patio, adding both style and comfort to your outdoor gathering spaces. 

product details
 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u All-weather frames are constructed of kiln-dried, cross-
directional, marine-grade plywood—the same wood used to 
build boats.

 u Tapered aluminum legs feature a hand-applied, powder-coated 
finish, which creates a protective, water- and rustproof barrier. 

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Cushions are sustained by an outdoor elastic support system 
that cradles your body for lasting comfort.

 u Frames are reinforced and weatherproofed for added stability 
and durability.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this piece is suitable for year-
round use.

*75" sofa available through special order.

Bench 
54" w x 23" d x 16" h 
4C545BHODM

Sofa 
87" w x 34" d x 30" h 
1C545SAODM

Chair 
42" w x 34" d x 30" h 
3C545CAODM

Ottoman 
30" w x 23" d x 16" h 
4C545OAODM

Fabric:  
Demo Mist

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to 
choose from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

DISCONTINUED
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All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

NATURAL WOOD
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns and, due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that 
is hand-applied by our craftsmen, there 
will be variation from piece to piece. 
Some small splits may occur but will only 
add to the piece’s character. Knots and 
joint lines are a natural property and add 
interest without affecting performance. 
All natural wood will display movement 
from season to season because of 
changes in temperature and humidity.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we use 
was harvested from renewable resources.

Inspired by traditional European design and architecture,
our Camelback Bench is meticulously crafted by artisan hands. 
Its elegant styling provides a beautiful focal point for your outdoor 
décor. Its frame is built using natural teak, a beautiful hardwood 

perfectly selected to endure the elements year-round. Teak is 
resistant to fungal decay, rotting and warping, and its natural oils 
help resist moisture, repel insects and prevent drying.

CAMELBACK 
BENCH 

outdoor collection
made in INDONESIA

DISCONTINUED
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CAMELBACK BENCH page 2

 u Teak cleaning products can be found at your local hardware 
store. Before applying teak cleaning products, clean your 
furniture with a soft brush, mild soap and water. Rinse with 
clean water and dry.

 u As teak ages, color changes, hairline cracking and peeling 
may occur and is expected. Such changes will not affect 
the durability and strength of the wood and should not be 
considered defects.

 u Protect surfaces from hot and/or wet dishes/objects with 
coasters and table pads to preserve the finish and natural 
characteristics of the wood. 

 u Do not drag this piece(s) across the floor as this will cause 
damage or weaken joints. 

 u Dropping furniture onto corners or feet will cause damage. 

 u Leaning backwards on two legs of a chair may weaken joints.

 u Store indoors during the winter season and in extreme weather. 
Ensure that the furniture is completely free of moisture before storing.

product details
 u The unique finish is applied and distressed by hand.

 u Hand-built from extremely durable teak—a dense, close-
grained hardwood that contains natural oils which resist 
moisture, repel insects and prevent drying. Teak is also 
resistant to fungal decay, rotting, warping and changes in 
size due to weather and temperature.

 u As typical of outdoor wood, teak ages gracefully from exposure 
to light, air and rain, gradually developing a soft, silver-grey patina.

 u This durable piece was designed and constructed for year-round 
use outdoors.

recommended care
 u Dust and polish gently using a soft cloth.

 u Stubborn dirt stains can be removed using fine-grit sand paper.

 u Spills should be removed immediately with a damp cloth.

 u Do not use harsh cleaners and abrasives as they may mar the 
wood’s surface.

Bench 70CAMELBNCH 
55.25" w x 23" d x 43" h

DISCONTINUED
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All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

NATURAL WOOD
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns, and due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that is 
hand-applied by our craftsmen, there will 
be variation from piece to piece. Some 
small splits may occur, but will only add 
to the character. Knots and joint lines 
are a natural property and add interest 
without affecting performance. All 
natural wood will display movement from 
season to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we use 
was harvested from renewable resources.

This collection was designed and constructed to be used outdoors. Cover or store indoors during the winter 
season and in extreme weather. Ensure that cushions are free of moisture before storing. To prevent permanent 
dirt and stains from settling into the fabric, wash and air dry slipcovers before storing.

Dry weather only

3 Season

All Weather

Sunbrella

ALL-WEATHER 
USE

Tradition earns the lead for the design of our Cape Cod Collection.
We’ve taken the classic look and fortified it with durable 
construction that won’t fade or break down. The all-weather 
wicker is produced meticulously by hand and woven around long-

lasting, rustproof aluminum frames. These pieces are ideal for  
comfortable entertaining.

CAPE COD
outdoor collection

made in ASIA

page 1

DISCONTINUED
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CAPE COD page 2

 u You can customize from more than 55 additional 
Sunbrella® fabrics.

recommended care
 u Protect your outdoor furniture with our exclusive Arhaus 

Outdoor Covers when not in use.

product details
 u Hand-woven, all-weather wicker with a weathered grey finish.

 u Artisans weave the fibers by hand around rustproof aluminum 
frames, resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture.

 u Stocked with all-weather cushions upholstered in Sunbrella® 
fabric that resists stains and fading.

 u Made in America and comprised of 2.0-density anti-microbial 
foam, cushions are mold- and mildew-resistant.

Sofa 70CCSFWGKT 
87.5" w x 37.75" d x 31.5" h

Chaise Lounge 70CCCHSWGKT 
28" w x 80" d x 12" h

Rocking Chair 70CCRCHWGKT 
33.5" w x 36.75" d x 30.25" h

Chair 70CCLCHWGKT 
33.5" w x 37.75" d x 31.5" h

Ottoman 70CCOTWGKT 
30.5" w x 25" d x 13" h

Weathered
Grey Wicker

Sailcloth
Sailor

STOCKED IN:

DISCONTINUED
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All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

NATURAL WOOD
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns and, due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that 
is hand-applied by our craftsmen, there 
will be variation from piece to piece. 
Some small splits may occur but will only 
add to the piece’s character. Knots and 
joint lines are a natural property and add 
interest without affecting performance. 
All natural wood will display movement 
from season to season because of 
changes in temperature and humidity.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we use 
was harvested from renewable resources.

A contemporary twist on an Arhaus favorite. 
Sturdy and lightweight, our Chase sectional features a chic chevron 
pattern crafted from intricately handwoven all-weather wicker. 
Structured on a rustproof aluminum frame and constructed to 

withstand nature’s elements, this classy collection brings style and 
comfort to outdoor entertaining. 

CHASE
outdoor collection

made in ASIA

DISCONTINUED
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CHASE page 2

4 Piece Sectional 70CHSECT4KT 
132" w x 99.5" d x 29.25" h

Corner 70CHCRNKT 
40" w x 40" d x 29.25" h

Armless Loveseat 70CHALVKT 
56.5" w x 39" d x 29.25" h

Right Arm Loveseat 70CHRLVKT 
59.5" w x 39" d x 29.25" h

Left Arm Chaise 70CHRCHSKT 
36.25" w x 64.5" d x 29.25" h

Sofa 70CHSOFAKT 
88" w x 40" d x 29" h

Swivel Chair 70CHSWCHKT 
39" w x 40" d x 29" h

DISCONTINUED
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CHASE page 3

 u General or light cleaning: Brush off any loose dirt. Prepare a 
cleaning solution of two ounces (1/4 cup) mild dishwashing liquid 
per gallon of lukewarm water (less than 100º F/38º C). Use a 
sponge or a soft bristle brush to clean. Allow cleaning solution to 
soak into fabric. Rinse thoroughly to remove all detergent residue. 
Allow fabric to air dry.

 u Recommended Washing of Sunbrella® fabrics: Remove slipcovers 
and close all openings and divide into two to three loads. Do not 
mix in with other laundry. Wash in cold water on the gentle cycle 
with a mild liquid detergent (without bluing agents).

 u Do not place in dryer. Air dry only before refitting to the frame.

 u Protect surfaces from hot and/or wet dishes/objects with coasters 
and table pads to preserve the finish and natural characteristics of 
the wood.

 u Do not drag this piece(s) across the floor as this will cause damage 
or weaken joints. 

 u Dropping furniture onto corners or feet will cause damage. 

 u Leaning backwards on two legs of a chair may weaken joints.

 u Protect your outdoor furniture with our exclusive Arhaus Outdoor 
Covers when not in use. 

 u This collection was designed and constructed to be used outdoors. 
Cover or store indoors during the winter season and in extreme 
weather. Ensure that cushions are free of moisture before storing. 
To prevent permanent dirt and stains from settling into the fabric, 
wash and air dry slipcovers before storing.

product details
 u Chase cushions are stocked in Sunbrella® Sail Sailor, a light and 

airy, go-with-anything natural linen color.

 u Choose from more than 55 additional outdoor fabrics in a variety 
of tones and patterns for the same price as stock.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Meticulous detailing has resulted in a durable resin with the look 
of natural wicker.

 u Aluminum frames are handcrafted by skilled artisans.

 u Made in America, and comprised of 2.0-density anti-microbial 
foam, cushions are mold- and mildew-resistant.

 u All pieces in the Chase Outdoor Collection are suitable for year-
round use.

recommended care
 u Dust with a soft, dry cloth.

 u Spills should be removed immediately with a damp cloth.

 u To clean furniture, spray off any dirt or debris with a hose and 
wipe dry with a soft cloth.

 u Avoid letting water stand on your furniture.

 u Comfortable, beautiful and oh-so-livable Sunbrella® fabric is 
amazingly easy to maintain, and most spills can be cleaned with 
mild soap and water. For tough stains, bleach can be used without 
fear of damaging the fabric or removing the color. With this kind of 
durability and a wide range of styles, what’s not to love?

 u One of the best ways to keep Sunbrella® fabrics looking good 
and to delay deep or vigorous cleaning is to properly maintain 
the fabrics. This can be accomplished by simply brushing off dirt 
before it becomes embedded in the fabrics, wiping up spills as 
soon as they occur or spot-cleaning soon after stains occur.

DISCONTINUED
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costa  |  cape outdoor collection   |  made in Indonesia and Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

costa

relax au natural
The simple, modern styling of our solid teak Costa collection confirms that less really is more. Crafted by Indonesian artisans, each stunning, streamlined 
piece is rendered from enduring planks of sustainably harvested teak wood. Natural, wire-brushed finishes give each surface a beautifully distressed 
appearance that will age to beautiful silver patinas over time. And, deep seating invites relaxation with all-weather cushions upholstered in easy-care outdoor 
performance fabrics.

product details
 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-round use.

 u Crafted by Indonesian artisans, frames are built using sustainably harvested teak wood, 
selected for its natural beauty and durability.

 u Teak surfaces are hand-finished with a subtle grey tone to accentuate the wood’s natural 
features. Finishes are then wire-brushed to create a weathered appearance.

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent drying, and resist moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, and warping due to weather and 
temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey patina due to exposure.

 u Hairline-cracking and peeling of stained outdoor wood is a normal reaction to the elements 
and may occur over time relative to care and use. This natural aging is typical, will add 
unique character to your piece, and is not considered a defect.

 u Incredibly relaxing and supportive, our lofty, zippered outdoor cushions are padded with 
high resiliency, antimicrobial foam and covered in weather-resistant Sunbrella® or Inside 
Out® performance fabric.

 u Dense foam padding is extremely resilient and enables high elasticity—providing ideal 
support and distributing pressure across cushion surfaces, helping them bounce back 
from continual, heavy use. 

 u Made in Mexico, our cushions are mold- and mildew resistant and are sustained by an 
outdoor elastic support system that extends the life of cushions and cradles your body for 
lasting comfort. 

 u Polyester fibers encase the foam cushion cores to provide additional comfort. 

 u Cushion fill is completely sealed in a water-repellent covering with zip closure, featuring 
serged interior edges to enhance cushion strength and longevity. 

 u Woven of 100% solution dyed acrylic, Sunbrella® and Inside Out® fabrics are easy to care 
for, stain resistant, color fast, and provide up to 98% UV protection. 

 u Unlike yarn-dyed fabrics where the color is surface deep, solution-dying completely 
permeates fibers, resulting in colorfast fabrics that withstand even the harshest elements. 

 u Order replacement cushions to complement your handcrafted Arhaus outdoor furniture. Or, 
order cushions in a different fabric to completely transform the look of outdoor spaces.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus Design 
Consultant for care recommendations.

8-Piece U-Shaped Sectional

152” w x 114” d x 29” h

COSTSECT8PC

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story. 
This collection is available in special-order 
Fabrics, Leathers, Finishes, and More. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

6-Piece U-Shaped Sectional

152” w x 76” d x 29” h

COSTSECT6UPC

Fabric: Finish:

Sunbrella® 
Ancona Linen

Driftwood 
Grey

custom-fit outdoor furniture covers
Protect your furnishings with resilient Sur Last® 
covers—specifically tailored to fit Arhaus outdoor 
collections. Speak to a design consultant for details.
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costa  |  cape outdoor collection   |  made in Indonesia and Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

6-Piece Sectional

152” w x 114” d x 29” h

COSTSECT6PC

5-Piece Sectional

152” w x 76” d x 29” h

COSTSECT5PC

4-Piece Sectional

114” w x 76” d x 29” h

COSTSECT4PC

3-Piece Sectional

114” w x 39” d x 29” h

COSTSECT3PC

Armless Chair

38” w x 38” d x 29” h

70CSACKT

Corner

38” w x 38” d x 29” h

70CSCRNKT

Ottoman

38” w x 38” d x 16.5” h

70CSOTKT
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costa  |  cape outdoor collection   |  made in Indonesia and Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Dining Table

84” w x 40” d x 30” h 70CS84RDT     Seats up to 8

96” w x 40” d x 30” h 70CS96RDT     Seats up to 10

Dining Bench

74” w x 24” d x 35.5” h

70CSDBNKT

Dining Armchair

23.75” w x 24” d x 35.5” h

70CSDACKT

Dining Side Chair

21.25” w x 24.5” d x 35.5” h

70CSDSCKT
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
COSTA MODULAR

Step 1

Step 2

A

CONNECTOR
2pcs

1 OF 1
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costa rei  |  camden outdoor collection  |  made in America Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

costa rei

all-weather comfort and style
Expertly fitted in easy-to-clean, all-weather slipcovers made from stunning outdoor fabrics, our Costa Rei Outdoor Swivel Chair will stylishly 
complement any alfresco oasis. Hand-crafted by artisans in North Carolina, this swivel chair is built with same attention to quality and 
design as our indoor upholstery and features a durable weather-resistant base constructed from marine-grade wood. Swivel mechanisms 
rotate 360 degrees, allowing you to take in your surroundings from all sides. 

product details
 u All-weather frames are constructed of kiln-dried, cross-
directional, marine-grade plywood—the same wood used to 
build boats. 

 u Frames are constructed using mortise-and-tenon joinery, 
reinforced, and weatherproofed for added stability and durability.

 u Cushions are slipcovered in all-weather Sunbrella® fabrics.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and 
fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and padded with mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Aluminum swivel mechanisms are contracted for outdoor use 
and resist rust. 

Swivel Slipcovered Bucket Chair 
32” w x 33” d x 29” h 
Sail Salt 70COSTSWCSS

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a custom design with 
hundreds of options to choose from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS1520SWSC 1520-CSO/CSCO SWVL CH SEAT COR
 TIGHT BACK, 1 SEAT

PT-COSTA PARGD $128.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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crete  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

crete

create a beautiful all-weather space
Inspired by French antiques, our Crete Collection features a chic, streamlined design with subtle, classic detailing. Handcrafted of durable, 
rustproof, sand-cast aluminum, each piece features a brushed bronze finish, which is protected by a UV-inhibiting coating that’s 10 times 
more durable than paint. Customize the cushions in your choice of all-weather Sunbrella® fabrics for a truly tailored look.

product details
 u Sand-cast aluminum features a brushed bronze finish.

 u Aluminum frames feature a hand-applied, powder-coated finish, 
which creates a protective, water- and rustproof barrier that’s 10 
times more durable than paint.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for 
year-round use.

Dining Table  
60" diameter x 30" h 
70CRDTKT

Side Chair 
22" w x 24" d x 39.25" h 
70CRDCHKT

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to choose 
from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Fabric: 
Sundial Canvas

DISCONTINUED
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 TABLE TOP
B 1 BASE
C 1 PEDESTAL
D 8 BOLT
E 8 FLAT WASHER
F 8 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

5. Check alignment and make adjustment if needed,then tighten all of bolts progressively.

6.Turn over the table.Assembly is completed.

ARHAUS 
CRETE END TABLE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.

2.Turn the table top(A) upside down on a soft clean surface.

3.Attach the table pedestal(C) to the table top(A) with bolt(D) through lock washer(F) and flat washer(E) .
Do not tighten them at this moment!
4.Attach the table base(B) to the Pedestal(C) with bolt(D) through lock washer(F) and flat washer(E) .
Do not tighten them at this moment!

DISCONTINUED
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry
2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective
lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

IMPORTANT  SAFETY  INSTRUCTIONS
1.Do not place heavy objects on the table.
2.Never sit on,stand on or apply heavy pressure to the frame.
3.Do not allow children to play on or round the table.

DISCONTINUED
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 TABLE TOP
B 1 BASE
C 1 PEDESTAL
D 8 BOLT
E 8 FLAT WASHER
F 8 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

ARHAUS 
CRETE ROUND DINING TABLE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.

2.Turn the table top(A) upside down on a soft clean surface.

3.Attach the table pedestal(C) to the table top(A) with bolt(D) through lock washer(F) and flat washer(E) .
Do not tighten them at this moment!
4.Attach the table base(B) to the Pedestal(C) with bolt(D) through lock washer(F) and flat washer(E) .
Do not tighten them at this moment!

5. Check alignment and make adjustment if needed,then tighten all of bolts progressively.

6.Turn over the table.Assembly is completed.

DISCONTINUED
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry
2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective
lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

IMPORTANT  SAFETY  INSTRUCTIONS
1.Do not place heavy objects on the table.
2.Never sit on,stand on or apply heavy pressure to the frame.
3.Do not allow children to play on or round the table.

DISCONTINUED
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS4094CHSS 0494-CAIO CHAISE SEAT CASING PT-CRETE PARGD $69.00 0 0 1/17/2019

OUTDOOR CS4094CHBS 4094-CAIO CHAISE BACK CASING PT-CRETE PARGD $59.00 0 0 12/20/2018

OUTDOOR CS4094OTTS 4094-OAIO OTTO TOP CASING PT-CRETE PARGD $69.00 0 0 1/17/2019

OUTDOOR CS4094SFBS 4094-SAIO SOFA BACK CASING PT-CRETE PARGD $39.00 0 0 12/20/2018

OUTDOOR CS4094SFSS 4094-SAIO SOFA SEAT CASING PT-CRETE PARGD $69.00 0 0 1/17/2019

Parts Inventory
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crew  |   cape outdoor collection   |  made in Asia & Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

crew

let it all hang out
Handwoven from our exclusive All-Weather Wicker, our Crew hanging chair features an open weave design over a rustproof aluminum frame. Dry-brushed 
with varied high and low tones, this fun and fashionable chair mimics the appearance of natural rattan; complemented by plush cushions upholstered in easy-
care outdoor performance fabric. Available with textilene rope for hanging or a rustproof aluminum stand, this chair will create an exciting yet relaxing moment 
in any outdoor space.

product details
 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-round use.

 u Our Arhaus exclusive All-Weather Resin Wicker is specially formulated for design and durability to create 
the highest quality outdoor furnishings possible.

 u Perfectly mimicking the beauty of authentic natural materials, our resin wicker is colored with varying high 
and low tones. Masterfully dry-brushed finishes create organic textures that add depth to woven surfaces.

 u All-weather wicker surfaces are handwoven by artisans around rustproof aluminum frames, resulting in 
durable, corrosion-resistant furniture that will last season after season.

 u Incredibly relaxing and supportive, our lofty, zippered outdoor cushions are padded with high resiliency, 
antimicrobial foam covered in weather-resistant Sunbrella® or Inside Out® performance fabric.

 u Dense foam padding is extremely resilient and enables high elasticity—providing ideal support and 
distributing pressure across cushion surfaces, helping them bounce back from continual, heavy use. 

 u Made in Mexico, our cushions are mold- and mildew resistant and are sustained by an outdoor elastic 
support system that extends the life of cushions and cradles your body for lasting comfort. 

 u Polyester fibers encase foam cushion cores to provide additional comfort. 

 u Cushion fill is completely sealed in a water-repellent covering with zip closure, featuring serged interior 
edges to enhance cushion strength and longevity. 

 u Woven of 100% solution dyed acrylic, Sunbrella® and Inside Out® fabrics are easy to care for, stain 
resistant, color fast, and provide up to 98% UV protection. 

 u Unlike yarn-dyed fabrics where the color is surface deep, solution-dying completely permeates fibers, 
resulting in colorfast fabrics that withstand even the harshest elements. 

 u Headrest ties can be adjusted to match your personal comfort preferences.

 u Hanging chairs are suspended from Textilene rope—selected for its exceptional performance and 
durability.

 u Chair stands are made from aluminum—featuring hand-applied, powder-coated finishes, which create a 
protective, water- and rustproof barrier that’s 10 times more durable than paint.

 u Chairs support a maximum weight of 300 lbs.

 u Assembly hardware not included.

 u Professional installation recommended. 

 u Order replacement cushions to complement your handcrafted Arhaus outdoor furniture. Or, order cushions 
in a different fabric to completely transform the look of outdoor spaces.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus Design Consultant for care 
recommendations.

Hanging Chair

with rope     33.5” w x 32.5” d x 50.5” h 70CREWBLKT
with stand   33.5” w x 32.5” d x 78” h 70CREWBLSKT

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story. This 
collection is available in special-order Fabrics. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287Bohemian Black

Fabric

Sunbrella® 
Cast Slate

Finish
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70CREWBLRKT 

 CREW HANGING CHAIR WITH ROPE  
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70CREWBLKT 

 CREW HANGING CHAIR WITH STAND
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darrow  |  outdoor collection  |  made in America

darrow

contemporary curves  
Like our sophisticated Darrow indoor collection, this outdoor sectional features a stunning crescent shape, which allows you to frame your 
outdoor living space using new and interesting arrangements. This luxurious collection features a clean-lined, contemporary silhouette with 
floating, sloped track arms and a tight back. Each component is thoughtfully crafted by dedicated upholstery artisans. Reinforced and 
weatherproofed frames are built using kiln-dried, cross-directional, marine-grade plywood for stability and durability. Luxurious cushions are 
covered all-weather Sunbrella® fabrics and padded with antimicrobial foam for hours of lounging and relaxation. 

product details
 � Outdoor cushions are covered in Easy-Care Sunbrella® Outdoor fabric, 

the world’s leading outdoor performance textile.

 � Color-fast Sunbrella fabrics are woven from 100 percent solution-dyed 
acrylic that is stain- and fade-resistant and can withstand even the 
harshest elements.

 � Made in America from antimicrobial foam, our plush outdoor cushions 
are mold- and mildew-resistant.

 � Cushions are sustained by an outdoor elastic support system that 
cradles your body for lasting comfort.

 � All-weather frames are constructed of kiln-dried, cross-directional, 
marine-grade plywood—the same wood used to build boats. 

 � Frames are reinforced and weatherproofed for added stability and 
durability.

 � Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-round 
use.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

2-Piece Sectional 
119" w x 55" d x 33" h
70DAR2SECT

3-Piece Sectional 
147" w x 69" d x 33" h
70DAR3SECT

Left-Arm Sofa 
66" w x 41" d x 33" h 
A1646PLODS

Right-Arm Sofa 
66" w x 41" d x 33" h 
B1646PRODS

Armless Wedge 
62" w x 41" d x 33" h  
W1646AOODS

Fabric:  
Dunes Snow

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story.  

This collection is available in special-order Fabrics. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.
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darrow  |  outdoor collection  |  made in America Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

55"

119"

148"

2-Piece Sectional
119" w x 55" d x 33" h

3-Piece Sectional
148" w x 69" d x 33" h

60"

72"

69"

Left-Arm Sofa
66" w x 41" d x 33" h

Armless Wedge
62" w x 41" d x 33" h

Right-Arm Sofa
66" w x 41" d x 33" h

41"

66"

46"

64"

41"

66"

46"

64"

41"

62"

46"

60"
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS1646AWSC 1646-AOO ARMLS WED SEAT CORE
 TIGHT BACK, 1 SEAT

PT-DARROW PARGD $109.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1646LPSC 1646-PLO L/A APT SF SEAT CORE
 TIGHT BACK, 1 SEAT

PT-DARROW PARGD $109.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1646RPSC 1646-PRO R/A APT SF SEAT CORE
 TIGHT BACK, 1 SEAT

PT-DARROW PARGD $109.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.declan  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia

declan

classic, modern design
Strands of all-weather wicker, featuring meticulously crafted, nautical rope detailing, are woven together by furniture artisans 
in Indonesia to form the basket-weave seat and back of our Declan Outdoor Lounge Chairs. Subtle variations in color and 
texture between our resilient, resin wicker and natural, solid teak frames result in a beautiful depth of design. This mix of 
materials will durably resist the elements year-round. Natural teak wood resists insects, drying and moisture while adding 
warm color to outdoor or indoor seating arrangements.

product details
 u Chair seats and backs are handwoven from durable all-weather wicker 
and finished to create a basket-weave design.

 u Meticulous detailing is designed to resemble nautical ropes.

 u Handwoven all-weather, resin wicker is specially formulated and finished 
to resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created 
specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and low tones, 
adding beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

 u Chair frames are handcrafted from sustainably harvested teak wood, 
selected for its natural beauty and durability.

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent drying, 
and resist moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, warping due to weather 
and temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey patina 
due to exposure.

 u Hairline-cracking and peeling of stained outdoor wood is a normal 
reaction to the elements and may occur over time relative to care and 
use. This natural aging is typical, will add unique character to your piece, 
and is not considered a defect.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this piece is suitable for year-round use.

Lounge Chair 
27.25" w x 30.25" d x 32" h 
70DECLANCH

DISCONTINUED
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dune outdoor  |  outdoor collection  |  made in America Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

dune outdoor

the soothing serenity of a warm sand dune 
combines with the chic, uptown spirit of retro design to create this contemporary all-weather seating collection. The clean lines and sleek 
track arms of the vintage-inspired silhouette are blanketed in softness and texture with a delightful Sunbrella® fabric that feels as fabulous 
as it looks.

product details
 u Outdoor cushions are slipcovered in Sunbrella® fabric, the world’s 
leading outdoor performance textile.

 u Color-fast Sunbrella fabrics are woven from 100 percent solution-
dyed acrylic that is stain- and fade-resistant and can withstand 
even the harshest elements.

 u Made in America from antimicrobial foam, our plush outdoor 
cushions are mold- and mildew-resistant.

 u All-weather frames are constructed of kiln-dried, cross-directional, 
marine-grade plywood—the same wood used to build boats. 

 u Frames are reinforced and weatherproofed for added stability and 
durability.

 u Cushions are made of 2.0-density anti-microbial foam that is mold- 
and mildew-resistant, the equally-resistant support system is made 
of 3" outdoor Syntex stretch elastic which cradles your body.

 u Cushions are sustained by an outdoor elastic support system that 
cradles your body for lasting comfort.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to 
any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Slipcovered Sofa 
88" w x 40" d x 36" h 
10792SAOMUTP

Slipcovered Swivel Chair 
39" w x 40" d x 36" h 
30792CSOMUTP

Fabric: 
Topsail Pewter

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story.  

This collection is available in special-order:

Fabrics and Slipcovers.  |  Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

DISCONTINUED
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS0792OSWBC 0792-CSO/CSKO SW CHR BACK CORE
 OUTDOOR

PT-DUNE PARGD $39.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS0792OSWSS 0792-CSO/CSKO SWVL CH SEAT CAS
 OUTDOOR SWIVEL

PT-DUNE PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS0792OSFSC 0792-SAO OD SOFA SEAT CORE PT-DUNE $109.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

elia  |  outdoor collection  |  made in America

elia

outdoor accent lounge   
Bring the comfort and sophistication of your living room to your outdoor spaces. Our Elia Swivel Chair features a round shape ideally 
designed for lounging yet is durably built for the outdoors. The sturdy swivel chair is constructed by artisan hands using kiln-dried, cross-
directional, marine-grade plywood—the same lumber used in boat building. This is supported by a reinforced, weatherproof frame, topped 
with antimicrobial cushions, and slipcovered in weatherproofed, easy-to-maintain Sunbrella® fabric, resulting in an interesting accent chair 
for your patio. 

product details
 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Cushions are sustained by an outdoor elastic support system 
that cradles your body for lasting comfort.

 u All-weather frames are constructed of kiln-dried, cross-
directional, marine-grade plywood—the same wood used to 
build boats. 

 u Frames are reinforced and weatherproofed for added stability 
and durability.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for 
year-round use.

 u Features a swivel base for 360 degree motion.

Swivel Chair 
41" w x 48" d x 29" h 
31620CSOSD

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a custom 
design with hundreds of options to choose from. Ask in 
store or call 866.427.4287

Fabric:  
Sealift Denim
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page 1

natural wood
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns, and due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that is 
hand-applied by our craftsmen, there will 
be variation from piece to piece. Some 
small splits may occur, but will only add 
to the character. Knots and joint lines 
are a natural property and add interest 
without affecting performance. All 
natural wood will display movement from 
season to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity.

handcrafted quality
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

renewable resources
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we 
use was harvested from renewable 
resources.

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

This collection was designed and constructed to be used outdoors. Cover or store indoors during the winter 
season and in extreme weather. Ensure that cushions are free of moisture before storing. To prevent permanent 
dirt and stains from settling into the fabric, wash and air dry slipcovers before storing.

a l l - w e a t h e r  u s e

we sat down our emory collection and gave it some tough love.
After an all-weather makeover, the endurance and casual style of our 
beloved Emory is ready to take on the elements. Handcrafted with a 
marine-grade wood frame, its new base is weatherproof and durable 
enough to leave outside year round. The oversized cushions are both 

mold- and mildew-resistant and slipcovered in Sunbrella®  fabric. 
Weatherproofed from the inside out so you can bring the comfort of 
your living room to the great outdoors no matter what the season.

emory 
outdoor collection

made in AMERICA

page 1

DISCONTINUED
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emory page 2

 u General or light cleaning: Brush off any loose dirt. Prepare a 
cleaning solution of two ounces (1/4 cup) mild dishwashing 
liquid per gallon of lukewarm water (less than 100º F/38º C). Use 
a sponge or a soft bristle brush to clean. Allow cleaning solution 
to soak into fabric. Rinse thoroughly to remove all detergent 
residue. Allow fabric to air dry.

 u Recommended Washing of Sunbrella® fabrics: Remove slipcovers 
and close all openings and divide into two to three loads. Do not 
mix in with other laundry. Wash in cold water on the gentle cycle 
with a mild liquid detergent (without bluing agents). 

 u DO NOT use a dryer to dry your Sunbrella® slipcovers. Air dry 
before refitting to the frame.

 u Stand cushions on end and periodically flip over until dry.

 u All joints are corner-blocked for added stability and further 
reinforced and weatherproofed with water-resistant glue.

 u Stocked with all-weather cushions upholstered in Sunbrella® 
fabric that resists stains and fading.

 u Comprised of 2.0-density anti-microbial foam, cushions are 
mold- and mildew-resistant.

 u You can customize from more than 55 additional 
Sunbrella® fabrics.

product details
 u The all-weather base is constructed of kiln-dried, cross-

directional, marine-grade plywood — the same wood used to 
build boats.

 u The frame is constructed using mortise-and-tenon assembly. 

 u All joints are corner-blocked for added stability and further 
reinforced and weatherproofed with water-resistant glue.

 u Stocked with all-weather cushions upholstered in Sunbrella® 
fabric that resists stains and fading.

 u Comprised of 2.0-density anti-microbial foam, cushions are 
mold- and mildew-resistant.

 u You can customize from more than 55 additional 
Sunbrella® fabrics.

recommended care
 u Protect your outdoor furniture with our exclusive Arhaus Outdoor 

Covers when not in use. 

 u Comfortable, beautiful and oh-so-livable Sunbrella® fabric is 
amazingly easy to maintain, and most spills can be cleaned with 
mild soap and water. For tough stains, bleach can be used without 
fear of damaging the fabric or removing the color. With this kind of 
durability and a wide range of styles, what’s not to love?

 u One of the best ways to keep Sunbrella® fabrics looking good 
and to delay deep or vigorous cleaning is to properly maintain the 
fabrics. This can be accomplished by simply brushing off dirt before 
it becomes embedded in the fabrics, wiping up spills as soon as 
they occur or spot-cleaning soon after stains occur.

Grand Sofa 10778GAOMUSF 
94" w x 46" d x 36" h 

Chair and a Half 30778C2OMUSF 
53" w x 46" d x 36" h 

Ottoman and a Half 40778O2OMUSF 
45" w x 26" d x 16" h Sundial Flax

STOCKED IN:

DISCONTINUED
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emory page 3

technical information
Lux Sofa  
104" w x 46" d x 36" h

Chair and a Half  
30778C2OMUSF 
53" w x 46" d x 36" h

Grand Sofa 10778GAO-
MUSF 
94" w x 46" d x 36" h

Double Chaise  
59" w x 70" d x 36" h

Sofa  
84" w x 46" d x 36" h

Ottoman and a Half 
40778O2OMUSF  
45" w x 26" d x 16" h

Apartment Sofa  
74" w x 46" d x 36" h

*stocked

*stocked

*stocked

DISCONTINUED
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS0778ODC2M 0778-C2O OD C2 MUS/W CUSH.
 MUSLIN CH 1/2 W/CUSHIONS

PT-EMORY $1,559.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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fire pits & fire tables  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

fire pits & fire tables

bring warmth and ambience to your outdoor space.
Alluring and inviting, Arhaus Fire Pits and Fire Tables bring a sleek and stylish look to your patio. Modern and user-friendly, there is no 
hookup to propane or gas lines required. Simply use firewood or disposable gel fuel canisters and gather ‘round for hours of conversation 
and laughter with family and friends. 

product details
 u Fire Pit and Table bases are handcrafted from heat-resistant 

glass-fiber-reinforced concrete.

 u Rectangular Log Fire Tables and Natural Log Fire Pits are 
molded using real logs for an authentic appearance.

 u Rectangular Fire Pits and Natural Log Fire Pits feature stainless 
steel grates with holes to secure 3.5” diameter x 4” h gel fuel 
canisters.

 u Round Fire Pits feature iron grates.

 u Firewood can be placed on top of grates, over tray inserts.

 u Decorative lava rocks are included to fill negative space in tray 
inserts.

 u Fire Pit and Table bases feature holes for natural drainage and 
ventilation.

 u We recommend using with Sunjel Gel Fuel Canisters. 
Canisters are sold separately.

Rectangular Fire Table 
53" w x 30" d x 13" h 
Grey 70FPITGRYRC 
Grey Log 70FPITLOGRC 
Natural Log  70FPITLONARC

Round Fire Pit 
36.5" diameter x 19.5" h 
70FPITGRYRD

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR 91PS6419A FIREPIT GRILL REPLACEMENT
 GREY ROUND FIREPIT - GRILL

PT-FIREPT PART $99.00 8 8

OUTDOOR 91FIREFOOT OUTDOOR FIREPIT FOOT S/4 PT-FIREPT PART $20.00 12 12

Parts Inventory
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goa  |  camden outdoor collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

goa

encourage lounging
Designed with deep, comfortable seating framed in chic, traditional silhouettes, our Goa Outdoor Living Collection is handwoven from our 
durable all-weather wicker. This one-of-a-kind resin-fiber wicker is specially formulated and features unique variations in tone, resulting in an 
authentic rattan appearance. Breathable open weaves feature geometric patterns and an Antique White patina, selected to complement our 
plush, eco-friendly, antimicrobial cushions covered in weatherproof Sunbrella® fabric.

product details
 u Handwoven all-weather, resin wicker features an Antiqued White 
finish that is dry-brushed to resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created 
specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and low 
tones, adding beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

 u Artisans weave fibers around rustproof aluminum frames, 
resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture.

 u Cushions are covered in durable Sunbrella® fabrics.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and 
fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

Sofa 
86" w x 40" d x 29" h 
70GOASFKT

Sundial 
White

Antique 
White

Fabric: Finish:
your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to 
choose from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Lounge Chair 
38" w x 40" d x 29" h 
70GOALCHKT

DISCONTINUED
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hamptons dining   |  outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia

hamptons dining

timeless beauty for every season 
A simply elegant design, our Hamptons Outdoor Dining Collection is inspired by classic, English gardens. These all-weather furnishings are 
artisan-crafted from natural teak hardwood. Their beautiful frames are hand-finished to emphasize the wood’s coloring and unique, organic 
features. Perfectly selected to endure the elements, teak is especially durable due to its natural oils, which resist insects and help prevent 
drying while also repelling moisture. 

product details
 u Artisan-crafted using sustainably harvested teak wood, selected for  

its natural beauty and durability.

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent drying, and resist moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, warping due to weather and temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey patina due to exposure.

 u Artisan-applied finishes are wire-brushed to artfully remove pigment and  
create a timeworn appearance.

 u Outdoor cushions are covered in Easy-Care Sunbrella® Outdoor fabric, the world’s  
leading outdoor performance textile.

 u Color-fast Sunbrella fabrics are woven from 100 percent solution-dyed acrylic that is stain- and 
fade-resistant and can withstand even the harshest elements.

 u Made in America from antimicrobial foam, our plush outdoor cushions are  
mold- and mildew-resistant.

 u Bar Cart features shelving with a maximum weight of 77 lbs. and a removable  
tray with a maximum weight of 75 lbs.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-round use.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any  
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Bar Cart 
47.25" w x 21" d x 33.5" h 
70HMBCART

Armchair 
24" w x 25.75" d x 38" h 
70HMDACHKT

Side Chair 
21" w x 25" d x 38" h 
70HMDSCHKT

Rectangular Dining Table 
84.25” w x 40” d x 30” h 70HM84DT seats up to 8 
96” w x 40” d x 30” h 70HM96DT seats up to 10

Round Dining Table 
48” diameter x 30” h 70HM48RDDT seats up to 4 
54” diameter x 30” h 70HMRD54DT seats up to 6 
60” diameter x 30” h 70HM60RDDT seats up to 8

Bench 
66” w x 17” d x 18” h 70HMDBNCH 
80” w x 15” d x 18” h 70HM80BNCH

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story.

This collection is available in special-order Fabrics.
 Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Fabric: 
Sail Sailor
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

1 OF 2

- HAMPTONS 84'’ DINING TABLE
- HAMPTONS 96'’ DINING TABLE

70HM84DT
70HM96DT
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2 OF 2
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1 OF 3

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
  

1 OF 3

- HAMPTONS 54'’ ROUND DINING TABLE
70HM48RDDT
70HMRD54DT
70HM60RDDT

- HAMPTONS 48'’ ROUND DINING TABLE

- HAMPTONS 60'’ ROUND DINING TABLE
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2 OF 3
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3 OF 3
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
  

1 OF 2

- HAMPTONS 66'’ DINING BENCH
- HAMPTONS 80'’ DINING BENCH

70HM70BNCH2
70HM80BNCH2

A B C D E F G H
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hamptons living   |  outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia

hamptons living

timeless beauty for every season 
A simply elegant design, our Hamptons Outdoor Living Collection is inspired by classic, English gardens. These all-weather furnishings are 
artisan-crafted from natural teak hardwood. Their beautiful frames are hand-finished to emphasize the wood’s coloring and unique, organic 
features. Perfectly selected to endure the elements, teak is especially durable due to its natural oils, which resist insects and help prevent 
drying while also repelling moisture. 

product details
 u Artisan-crafted using sustainably harvested teak wood, selected for its  

natural beauty and durability.

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent drying,  
and resist moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, warping due to weather and temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft,  
grey patina due to exposure.

 u Artisan-applied finishes are wire-brushed to artfully remove pigment and  
create a timeworn appearance.

 u Outdoor cushions are covered in Easy-Care Sunbrella® Outdoor fabric,  
the world’s leading outdoor performance textile.

 u Color-fast Sunbrella fabrics are woven from 100 percent solution-dyed acrylic that is 
stain- and fade-resistant and can withstand even the harshest elements.

 u Made in America from antimicrobial foam, our plush outdoor cushions are  
mold- and mildew-resistant.

 u Chaise features an attached side table, which can be adjusted to either side.

 u Sectional components are held together by connecters to prevent shifting. 

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-round use.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any  

Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

5-Piece Sectional
93" w x 93" d x 37.5" h
Sail Sailor HAMP5PCSECT

4-Piece Sectional
93" w x 64.5" d x 37.5" h
Sail Sailor HAMP4PCSECT

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story.

This collection is available in special-order Fabrics.
Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Sande 
Vintage

Shelbie 
Indigo

Fabrics:

Sail 
Sailor
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hamptons living   |  outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia

Sofa 
82.75" w x 35.5" d x 37.25" h 
Sail Sailor 70HMSOFAKT

Lounge Chair 
32" w x 35" d x 38" h 
Sail Sailor 70HMLCHKT

Chaise 
84" w x 30" d x 13" h 
Sail Sailor 70HMCHSKT

Rocking Chair 
30.5" w x 42.25" d x 37.25" h 
Sail Sailor 70HMRCHKT 
Sande Vintage 70HMRCHSKT 
Shelbie Indigo 70HMRCHBKT

Daybed 
72" w x 59" d x 93" h 
Sail Sailor 70HMDAYBDKT

R-Arm Chair
29" w x 33" d x 37.5" h
Sail Sailor 70HMRACHKT

L-Arm Chair
29" w x 33" d x 37.5" h
Sail Sailor 70HMLACHKT

Armless Chair 
28.5" w x 33" d x 37.5" h 
Sail Sailor 70HMACHKT

Corner 
34.75" w x 33" d x 37.5" h 
Sail Sailor 70HMCOCHKT

Ottoman 
31" w x 19.5" d x 19" h 
Sail Sailor 70HMSOTKT

Coffee Table 
60" w x 26" d x 17" h 
70HMRCF

End Table 
26" w x 26" d x 24" h 
70HMEND

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
 70HMRCF-HAMPTONS RECT. COFFEE TABLE  

1 OF 2
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2 OF 2
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
70HMDAYBD - HAMPTONS DAY BED

TWO PEOPLE REQUIRED

1 OF 4

P

12
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2 OF 4
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3 OF 4

G
G
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4 OF 4
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
 70HMEND-HAMPTONS END TABLE   

1 OF 2
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2 OF 2
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CLIP CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
HAMPTONS SECTIONAL

2 Pcs
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS4091CCBS 4091-AOIO AL CHAIR BACK CASING PT-HAMPTON PARGD $59.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4091CCSS 4091-AOIO AL CHAIR SEAT CASING PT-HAMPTON PARGD $59.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS9845C2BC 9845 CHAIR 1/2 BACK CORE
 1 OVER 1

PT-HAMPTON PARGD $80.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS9845FSBC 9845 FULL SLPR BACK CORE PT-HAMPTON PARGD $49.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS9845C2SC 9845-C2B CHAIR 1/2 SEAT CORE
 1 OVER 1

PT-HAMPTON PARGD $138.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS9845CHSC 9845-C2C CHAIR SEAT CORE
 1 OVER 1

PT-HAMPTON PARGD $259.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS9845SFBC 9845-SAB SOFA BACK CORE PT-HAMPTON PARGD $39.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS9845SFSC 9845-SAB SOFA SEAT CORE PT-HAMPTON PARGD $109.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91HMDAYBDHDW HAMPTONS 72" DAY BED HARDWARE PT-HAMPTON PART $12.00 10 10

OUTDOOR 70HAMPODTBHW HAMPTONS TABLE HARDWARE PT-HAMPTON PART $15.00 94 94

Parts Inventory
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NATURAL WOOD
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns, and due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that is 
hand-applied by our craftsmen, there will 
be variation from piece to piece. Some 
small splits may occur, but will only add 
to the character. Knots and joint lines 
are a natural property and add interest 
without affecting performance. All 
natural wood will display movement from 
season to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we use 
was harvested from renewable resources.

All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

This collection was designed and constructed to be used outdoors. Cover or store indoors during the winter 
season and in extreme weather. Ensure that cushions are free of moisture before storing. To prevent permanent 
dirt and stains from settling into the fabric, wash and air dry slipcovers before storing.

Dry weather only

3 Season

All Weather

Sunbrella

ALL-WEATHER 

USE

Each of our designs is driven by function and comfort, 
and the Hermosa Collection is no different. Inspired by an antique 
French chair we found during our travels, the stylish lines of the 

rustproof aluminum add flair to any outdoor setting. Customize your 
outdoor space with all-weather Sunbrella® cushions.

HERMOSA
outdoor collection

made in ASIA

page 1

DISCONTINUED
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HERMOSA page 2

 u Comprised of 2.0 density foam, the anti-microbial foam 
cushions are mold- and mildew-resistant.

 u Sofa, chaise, chair and ottoman can be customized from more 
than 50 additional Sunbrella® fabrics.

 u Dining chairs are available in stocked fabric only. 

about this collection
 u Artisans handcraft these all-weather pieces from rustproof 

aluminum with precision welds and reinforced stress points. 

 u Features oil-rubbed bronze finish with a weather-resistant and 
UV-inhibiting coating that’s 10 times more durable than paint.

 u Stocked with all-weather cushions upholstered in Sunbrella® 
fabric that resists stains and fading.

Sofa 70HRSOFAKT 
79"  w x 36.5" d x 38.25" h

Chaise 70HRCHSKT 
30.5" w x 78" d x 34.75" h

Chair 70HRLCHKT 
30" w x 36.5" d x 38.25" h

Ottoman 70HROTTOKT 
26" w x 23" d x 12" h

Coffee Table 70HRRECCF 
50" w x 30" d x 18" h

End Table 70HREND 
26" w x 26" d x 22" h

Round Dining Table 70HR60DTKT 
60" diameter x 30" h

Dining Arm Chair 70HRDACHKT 
23.25" w x 24.50" d x 38" h

Dining Side Chair 70HRDSCHKT 
20" w x 24.5" d x 38" h Daylight Pewter

STOCKED IN:

DISCONTINUED
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huntington   |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

huntington

an all-weather favorite 
Our Huntington Outdoor Collection is handwoven from all-weather wicker—designed to look and feel like real rattan. Sloped arms and sleek 
lines create chic silhouettes, carefully crafted by furniture artisans and constructed using weather-resistant, aluminum frames. Mold- and 
mildew-resistant cushions are slipcovered with complementary, easy-to-maintain Sunbrella® fabrics for an oh-so-comfortable seat. Plus, 
Dining Armchairs swivel 360 degrees for convenient motion.

product details
 u Chair frames are handwoven from all-weather, resin wicker, which 
is specially formulated and finished to resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created 
specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and low 
tones, adding beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

 u Artisans weave fibers around rustproof aluminum frames, 
resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture.

 u Seat cushions are covered in durable Sunbrella® fabric.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Dining Armchairs feature 360 degree swivel motion.

Dining Swivel Armchair 
27" w x 32" d x 46" h 
Weathered Grey 70HNWGDSASKT 
Dry Bark  70HNDBDSASKT 
Dark Charcoal  70HNDCDSASKT

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Fabric:

your style your way
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to 
choose from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Dry Bark Dark 
Charcoal

Weathered  
Grey

Sail Salt

Finishes:
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS4072SWBS 4072-CSIO SWL CHR BACK CASING PT-HUNTING PARGD $82.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4072SWBC 4072-CSIO SWL CHR BACK CORE PT-HUNTING PARGD $46.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4072SWSS 4072-CSIO SWL CHR SEAT CASING PT-HUNTING PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4072SWSC 4072-CSIO SWL CHR SEAT CORE PT-HUNTING PARGD $115.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4072SFTS 4072-SAIO TOSS PILLOW CASING
 FABRIC

PT-HUNTING PARGD $79.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

ivy  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia

ivy

with sophisticated, contemporary appeal,  
our intriguing Ivy Outdoor Living Collection showcases deep, comfortable seating accentuated by unique decorative straps around the back 
and side cushions. Upholstery is covered in all-weather Sunbrella® fabric complemented by aluminum shelter frames. Sleek and streamlined, 
hand-finished aluminum is painted with a dark charcoal color protected with a specialized powder coating—which creates a weather-resistant 
barrier that repels rust and moisture. Occasional tabletops are inlaid with ceramic tile for an interesting contrast in materials.

product details
 u Cushions are covered in Sunbrella fabric.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Straps around the back and side cushions are made from the 
same durable fabric.

 u Aluminum shelter frames are hand-painted with a charcoal grey 
finish.

 u Aluminum frames feature a hand-applied, powder-coated finish, 
which creates a protective, water- and rustproof barrier that’s 10 
times more durable than paint.

 u Coffee and end table tops feature inlaid ceramic tiles.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for 
year-round use.

End Table 
16" w x 16" d x 22" h 
70IVYEND

Coffee Table 
75" w x 27.75" d x 15" h 
70IVYCF

Sofa 
86" w x 34" d x 34" h 
70IVYSF

Lounge Chair 
34" w x 34" d x 34" h 
70IVYCH

Fabric: 
Sunbrella Flanelle

DISCONTINUED
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

70IVYCH – IVY LOUNGE CHAIR

DISCONTINUED
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Parts Included:

(A) Ivy Lounge Chair 1 Pc

(B) Legs 4 Pcs

Hardware Included:

(C) KD Bold M6 x 20 16 Pcs

(D) Plastic Ring 16 Pcs

(E) Allen Key 1 Pc

Assembly Instruction Steps:

 

Frame Care Instructions:

 Dust often using a clean, soft, dry and lint-free cloth.
 Blot spills immediately and wipe with a clean, damp, cloth.
 We do not recommend the use of chemical cleansers, abrasives or furniture polish on our lacquered finish.
 Hardware may loosen over time. Periodically check to make sure all connections are tight.
 Re-tighten if necessary.

Fabric Care Instructions:

 Sunbrella fabric should be cleaned regularly to remove excessive dirt.
 Brush of any loose dirt and rise with warm water.
 To clean, use a mild soap solution in lukewarm water (no more than 100°F).
 Rinse thoroughly to remove soap.
 Do not use detergents, allow to air dry.

Thank you for your purchase 
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

70IVYSF – IVY SOFA

DISCONTINUED
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Parts Included:

(A) Ivy Lounge Chair 1 Pc

(B) Legs 4 Pcs

(C) Center Leg 1 Pc

Hardware Included:

(D) KD Bold M6 x 20 18 Pcs

(E) Plastic Ring 18 Pcs

(F) Allen Key 1 Pc

Assembly Instruction Steps:

 

 

Frame Care Instructions:

 Dust often using a clean, soft, dry and lint-free cloth.
 Blot spills immediately and wipe with a clean, damp, cloth.
 We do not recommend the use of chemical cleansers, abrasives or furniture polish on our lacquered finish.
 Hardware may loosen over time. Periodically check to make sure all connections are tight.
 Re-tighten if necessary.

Fabric Care Instructions:

 Sunbrella fabric should be cleaned regularly to remove excessive dirt.
 Brush of any loose dirt and rise with warm water.
 To clean, use a mild soap solution in lukewarm water (no more than 100°F).
 Rinse thoroughly to remove soap.
 Do not use detergents, allow to air dry.

Thank you for your purchase 
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jhett  |   cape outdoor collection   |  made in Indonesia & Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

jhett

lounge with confidence
Featuring a gently curved silhouette crafted from solid teak wood, our Jhett lounge chairs combine organic textures, hand-applied finishes, and modern 
architectural styling for a unique, sophisticated aesthetic that will elevate any outdoor gathering space. Cushions made with antimicrobial foam are covered in 
easy-care outdoor performance fabrics to protect against fading, moisture, and stains.

product details
 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-round use.

 u Crafted by Indonesian artisans, frames are built using sustainably harvested teak wood, 
selected for its natural beauty and durability.

 u Teak surfaces are wire-brushed for a lightly distressed appearance and hand-finished with 
a soft brown wash to impart rich tone to the frame.

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent drying, and resist moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, and warping due to weather and 
temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey patina due to exposure.

 u Hairline-cracking and peeling of stained outdoor wood is a normal reaction to the elements 
and may occur over time relative to care and use. This natural aging is typical, will add 
unique character to your piece, and is not considered a defect.

 u Incredibly relaxing and supportive, our lofty, zippered outdoor cushions are padded with 
high resiliency, antimicrobial foam and covered in weather-resistant Sunbrella® or Inside 
Out® performance fabric.

 u Dense foam padding is extremely resilient and enables high elasticity—providing ideal 
support and distributing pressure across cushion surfaces, helping them bounce back 
from continual, heavy use. 

 u Made in Mexico, our cushions are mold- and mildew resistant and are sustained by an 
outdoor elastic support system that extends the life of cushions and cradles your body for 
lasting comfort. 

 u Polyester fibers encase the foam cushion cores to provide additional comfort. 

 u Cushion fill is completely sealed in a water-repellent covering with zip closure, featuring 
serged interior edges to enhance cushion strength and longevity. 

 u Woven of 100% solution dyed acrylic, Sunbrella® and Inside Out® fabrics are easy to care 
for, stain resistant, color fast, and provide up to 98% UV protection. 

 u Unlike yarn-dyed fabrics where the color is surface deep, solution-dying completely 
permeates fibers, resulting in colorfast fabrics that withstand even the harshest elements. 

 u Order replacement cushions to complement your handcrafted Arhaus outdoor furniture. Or, 
order cushions in a different fabric to completely transform the look of outdoor spaces.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus Design 
Consultant for care recommendations.

Lounge Chair

28" w x 27" d x 32" h
Canvas Brick 70JHETTCHKT
Sailcloth Sailor NEED S/O SKU*
Hensley Fiesta NEED S/O SKU*

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story. This 
collection is available in special-order Fabrics. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287Sunbrella® 
Canvas Brick

Fabrics

Sunbrella® 
Sailcloth Sailor*

Inside Out® 
Hensley Fiesta*

*available by special order

custom-fit outdoor furniture covers
Protect your furnishings with resilient Sur Last® 
covers—specifically tailored to fit Arhaus outdoor 
collections. Speak to a design consultant for details.
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All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

This collection was designed and constructed to be used outdoors. Cover or store indoors during the winter 
season and in extreme weather. Ensure that cushions are free of moisture before storing. To prevent permanent 
dirt and stains from settling into the fabric, wash and air dry slipcovers before storing.

Dry weather only

3 Season

All Weather

Sunbrella

ALL-WEATHER 
USE

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive, designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in our commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood was 
harvested from renewable resources.

LIMITED LIFETIME 
WARRANTY
Arhaus warrants all products to be free 
of defects in material and workmanship. 
We will repair, or at our option, provide 
reasonably equivalent furniture valued 
up to the original purchase price. Fabric, 
leather and material are not covered by 
this warranty. Please ask your Interior 
Specialist for complete details and 
exclusions prior to purchase based on your 
personal vision, there is additional time 
involved. Also, due to this specialization, 
we regret that we cannot accept 
cancellations on these pieces. Consult  
with your Interior Specialist for more 
details on custom order items.

Industrial chic merges with all-weather durability 
in our Julian Collection. The sturdy reconstructed stone top and 
galvanized iron base share a subtle fossil finish, and clean, smooth 
lines make this design picture-perfect from any angle. Pair the 

bench with a set of our outdoor chairs for a space friends and family 
will adore.

JULIAN
outdoor collection
made in PHILIPPINES

page 1

DISCONTINUED
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JULIAN page 2

recommended care
 u Due to its porous nature, only use cleaners designed for natural 

stone. They should be free of bleach and acids.

 u Wiping the reconstructed stone down with a combination of a 
damp cloth and stone cleaner is ideal.

 u Do not use care products that contain ammonia or silicone as this 
will cut through the lacquer finish (over time) and damage your 
piece.

 u Avoid letting water stand on your furniture.

 u Spills should be removed immediately with a damp cloth.

 u Protect surfaces from hot and/or wet dishes/objects with coasters 
and table pads to preserve the finish and natural characteristics of 
the wood. 

 u Do not drag this piece(s) across the floor as this will cause damage 
or weaken joints. 

 u Dropping furniture onto corners or feet will cause damage. 

 u Leaning backwards on two legs of a chair may weaken joints.

 u This collection was designed and constructed to be used outdoors. 
Cover or store indoors during the winter season and in extreme 
weather. Ensure that cushions are free of moisture before storing. 
To prevent permanent dirt and stains from settling into the fabric, 
wash and air dry slipcovers before storing.

 u Protect your furniture with our Arhaus covers when not in use.

product details
 u Suitable for year-round use.

 u The reconstructed stone top is 65 percent stronger than 
traditional concrete and 40 percent lighter than stone.

 u Concrete tabletops are comprised of high-grade, mineral 
composition concrete. Poured and set, the concrete is 
carefully cut by skilled artisans, then hand-finished and 
hand-polished to create a glass-like smooth surface. A light 
sealant is applied for additional protection. The finish on 
the tabletop will develop with each season. Suitable for year 
round use outdoors.

 u Each piece boasts a unique patina, so no two will be exactly 
alike.

 u The base is constructed of rustproof, powder-coated 
galvanized iron.

 u The top features a fossil finish.

 u The fossil finish is a reactive process that includes a salt 
diffuser being applied to each piece that creates its varied 
tone and texture. 

 u As the piece continues to cure, the salt diffuser may perspire 
from the finish over the first few months. 

 u This is a natural, non-hazardous occurrence and is to be 
expected from this type of product.

 u It will only enhance the patina and give each piece unique 
character. 

Bench

End tableDining Table

Large Dining Table 70JUL69TBLKT 
69" w x 35" d x 30" h

Bench 70JULBNCHKT 
62" w x 17" d x 18" h

Table Top Detail

End table 70JULENDK 
24” w x 24” d x 24” h

DISCONTINUED
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kyra   |  camden outdoor collection  |  made in America

kyra

easy-care outdoor swivel chair
A versatile accent piece, the Kyra Swivel Chair is a great addition to any patio or pool-side seating arrangement. Its smaller-scale frame fits 
easily into any space yet is durable enough to withstand year round use. Featuring a reinforced, weatherproofed frame, this easy-care swivel 
chair is constructed from kiln-dried, cross-directional, marine-grade plywood and fitted with weatherproof Sunbrella® fabric. The seat is 
padded with comfortable, antimicrobial foam and the swivel mechanism allows it to turn 360 degrees, so you can take in your surroundings 
from all sides.

product details
 u Upholstery is expertly fitted in Sunbrella® fabrics.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Cushions are sustained by an outdoor elastic support system 
that cradles your body for lasting comfort.

 u All-weather frames are constructed of kiln-dried, cross-
directional, marine-grade plywood—the same wood used to 
build boats. 

 u Frames are reinforced and weatherproofed for added stability 
and durability.

 u Features a swivel base for 360 degree motion.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for 
year-round use.

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Swivel Chair 
32" w x 33" d x 27" h 
Tranquil Pebble 3AR81CSOTP 
Tasha Peppercorn 70KYRASWSS 
Sail Sailor 70KYRASWSL 
Sims Granite* XK1FSWJ 
Sole Indigo* XK1FSWH

*special order only

Fabrics:

Tranquil 
Pebble

Tasha 
Peppercorn

Sims Granite*Sail Sailor Sole Indigo*

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to 
choose from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CSAR81SWSC AR81-CSO SWL CHAIR SEAT CORE PT-KYRA PARGD $89.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CSAR81SWSS AR81-CSO SWVL CH SEAT CASING
 TIGHT BACK OVER 1

PT-KYRA PARGD $69.00 0 0 1/16/2019

Parts Inventory
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

landon  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

landon

durable and comfortably modern  
The luxuriously relaxing seats of our Landon Collection are perfectly complemented to add depth to your outdoor décor. Subtle color 
variations in grey finishes coalesce into a unique yet classic aesthetic—meticulously crafted using handwoven resin-fibers to form a 
charming checkered motif. This durable, weather-resistant construction is supported by aluminum framing and topped with American-
made, antimicrobial cushions. Upholstery is covered by easy-to-maintain Sunbrella® fabrics, which result in style-defining furnishings that 
will withstand outdoor use year round. 

product details
 u Each piece is handwoven from all-weather, resin wicker and 
features a grey finish.

 u Handwoven all-weather, resin wicker is specially formulated and 
finished to resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created 
specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and low 
tones, adding beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

 u Artisans weave fibers around rustproof aluminum frames, 
resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this piece is suitable for year-
round use.

Lounge Chair 
39" w x 40" d x 29" h 
70LNDSWCHKT

your style your way
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a custom 
design with hundreds of options to choose from. Ask in 
store or call 866.427.4287

Fabric: 
Sundial Silver

Sofa 
88" w x 40" d x 29" h 
70LNDSFKT

DISCONTINUED
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS1096COBC 1096-EEB CORNER BACK CORE PT-LOUNGE PARGD $61.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1096ALBC 1096-LOB AL SOFA BACK CORE PT-LOUNGE PARGD $61.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4066CHSS 4066-CAIO LOUNG CHAIR SEAT CAS PT-LOUNGE PARGD $45.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4066CHBS 4066-CAIO LOUNGE CHAIR B CASNG PT-LOUNGE PARGD $36.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4066SFBS 4066-SAIO SOFA BACK CASING PT-LOUNGE PARGD $72.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4066SFSS 4066-SAIO SOFA SEAT CASING PT-LOUNGE PARGD $81.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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malawi  |  cape outdoor collection  |  made in Asia/Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

malawi

inspired by traditional designs
our Malawi outdoor seating collection creates an inviting, modern tribal aesthetic on any patio, porch, or poolside. Seating with rounded, 
shelter-style silhouettes and versatile accent tables are handwoven from strands of all-weather wicker over rustproof aluminum frames, 
which are hand-forged by Asian artisans. Semi-open weaves offer visual lightness to each piece, while darker, bohemian-inspired finishes 
keep designs grounded.

product details
 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-round use.

 u Our Arhaus exclusive All-Weather Resin Wicker is specially formulated for design and 
durability to create the highest quality outdoor furnishings possible.

 u Perfectly mimicking the beauty of authentic natural materials, our resin wicker is colored 
with varying high and low tones. Masterfully dry-brushed finishes create organic textures 
that add depth to woven surfaces.

 u All-weather wicker surfaces are handwoven by artisans around rustproof aluminum 
frames, resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture that will last season after season.

 u Aluminum frames feature a hand-applied, powder-coated finish, which creates a 
protective, water- and rustproof barrier that’s 10 times more durable than paint.

 u Incredibly relaxing and supportive, our lofty, zippered outdoor cushions are padded with 
high resiliency, antimicrobial foam and covered in weather-resistant Sunbrella® fabric.

 u Dense foam padding is extremely resilient and enables high elasticity—providing ideal 
support and distributing pressure across cushion surfaces, helping them bounce back 
from continual, heavy use. 

 u Made in Mexico, our cushions are mold- and mildew resistant and are sustained by an 
outdoor elastic support system that extends the life of cushions and cradles your body for 
lasting comfort. 

 u Polyester fibers encase the foam cushion cores to provide additional comfort. 

 u Cushion fill is completely sealed in a water-repellent covering and feature serged interior 
edges to enhance cushion strength and longevity. 

 u Woven of 100% solution dyed acrylic, Sunbrella, the world’s leading outdoor performance 
textile is easy to care for, stain resistant, color fast and provides up to 98% UV protection. 

 u Unlike yarn-dyed fabrics where the color is surface deep, solution-dying completely 
permeates fibers, resulting in colorfast fabrics that withstand even the harshest elements. 

 u Order replacement cushions to complement your handcrafted Arhaus outdoor furniture. 
Or, order cushions in a different fabric to completely transform the look of outdoor spaces.

 u Tray tables are perfect for entertaining, featuring removable trays that can be used as 
folding serving stands.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus Design 
Consultant for care recommendations.

Sofa
81" w x 33" d x 34"h
70MALA72SFKT your style your way 

Craft a custom design that tells your style story.  
This collection is available in special-order Fabrics. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287Sunbrella® 
Canvas White

Fabric

Bohemian 
Black

Finish
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malawi  |  cape outdoor collection  |  made in Asia/Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Lounge Chair
33" w x 33" d x 34" h
70MALA33LCKT

Chaise
31.75" w x 79.75" d x 13" h
70MALA32CHKT

Armchair
27.5" w x 26.5" d x 32.5" h
70MALA18DSKT

Side Chair
18" w x 23.75" d x 33.5" h
70MALA18DS

Tray Table
28" w x 18" d x 30.75" h
70MALA28TRY
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70MALA18DS – MALAWI DINING SIDE CHAIR 
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR 91MALAHDW MALAWI HARDWARE SET PT-MALAWI PART $15.00 10 10

OUTDOOR 91MALAWITRAY MALAWI TRAY TABLE EXTRA TRAY PT-MALAWI PART $99.00 10 10

Parts Inventory
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malibu  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

malibu

modern alfresco aesthetics
A modern take on classic Parsons design, our Malibu collection frames a space with sophistication and drama. Sleek silhouettes featuring 
angled legs are craftsman-built from sustainably harvested teak wood—selected for its natural beauty and durability. Finished surfaces are 
stained a beautiful coastal grey and wire-brushed by hand to artfully remove pigment, creating an inviting, timeworn appearance. 

product details
 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-round use.

 u Artisan-crafted using sustainably harvested teak wood, selected for its  
natural beauty and durability.

 u Finished surfaces are stained and wire-brushed by hand to artfully remove 
pigment and create a timeworn appearance.

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent drying,  
and resist moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, and warping due to  
weather and temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey patina  
due to exposure.

 u Hairline-cracking and peeling of stained outdoor wood is a normal reaction  
to the elements and may occur over time relative to care and use. This  
natural aging is typical, will add unique character to your piece, and is  
not considered a defect.

 u This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied 
finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture,  
making each truly unique.

 u Furniture made from natural wood may move slightly due to temperature and 
humidity. This is normal and should be expected from season to season.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any  
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Dining Table
72" w x 42" d x 30.5" h
70MALI72DT

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story.  
This collection is available in special-order Fabrics. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287Cement Grey

Finish

Dining Bench
60" w x 16" d x 18.5" h
70MALI60BE
With Sunbrella® Canvas White Cushion

End Table
16.5" w x 16.5" d x 25" h
70MALI17ET

Sunbrella® 
Canvas White

Fabric
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

1 OF 2

 MALIBU DINING BENCH

A

M8x80=8pc

B

8pc

C

8pc

D

1pc
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2 OF 2

A
C B

D
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

1 OF 2

 MALIBU DINING TABLE

A

M8x70=8pc

B

8pc

C

8pc

D

1pc
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2 OF 2

A
B C

D
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

1 OF 2

 MALIBU END TABLE

A

M8x80=8pc

B

8pc

C

8pc

D

1pc
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2 OF 2

A
C

B

D
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR 91MALI72DTHW MALIBU DINING 72" TABLE HDW
 COMPLETE SET

PT-MALIBOD PART $15.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91MALI60BEHW MALIBU DINING BENCH 60" HDW
 COMPLETE SET

PT-MALIBOD PART $15.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91MALI17ETHW MALIBU END TABLE 17" HDW
 COMPLETE SET

PT-MALIBOD PART $15.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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manhattan  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia

manhattan

clean and sophisticated  
With a chic, sophisticated aesthetic, our Manhattan Collection’s contemporary teak framing is defined by clean lines emphasized by 
horizontal slats. Beautiful teak wood is perfectly selected for outdoor gathering spaces, featuring rich coloring and naturally protective oils 
which resist the elements. This stunning hardwood is complemented by comfortable and easy to maintain cushions, which are padded by 
dense, supportive anti-microbial foam and covered with durable, weather-resistant Sunbrella® fabric. Parsons-style dining pieces provide 
an ideal place to dine and relax al fresco. 

Dining Table 
84" w x 42" d x 30" h 
70MNH84DT

Bench 
76" w x 15" d x 18" h 
70MNHDNBNKT

Armchair 
24" w x 24" d x 38" h 
70MNHDACHKT

Side Chair 
21" w x 24" d x 38" h 
70MNHDSCHKT

Coffee Table 
54" w x 30.5" d x 16" h 
70MNH54CF

Side Table 
24" w x 17" d x 22" h 
70MNHEND

C Side Table 
12" w x 20" d x 22" h 
70MNHCTBL

Sofa 
81" w x 34" d x 29" h 
70MNHSFKT

Lounge Chair 
34" w x 34" d x 29" h 
70MNHLCHKT

Chaise 
79.25" w x 30" d x 14" h 
70MNHCHSKT

Fabric: 
Sundial White

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help 
you craft a custom design with 
hundreds of options to choose from. 
Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

product details
 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and mildew-
resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Dining table features a 2.16" diameter hole to accommodate outdoor 
umbrellas.

 u Frames are constructed using sold teak wood, selected for its natural 
beauty and durability.

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent drying, and 
resist moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, and warping due to weather 
and temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey patina due 
to exposure.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this piece is suitable for year-round use.

 u Dining table seats up to 8.

DISCONTINUED
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70MNH54CF - MANHATTAN COFFEE TABLE 

A

M6 x 40 = 8 Pcs

B

M6 x 50 = 4 Pcs

C

1 Pc

1 Pc 

4 Pc 

DISCONTINUED
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3(FINISH ASSEMBLY)

DISCONTINUED
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70MNHDNBN - MANHATTAN DINING BENCH 

A 

M8 x 40 = 8 Pcs

B

8 Pcs 

C

8 Pcs 

D

1 Pc 

1 Pc

1 OF 2

4 Pc

DISCONTINUED
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Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3(FINISH ASSEMBLY) 

2 OF 2

DISCONTINUED
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70MNH84DT – MANHATTAN 84” DINING TABLE 

A 

M8 x 45 = 8 
Pcs

B

8 Pcs 

C

8 Pcs 

D

1 Pcs 

E

1 Pcs 

1 Pc

4 Pc

1 OF 2

DISCONTINUED
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Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3(FINISH ASSEMBLY)

2 OF 2

DISCONTINUED
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70MNHEND - MANHATTAN END TABLE 

A

M6 x 40 mm = 6 Pcs

B

M6 x 50 mm = 4 Pcs

C

1 Pcs

1 Pc 

2 Pc 

2 Pc 

DISCONTINUED 160



Step 1

Step 2

Step 3(FINISH ASSEMBLY)

DISCONTINUED
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

menlo

expertly crafted outdoor upholstery
Create your own intimate outdoor space with our smartly tailored and versatile Menlo Sectional. Designed with three easily arrangeable 
pieces, including a comfy ottoman, this craftsman-built collection can be customized to fit patios both spacious and small. Incredibly 
durable, craftsman-built frames are made in America from with all-weather, kiln-dried, marine-grade plywood—the same materials used to 
build boats. And, weather-resistant upholstery is covered in stain- and fade-resistant Sunbrella® fabric.

product details
 u Upholstery is covered in durable Sunbrella® fabrics.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and mildew-

resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u All-weather frames are constructed of kiln-dried, cross-directional, marine-

grade plywood—the same wood used to build boats. 

 u Frames are reinforced and weatherproofed for added stability and durability.

 u Frames feature outdoor elastic support systems beneath seat cushions, 

which cradle your body for lasting comfort.

available by special order

5-Piece Sectional 
110" w x 110" d x 27" h 
MENLO5PC

Armless Chair 
32" w x 39" d x 27" h 
70MENAC

Corner 
39" w x 39" d x 27" h 
70MENCR

Ottoman 
39" w x 39" d x 15" h 
70MENOT

71" L/R-Arm Sofa 
71" w x 39"d x 27" h

4-Piece Sectional 
110" w x 78" d x 27" h
MENLO4PC

3-Piece Sectional 
110" w x 39" d x 27" h 
MENLO3PC

menlo  |  camden outdoor collection  |  made in America

Fabric: 
Sail Salt

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to 
choose from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS1680AOBS 1680-AOO AL CHAIR BACK CASING PT-MENLO PARGD $59.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1680AOSS 1680-AOO AL CHAIR SEAT CASING PT-MENLO PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1680COBS 1680-EEO CORNER BACK CASING PT-MENLO PARGD $59.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1680COSS 1680-EEO CORNER SEAT CASING PT-MENLO PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1680OTTS 1680-O2O OTTOMAN CASING PT-MENLO PARGD $69.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

mila

handwoven style and all-weather comfort
A super comfortable option for any outdoor gathering space, our Mila poufs are artisan-crafted from textilene rope supported by sturdy 
aluminum frames. Include these stunning all-weather occasional pieces in any seating arrangement for extra seating or tablespace.

product details
 u Handwoven from textilene rope, each pouf is built onto sturdy 
aluminum frames, resulting in an extra comfortable all-weather 
seat or occasional table.

 u Aluminum frames feature a hand-applied, powder-coated finish, 
which creates a protective, water- and rustproof barrier that’s 10 
times more durable than paint.

Mila Pouf 
36.25" diameter x 17.25" h 
70MILAPOGR

mila  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

DISCONTINUED
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montego  |  camden outdoor collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

montego

classic styling meets incredible craftsmanship
Featuring a refined, traditional aesthetic, our chic yet understated Montego Collection was designed with clean lines and no-fuss styling. 
Craftsman-built frames are durably constructed from all-weather aluminum supported by precision welds and reinforced stress points to 
ensure structural reliability season after season. UV-inhibiting powder-coated finishes are hand-applied by our furniture artisans, resulting in a 
dark grey, slightly textured patina that’s rustproof, waterproof, and 10X stronger than paint.

product details
 � Frames are craftsman-built from all-weather tube and cast
aluminum, featuring precision welds and reinforced stress points.

 � Aluminum frames feature a hand-applied, slightly textured
powder-coated finish, which creates a protective, water- and
rustproof barrier that’s 10 times more durable than paint.

 � Cushions are covered in durable Sunbrella® fabrics.

 � Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 � Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 � Montego Rectangular, 84" and 94" Dining Tables feature holes to
accommodate outdoor umbrellas.

Dining Table 
48"  48" diameter x 30" h 70MONT48RDKT 
60"  59.25" diameter x 30" h 70MONT60RDKT 
72"  70.5" diameter x 30" h 70MONT72RDKT 
84"  84" w x 42" d x 30" h 70MONT84KT 
94"  94" w x 42" d x 30" h 70MONT96KT

Sundial 
White

Dupione 
Laurel*

Slate

Fabrics: Finish: your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a custom design with 
hundreds of options to choose from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

*only stocked on the Montego Lounge Chair and Ottoman.

Dining Armchair 
23" w x 25.75" d x 36" h 
Sundial White 70MONTDAKT

Dining Side Chair 
20" w x 25.75" d x 36" h 
Sundial White 70MONTDSKT

Dining Bench 
77" w x 14.5" d x 17.75" h 
Sundial White 70MONTBNCKT
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montego  |  camden outdoor collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Sofa 
78.75" w x 34.25" d x 35.75" h 
Sundial White 70MONTSFKT

Lounge Chair 
26.75" w x 34.25" d x 35.75" h 
Sundial White 70MONTLCHKT 
Dupione Laurel 70MONTLCLKT

Ottoman 
26" w x 23" d x 12" h 
Sundial White 70MONTOTKT 
Dupione Laurel 70MONTLCOTKT

Chaise Lounge 
30" w x 76.5" d x 35.5" h 
Sundial White 70MONTCHKT

Coffee Table 
52" w x 25" d x 18" h 
70MONTCFKT

End Table 
25" w x 25" d x 21" h 
70MONTENDKT

C-Table 
20" w x 20" d x 22" h
70MONTCTBL
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 BENCH SEAT

B 2 BENCH BASE

C 8 BOLT

D 8 FLAT WASHER

E 8 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry
2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective
lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

4. Check alignment then tighten the bolts.Turn over the bench.Assembly is completed

3.Attach the two bench bases (B) to the bench seat (A) by aligning the bolt holes on the bases with those on the bench
seat and inserting bolts (C) through lock washers (E) and flat washers (D).  Loosely secure with wrench.

2.Turn the bench seat (A) upside down on a soft clean surface.
1.Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

ARHAUS
MONTEGO BENCH
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 LOUNGE BACK
B 1 LOUNGE SEAT
C 2 PLASTIC WASHER
D 2 LONG BOLT
E 2 NUT
F 2 FLAT WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry
2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective
lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

ARHAUS
MONTEGO CHAISE LOUNGE
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

3.Assembly is complete.

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.
2. Place the lounge back (A) on a non-abrasive flat surface. Align the holes on the lounge back (A) with the holes on
the lounge seat (B) and attach them together by inserting bolt (D) through the holes.Plastic washer (C) need to be
placed between seat and back. Once the bolt in place, securely tighten it with flat washer (F) and nut (E).Repeat the
same steps for the assembly of the other side.
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 TABLE  TOP

B 2 TABLE BASE

C 8 BOLT

D 8 FLAT WASHER

E 8 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry
2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective
lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

IMPORTANT  SAFETY  INSTRUCTIONS
1.Do not place heavy objects on the table.
2.Never sit on,stand on or apply heavy pressure to the frame.
3.Do not allow children to play on or round the table.

4. Check alignment then tighten the bolts.Turn over the table.Assembly is completed

3.Attach the two table bases (B) to the table top (A) by aligning the bolt holes on the bases with those on the table top
and inserting bolts (C) through lock washers (E) and flat washers (D).  Loosely secure with wrench.

2.Turn the table top(A) upside down on a soft clean surface.
1.Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

ARHAUS
MONTEGO COFFEE TABLE
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 TABLE TOP
B 1 BASE
C 4 BOLT(M6x25mm)
D 4 FLAT WASHER
E 4 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry
2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective
lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

IMPORTANT  SAFETY  INSTRUCTIONS
1.Do not place heavy objects on the table.
2.Never sit on,stand on or apply heavy pressure to the frame.
3.Do not allow children to play on or round the table.

4.Turn over the table.Assembly is completed.

ARHAUS 
MONTOGO END TABLE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.
2.Turn the table top(A) upside down on a soft clean surface.
3.Attach the table base(B) to the table top(A) with bolt(C) through flat washer(D) and lock washer(E).Check alignment
then tighten the bolts.
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 TABLE  TOP

B 2 TABLE BASE

C 2 BRACE

D 8 LARGE BOLT (M8 X 25MM)

E 8 LARGE FLAT WASHER

F 8 LARGE LOCK WASHER

G 4 SMALL BOLT (M6 X 25MM)

H 4 SMALL FLAT WASHER

I 4 SMALL LOCK WASHER

J 1 UMBRELLA HOLE CAP

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry
2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective
lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

IMPORTANT  SAFETY  INSTRUCTIONS
1.Do not place heavy objects on the table.
2.Never sit on,stand on or apply heavy pressure to the frame.
3.Do not allow children to play on or round the table.

2. Attach one end of brace (C) to table base by aligning the bolt hole on the brace with hole on table base and inserting
small bolt (G) through small lock washers (I) and small flat washers (H).Loosely secure with wrench.

3. Check the alignment of all parts, and adjust if necessary. Once the alignment is correct and all bolts are in place,
tighten all bolts with wrench. With the help of another person, carefully turn the table to the upright position.

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.
2. Carefully turn the table top (A) upside down on a soft surface.  Attach the two table bases (B) to the table top (A) by
aligning the bolt holes on the bases with those on the table top and inserting large bolts (D) through large lock washers
(F) and large flat washers (E).  Loosely secure with wrench.
Do not tighten the bolts at this point.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

ARHAUS
MONTEGO RECT. DINING TABLE
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 TABLE TOP
B 1 BASE
C 4 BOLT
D 4 FLAT WASHER
E 4 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry
2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective
lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

IMPORTANT  SAFETY  INSTRUCTIONS
1.Do not place heavy objects on the table.
2.Never sit on,stand on or apply heavy pressure to the frame.
3.Do not allow children to play on or round the table.

4.Turn over the table.Assembly is completed.

ARHAUS 
MONTEGO ROUND DINING TABLE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.
2.Turn the table top(A) upside down on a soft clean surface.

3.Attach the table base(B) to the table top(A) with bolt(C) through flat washer(D) and lock washer(E).Check alignment
then tighten the bolts.
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR 91MONT48TBHDW MONTEGO 48" DINING TBL HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $8.00 19 19

OUTDOOR 91MONT60TBHDW MONTEGO 60" DINING TBL HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $8.00 9 9

OUTDOOR 91MONT72TBHDW MONTEGO 72" DINING TBL HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $8.00 4 4

OUTDOOR 91MONT84TBHDW MONTEGO 84" DINING TBL HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $10.00 18 18

OUTDOOR 91MONT94TBHDW MONTEGO 94" DINING TBL HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $10.00 9 9

OUTDOOR 91MONTCSHDW MONTEGO CHAISE LOUNGE HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $6.00 11 11

OUTDOOR 91MONTCFHDW MONTEGO COFFEE TABLE HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $9.00 15 15

Parts Inventory
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

moroccan

eclectic all-weather seating
Showcase a chic, BOHO-inspired aesthetic in any outdoor gathering space with our handwoven Moroccan poufs. These comfortable 
occasional pieces are made from specially formulated all-weather resin wicker supported by durable aluminum frames. Perfect as extra 
seating or as handy occasional tables, these poufs feature stunning geometric motifs and hourglass silhouettes.

product details
 u Handwoven all-weather, resin wicker is specially formulated and 
finished to resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created 
specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and low 
tones, adding beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

 u Artisans weave fibers around rustproof aluminum frames, 
resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture.

 u Aluminum frames feature a hand-applied, powder-coated finish, 
which creates a protective, water- and rustproof barrier that’s 10 
times more durable than paint.

Moroccan Pouf 
15" diameter x 18" h 
Grey 70MORPOGR 
Black 70MORPOBW 
Natural 70MORPONA

moroccan  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

DISCONTINUED
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mykonos  |   outdoor collection   |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

mykonos

enduring aesthetics
Handwoven by artisans from weatherproof all-weather wicker, our Mykonos collection creates boho-inspired atmosphere with an open-
weave construction and one-of-a-kind finishes. Made from specially formulated resin, each occasional table is dry-brushed with high and 
low tones to create dimension and replicate the organic textures found in natural rattan. This durable material not only looks great by 
remains strong enough to withstand the elements season after season.

product details
 u Our Arhaus exclusive All-Weather Resin Wicker is specially formulated 

for design and durability to create the highest quality outdoor furnishings 
possible.

 u Perfectly mimicking the beauty of authentic natural materials, our resin wicker 
is colored with varying high and low tones. Masterfully dry-brushed finishes 
create organic textures that add depth to woven surfaces.

 u All-weather wicker surfaces are handwoven by artisans around rustproof 
aluminum frames, resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture that will last 
season after season.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Coffee Table

36" diameter x 17" h

70MYKCOF

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story. This 
collection is available in special-order Fabrics. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

End Table

22" diameter x 18" h

70MYKEND
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naples  |  outdoor collection  |  made in the Philippines 

naples

artisan-crafted outdoor occasional tables  
Designed by furniture artisans, our Naples Outdoor Occasional Collection is constructed from basket-woven reconstructed stone, which 
is sturdy enough to withstand Florida’s hurricane season, yet chic enough to elegantly accentuate luxe patios, gardens, or pools. These 
thoughtfully crafted occasional tables feature unique finishes, which create a stunning “unearthed” appearance that varies from piece to 
piece, making each one-of-a-kind. Pair the coffee and end table together for an industrial look that’s functional all year round.  

Coffee Table 
36" diameter x 18" h 
Fossil 70NAP36CF 
Grey Fossil 70NAP36CFWH

End Table 
22" diameter x 24" h 
Fossil  70NAPEND 
Grey Fossil 70NAPENDWH

STOCKED IN:

product details
 u Tables are sculpted from basket-woven reconstructed stone.

 u Reconstructed stone is 65 percent stronger than concrete and 
40 percent lighter than stone.

 u Finishes are achieved through a series of hand-applied washes.

 u As tables dry under the sun, they develop varied tones and 
textures, resulting in their “unearthed” appearance. 

 u Tables are lacquered for added protection and a subtle sheen.

Fossil

Grey Fossil

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

DISCONTINUED
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natural log  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

natural log

organically inspired occasional tables
Accent any outdoor seating arrangement with natural-looking accent tables. Artisan-crafted using real logs, these tables are molded from 
heat-resistant, glass-fiber-reinforced concrete and hand-finished to mimic the organic silhouettes of driftwood complete with grain and 
naturally weathered finish.

product details
 u Handcrafted from heat-resistant, glass-fiber-reinforced 

concrete.

 u Molded using real logs to replicate their bark, shape, and 
unique texture.

 u Hand-finished to create an organically weathered 
appearance.

End Table 
16.5" diameter x 18" h 70LOGN18END 
16.5" diameter x 22" h 70LOGN22END

Set of 2 
70NATLOGKIT 
Includes one 18" stool and one 22" stool
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nori  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia

nori

handcrafted, contemporary bucket seat  
Our comfortably contoured Nori Bucket Chair is thoughtfully designed for stylish outdoor seating. Its contemporary, all-weather wicker back 
and seat are handwoven from resin fibers and finished in either charcoal grey or white. The durable wicker is meticulously detailed and 
twisted to withstand the elements year round. A naturally beautiful teak wood base provides stable support and features oils which protect it 
against moisture, drying, insects, and warping.

Bucket Chair 
18.25" w x 23.5" d x 32.5" h 
Charcoal Grey 70NORGRY 
White 70NORWHT

STOCKED IN:

product details
 u Contoured seats are handwoven from all-weather, resin wicker, 
specially formulated and finished to resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created 
specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and low 
tones, adding beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

 u Frames are artisan-crafted using natural teak wood, selected for 
its natural beauty and durability.

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent 
drying, and resist moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, warping due to 
weather and temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey 
patina due to exposure.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this piece is suitable for year-
round use.

Charcoal Grey

White

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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pacifica  |   outdoor collection   |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

pacifica

effortless outdoor entertainment
Artisan-crafted concrete coffee tables offer all the angles on outdoor style. Choose as many modular surfaces as you like 
to create endless arrangements—tables are sold separately or as a multi-piece set. Durable composite concrete in a cool, 
textured grey finish works beautifully in any outdoor setting. Available rectangular component doubles as a showstopping 
beverage chiller, planter, or anything else you can imagine.

product details
 u Made from high quality concrete composite, this collection is made to resist 

the elements year round.

 u Each piece is poured into a cast and carefully hand-finished by artisans, 
resulting in subtly textured surfaces.

 u A light sealant provides additional protection and a soft finish.

 u Concrete surfaces develop a unique patina as their exposed to the elements. 
Variations in this finish will enhance the look of your piece, making it truly 
one-of-a-kind.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

3-Piece Coffee Table

35” w x 35” d x 15” h

PAC3PC

2-Piece Coffee Table

46” w x 35” d x 15” h

PAC2PC

Triangular Coffee Table

35” w x 35” d x 15” h

70PACTRI

Planter

35” w x 11” d x 15” h

70PACPLA
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paige tulip  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

paige tulip

midcentury-retro chic 
Sculptural curves and balanced proportions are perfectly molded from artisan-cast, heavy aluminum in our retro-chic Paige Tulip Collection. 
Taking inspiration from classic, midcentury modern furnishings, this contemporary collection is specifically created to withstand the elements 
while adding clean style and functional surfaces to your outdoor gathering spaces. Thoughtfully finished in white, each aluminum table is 
powder-coated to form a protective, UV-inhibiting barrier that resists rust and moisture—perfect for any patio or poolside. 

product details
 u Cast, heavy aluminum is hand-finished in clean white.

 u Aluminum is powder-coated which creates a protective, water- 
and rustproof barrier that’s 10 times more durable than paint.

 u All pieces are suitable for year-round use.

End Table 
22" diameter x 24" h 
70PGENDKT

Coffee Table 
36" diameter x 18" h 
70PGCFKT

Bistro Table 
42" diameter x 30" h 
70PG42DTKT

Dining Table 
54" diameter x 30" h 
70PG54DTKT

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 TABLE TOP

B 1 BASE

C 4 BOLT

D 4 FLAT WASHER

E 4 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry

2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective

lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

IMPORTANT  SAFETY  INSTRUCTIONS
1.Do not place heavy objects on the table.

2.Never sit on,stand on or apply heavy pressure to the frame.

3.Do not allow children to play on or round the table.

4.Turn over the table.Assembly is completed.

ARHAUS 
PAIGE 42" ROUND BISTRO TABLE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.

2.Turn the table top(A) upside down on a soft clean surface.

3.Attach the table base(B) to the table top(A) with bolt(C) through flat washer(D) and lock washer(E).Check alignment
then tighten the bolts.
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 TABLE TOP

B 1 BASE

C 4 BOLT

D 4 FLAT WASHER

E 4 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry

2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective

lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

IMPORTANT  SAFETY  INSTRUCTIONS
1.Do not place heavy objects on the table.

2.Never sit on,stand on or apply heavy pressure to the frame.

3.Do not allow children to play on or round the table.

ARHAUS 
PAIGE 36" ROUND COFFEE TABLE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.

2.Turn the table top(A) upside down on a soft clean surface.

3.Attach the table base(B) to the table top(A) with bolt(C) through flat washer(D) and lock washer(E).Check alignment
then tighten the bolts.

4.Turn over the table.Assembly is completed.
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 TABLE TOP

B 1 BASE

C 4 BOLT

D 4 FLAT WASHER

E 4 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry

2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective

lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

IMPORTANT  SAFETY  INSTRUCTIONS
1.Do not place heavy objects on the table.

2.Never sit on,stand on or apply heavy pressure to the frame.

3.Do not allow children to play on or round the table.

ARHAUS 
PAIGE 54" ROUND DINING TABLE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.

2.Turn the table top(A) upside down on a soft clean surface.

3.Attach the table base(B) to the table top(A) with bolt(C) through flat washer(D) and lock washer(E).Check alignment
then tighten the bolts.

4.Turn over the table.Assembly is completed.
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 TABLE TOP

B 1 BASE

C 4 BOLT

D 4 FLAT WASHER

E 4 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry

2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective

lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

IMPORTANT  SAFETY  INSTRUCTIONS
1.Do not place heavy objects on the table.

2.Never sit on,stand on or apply heavy pressure to the frame.

3.Do not allow children to play on or round the table.

4.Turn over the table.Assembly is completed.

ARHAUS 
PAIGE 22" ROUND END TABLE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.

2.Turn the table top(A) upside down on a soft clean surface.

3.Attach the table base(B) to the table top(A) with bolt(C) through flat washer(D) and lock washer(E).Check alignment
then tighten the bolts.
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palisade   |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

palisade

inspired by an ancient Greek design 
known as the Klismos Chair, the Palisade Outdoor Living Collection showcases classic form handcrafted from rustproof aluminum. Angular 
silhouettes are supported by reinforced frames and accentuated by a chic, all-weather, powder-coated finish that’s 10 times more durable 
than paint. Each piece is complemented by oh-so-comfortable, all-weather cushions padded with antimicrobial foam and covered with 
easy-care Sunbrella® fabric.

product details
 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Frames feature an oil-rubbed bronze finish.

 u Aluminum frames feature a hand-applied, powder-coated finish, 
which creates a protective, water- and rustproof barrier that’s 10 
times more durable than paint.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for 
year-round use.

Lounge Chair 
30.5" w x 35.25" d x 38.75" h 
70PLLCHKT

Chaise 
30.5" w x 78" d x 34.75" h 
70PLCHSKT

Sofa 
83.75" w x 35.25" d x 38.75" h 
70PLSOFAKT

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Ottoman 
25" w x 27" d x 12" h 
70PLOTTOKT

Coffee Table 
54" w x 25" d x 19" h 
70PLCFKT

Side Table 
24" w x 24" d x 22" h 
70PLENDKT2

Fabric: 
Daylight Pewter
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS4076SFBS 4076-SAIO SOFA BACK CASG
 FABRIC

PT-PALISAD PARGD $82.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4076SFSS 4076-SAIO SOFA SEAT CASG
 FABRIC

PT-PALISAD PARGD $92.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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page 1

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

This collection was designed and constructed to be used outdoors. Cover or store indoors during the winter 
season and in extreme weather. Ensure that cushions are free of moisture before storing. To prevent permanent 
dirt and stains from settling into the fabric, wash and air dry slipcovers before storing.

a l l - w e a t h e r  u s e

natural wood
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns and due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that is 
hand-applied by our craftsmen, there will 
be variation from piece to piece. Some 
small splits may occur, but will only add 
to the character. Knots and joint lines 
are a natural property and add interest 
but without affecting performance. All 
natural wood will display movement from 
season to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity.

handcrafted quality
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive, designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

renewable resources
Arhaus is unique in our commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood was 
harvested from renewable resources.

an extension of our indoor masterpiece crafted for the great outdoors,
this living-room oasis has had an all-weather makeover from 
the inside out. Skilled upholsterers in North Carolina created a 
structure made of marine-grade wood, making this sectional as 
strong and durable as a ship out to sea. The 45"-deep seating and 

oversized back pillows are made of mildew- and mold-resistant 
cushions and wrapped in Sunbrella® fabric. Enjoy the comfort and 
ease-of-care no matter how stormy the weather or company.

pavo
outdoor collection

made in AMERICA
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pavo page 2

2 Piece Sectional PAVOOUTSECT 
132" w x 87" d x 36" h 

Right Arm Sofa B1364SROMUDD 
87" w x 45" d x 36" h 

Left Arm Sofa B1364SLOMUDD 
87" w x 45" d x 36" h 

Ottoman 4136402OMUDD 
45" w x 45" d x 16" h 

Dock Dove

STOCKED IN:
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pavo page 3

 u One of the best ways to keep Sunbrella® fabrics looking good 
and to delay deep or vigorous cleaning is to properly maintain the 
fabrics. This can be accomplished by simply brushing off dirt before 
it becomes embedded in the fabrics, wiping up spills as soon as 
they occur or spot-cleaning soon after stains occur.

 u General or light cleaning: Brush off any loose dirt. Prepare a 
cleaning solution of two ounces (1/4 cup) mild dishwashing 
liquid per gallon of lukewarm water (less than 100º F/38º C). Use 
a sponge or a soft bristle brush to clean. Allow cleaning solution 
to soak into fabric. Rinse thoroughly to remove all detergent 
residue. Allow fabric to air dry.

 u Recommended Washing of Sunbrella® Fabrics: Remove 
slipcovers and close all openings and divide into two to three 
loads. Do not mix in with other laundry. Wash in cold water 
on the gentle cycle with a mild liquid detergent (without bluing 
agents). Allow to air dry before re-fitting to the frame. Stand 
cushions on end and periodically flip over until dry.

 u DO NOT PLACE IN DRYER. Air dry only before refitting to the 
frame.

 u Spills should be removed immediately with a damp cloth.

 u Do not drag this piece(s) across the floor as this will cause 
damage or weaken joints.

 u Dropping furniture onto corners or feet will cause damage.

 u Leaning backwards on two legs of a chair may weaken joints.

 u This collection was designed and constructed to be used outdoors. 
Cover or store indoors during the winter season and in extreme 
weather. Ensure that cushions are free of moisture before storing. 
To prevent permanent dirt and stains from settling into the fabric, 
wash and air dry slipcovers before storing.

prodcut details 
 u Stocked with all-weather cushions upholstered in Sunbrella® fabric.

 u Customize by choosing from more than 55 additional Sunbrella® 
fabrics.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Marine-Grade Frame: The all-weather base is constructed of 
kiln-dried, cross-directional, marine-grade plywood—the same 
wood used to build boats. 

 u Mortise-and-tenon assembly: One of the best ways to secure 
two pieces of wood that connect at a “t”; the end of one piece 
is fashioned into a round or rectangular shape (tenon), which is 
designed to fit into the same size hole on the other end (mortise). 
All joints are corner-blocked for added stability and further 
reinforced and weatherproofed with water-resistant glue. 

 u Anti-Microbial Cushions: Comprised of 2.0-density anti-microbial 
foam that is mold- and mildew-resistant, the equally-resistant 
support system is made of 3” outdoor Syntex stretch elastic 
which cradles your body.

recommended care 
 u Protect your outdoor living collection with our exclusive Arhaus 

Outdoor Covers. Tend to spills immediately, removing with a 
damp cloth. For specific care on your piece, please refer to the 
care instructions below:

 u Spot clean with an upholstery shampoo, mild detergent/water 
solution or a mild dry cleaning solution.

 u Please refer to the actual cleaning code on the fabric purchased. 
When using a professional cleaning service, ensure that a 
solvent-based product is used.

 u Comfortable, beautiful and oh-so-livable Sunbrella®  fabric is 
amazingly easy to maintain, and most spills can be cleaned with 
mild soap and water. For tough stains, bleach can be used without 
fear of damaging the fabric or removing the color. With this kind of 
durability and a wide range of styles, what’s not to love?
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pavo page 4

technical information
Sofa  
94" w x 45" d x 36" h

Corner 
45" w x 45" d x 36" h

Left and Right Arm Sofa 
87" w x 45" d x 36" h 
Left A1364SLOMUDD 
Right B1364SROMUDD

Armless Chair  
40" w x 45" d x 36" h

Armless Sofa  
80" w x 45" d x 36" h

Ottoman 4136402OMUDD 
45" w x 45" d x 16" h

*stocked

*stocked
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS1364OCTC 1364-O2O/O2CO OTTO TOP CORE PT-PAVO PARGD $219.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1364LOBS 1364-SLO/SLCO L SF BACK CASING
 3 OVER 2

PT-PAVO PARGD $81.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1364LOBC 1364-SLO/SLCO L SF BACK CORE
 3 OVER 2

PT-PAVO PARGD $46.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1364LOSS 1364-SLO/SLCO L SF SEAT CASING
 3 OVER 2

PT-PAVO PARGD $103.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1364LOSC 1364-SLO/SLCO LFT SF SEAT CORE
 3 OVER 2

PT-PAVO PARGD $155.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1364AASS 1364-SOO/SOCO ARMLS SF S CASIN
 2 OVER 2, FABRIC

PT-PAVO PARGD $104.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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pico  |   camden outdoor collection   |  made in America Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

pico

The ultimate in style and convenience.  
Stocked in stunning, neutral-toned patterns, Pico adds a splash of interest to your outdoor space. Use as a comfortable and 
stylish seating option, or push two together for a coffee table effect. Upholstered in Easy-Care high-performance outdoor 
fabrics to resist stains and the elements. Plus, it stores easily during the off-season.

product details
 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-round use.

 u All-weather frames are constructed of kiln-dried, cross-directional, marine-
grade plywood—the same wood used to build boats. 

 u Frames are reinforced and weatherproofed for added stability and durability.

 u Incredibly relaxing and supportive, our lofty, zippered outdoor cushions are 
padded with dense, antimicrobial foam and covered in weather-resistant 
Sunbrella®, Outdura®, or Inside Out performance fabrics. 

 u Made in America, our cushions are mold- and mildew resistant and are 
sustained by an outdoor elastic support system that cradles your body for 
lasting comfort. 

 u Polyester fibers encase foam cushion cores to provide additional comfort. 

 u Cushion fill is completely sealed in a water-repellent covering to enhance 
cushion strength and longevity. 

 u Woven of 100% solution dyed acrylic, Sunbrella, Outdura, and Inside Out 
fabrics are easy to care for, stain-resistant, fade-resistant, and provide up to 
98% UV protection.

 u Unlike yarn-dyed fabrics, where the color is surface deep, solution-dying 
completely permeates fibers, resulting in colorfast fabrics that withstand even 
the harshest elements.

 u Order replacement cushions to complement your handcrafted Arhaus outdoor 
furniture. Or, order cushions in a different fabric to completely transform the 
look of outdoor spaces.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story. 
This collection is available in special-order Fabrics. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Inside Out® 
Surrey Blue

Fabrics

Cube Ottoman

24" w x 24" d x 17" h

Surrey Blue 70PICOBLUE

custom-fit outdoor furniture covers
Protect your furnishings with resilient Sur Last® covers—
specifically tailored to fit Arhaus outdoor collections. 
Speak to a design consultant for details.
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remington outdoor  |   camden outdoor collection   |  made in America Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

remington outdoor

take it easy
The chic, artisan-crafted Remington collection is an Arhaus favorite. Craftsman-built in the foothills of North Carolina, each piece showcases a contemporary 
silhouette with sleek edges and low arms. Luxurious yet extremely durable upholstery envelops you in plush, all-weather comfort, featuring dense anti-
microbial foam covered in easy-care outdoor performance fabrics that resist moisture, stains, and fading. 

product details
 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-round use.

 u All-weather frames are constructed of kiln-dried, cross-directional, marine-
grade plywood—the same wood used to build boats. 

 u Frames are reinforced and weatherproofed for added stability and durability.

 u Incredibly relaxing and supportive, our lofty, zippered outdoor cushions are 
padded with dense, antimicrobial foam and covered in weather-resistant 
Sunbrella®, Outdura®, or Inside Out® performance fabrics. 

 u Made in America, our cushions are mold- and mildew resistant and are 
sustained by an outdoor elastic support system that cradles your body for 
lasting comfort. 

 u Polyester fibers encase foam cushion cores to provide additional comfort. 

 u Cushion fill is completely sealed in a water-repellent covering to enhance 
cushion strength and longevity. 

 u Woven of 100% solution dyed acrylic, Sunbrella®, Outdura®, and Inside 
Out® fabrics are easy to care for, stain-resistant, fade-resistant, and provide 
up to 98% UV protection. 

 u Unlike yarn-dyed fabrics, where the color is surface deep, solution-dying 
completely permeates fibers, resulting in colorfast fabrics that withstand even 
the harshest elements.

 u Order replacement cushions to complement your handcrafted Arhaus outdoor 
furniture. Or, order cushions in a different fabric to completely transform the 
look of outdoor spaces.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Petite Sofa

96" w X 40" d X 36" h

70REMSF

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story. This collection 
is available in special-order Fabrics. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Sunbrella® 
Sundance Sail

Fabrics

Petite Swivel Chair

42" w X 40" d X 36" h

70REMSWC
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revah  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

revah

welcome guests into an exotic outdoor haven 
Lounge and linger with guests in the beauty and comfort of our unique Revah Outdoor Collection. Frames are handwoven using durable all-
weather resin wicker, which is expertly finished with the look and feel of a true European rattan antique. Structured on a rustproof aluminum 
frame, Revah is constructed to withstand nature’s elements. Cushions are expertly fitted in weatherproof Sunbrella® fabrics, which resist 
stains and fading. 

product details
 u Each piece is handwoven from all-weather, resin wicker, which is 
specially formulated and finished to resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created 
specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and low 
tones, adding beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

 u Artisans weave fibers around rustproof aluminum frames, 
resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture.

 u Revah cushions are upholstered in Sunbrella® fabric.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-
round use.

Side Chair 
20" w x 25.5" d x 41" h 
70REVAHDSKT

Armchair 
26.5" w x 26" d x 41" h 
70REVAHDAKT

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to choose 
from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Fabric: 
Sail Sailor
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rhodes  |   cape outdoor  collection   |  made in Asia & Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

rhodes

soak up the sun
Handwoven by artisans from durable, weather-resistant polyester rope, our Rhodes chair creates a relaxed, boho-inspired atmosphere with 
an open-weave construction and nautical rope-like aesthetic. This meticulously crafted seat features intricate yarns—designed to enhance 
performance and durability—woven around a corrosion-resistant, rustproof aluminum frame. And, cushions are made with dense, anti-
microbial foam covered with easy-care outdoor performance fabrics that resist moisture, stain, and fading.

product details
 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-round use.

 u Chair is handwoven from Textilene rope—selected for its textural appearance and 
all-weather durability.

 u Textilene weave is meticulously designed with intricate yarns and is handwoven onto 
aluminum frames.

 u Rustproof aluminum frames are durable and corrosion-resistant to ensure your 
furniture will last season after season.

 u Incredibly relaxing and supportive, our lofty outdoor cushions are made with high 
resiliency, antimicrobial foam covered in weather-resistant Sunbrella® or Inside 
Out® performance fabric.

 u Dense foam padding is extremely resilient and enables high elasticity—providing 
ideal support and distributing pressure across cushion surfaces, helping them 
bounce back from continual, heavy use. 

 u Made in Mexico, our cushions are mold- and mildew resistant and are sustained by 
an outdoor elastic support system that extends the life of cushions and cradles your 
body for lasting comfort. 

 u Polyester fibers encase the foam cushion cores to provide additional comfort. 

 u Cushion fill is completely sealed in a water-repellent covering with serged interior 
edges to enhance cushion strength and longevity. 

 u Woven of 100% solution dyed acrylic, Sunbrella® and Inside Out® fabrics are easy 
to care for, stain resistant, color fast, and provide up to 98% UV protection. 

 u Unlike yarn-dyed fabrics where the color is surface deep, solution-dying completely 
permeates fibers, resulting in colorfast fabrics that withstand even the harshest 
elements. 

 u Order replacement cushions to complement your handcrafted Arhaus outdoor 
furniture. Or, order cushions in a different fabric to completely transform the look of 
outdoor spaces.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus Design 
Consultant for care recommendations.

Lounge Chair

51.75" w x 44" d x 39.75" h

70CATCHKT

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story. This collection 
is available in special-order Fabrics. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287Sunbrella® 
Canvas White

Fabrics
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riviera  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

riviera

chic bistro styling
Inspired by European cafés and elegant French bistros, our skillfully constructed Riviera Bistro Chairs feature classic silhouettes 
complemented by contemporary monochromatic finishes. Our unique all-weather resin wicker is carefully handwoven around durable 
aluminum chair frames and finished to resemble authentic rattan with a dry, grey patina for added texture. All-weather aluminum frames 
feature a unique water- and rustproof finish designed to withstand the elements year round. 

product details
 u Handwoven all-weather, resin wicker is specially formulated and 
finished to resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created 
specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and low 
tones, adding beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

 u Artisans weave fibers around rustproof aluminum frames, 
resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture.

 u Hand-forged aluminum frames feature hand-applied, powder-
coated finishes, which create a protective, water- and rustproof 
barrier that’s 10 times more durable than paint.

Bistro Armchair 
24.25" w x 25" d x 35.5" h 
70RIVDACH

DISCONTINUED
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

romano

let your style flow
Featuring a classic silhouette and meticulously crafted detailing, our Romano Fountains will create beautiful focal points amongst any patio 
or garden space. These elegant outdoor accents are artisan-built from incredibly resilient reconstructed stone, which is 65 percent stronger 
than concrete and 40 percent lighter than typical stone. Each fountain is carefully sculpted and finished by hand to impart a distinct surface 
shape and patina, making each individual piece a true one of a kind. A final layer of lacquer provides added protection against the elements 
and a soft, subtle sheen.

product details
 u Fountains are artisan-crafted from reconstructed stone.

 u Reconstructed stone is 65 percent stronger than concrete and 
40 percent lighter than typical stone. 

 u Each reconstructed stone slab boasts a unique "unearthed" 
appearance, so no two will be exactly alike.

 u Reconstructed stone features a hand-applied fossil finish to 
enhance its color.

 u Stone surfaces are lacquered for added protection and a subtle 
sheen.

 u Water pumps are not included and must be purchased 
separately.

 u Romano fountains are suitable for year round use.

 u Due to the nature of materials used and hand-applied finishes, 
color, pattern, and texture may vary, making each piece unique.

 u Regular maintenance of reconstructed stone surfaces is 
required. For additional information, please visit arhaus.com

Fountain 
21.75" w x 27.75" d x 59.5" h 
70ROMANOFNT

romano  |  outdoor collection  |  made in The Philippines

DISCONTINUED
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root  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

root

rooted in nature. 
Celebrate elements of the natural world in your outdoor space with our Root Coffee Table. Cast from a genuine tree root, this contemporary 
table is made of concrete, hand-finished with several layers of stain, and lacquered for protection, making it an all-weather classic. 

product details
 u Cast from a genuine tree root using high-grade, mineral-

composition concrete

 u Tables are molded and hand-finished with stain by skilled 
artisans.

 u Each piece is hand-polished to create a smooth, glass-like 
surface.

 u Concrete is sealed to protect the finish against the elements.

Coffee Table 
52.5" w x 38.5" d x 19.5" h 
Natural 70ROOTCF

Coffee Table 
52.5" w x 38.5" d x 19.5" h 
Bleached  70ROOTCFWH

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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rumi  |   outdoor collection   |  made in Indonesia & Vietnam Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

rumi

globally inspired design
Showcasing centuries-old aesthetics with a modern twist, our Rumi collection is artfully crafted with Italian-inspired terrazzo tops. This durable, low-
maintenance concrete composite is speckled with chips of marble, quartz, granite, glass, and other stones in grey and natural colors to achieve a unique, 
luxurious surface. Bases inspired by Asian antiques are made in Indonesia from sustainably harvested teak finished in rich, light grey driftwood tones, giving 
each piece a modern yet timeless sensibility. Due to the natural materials used and hand-applied finishing, each piece will vary in color and pattern—making 
each piece truly one-of-a-kind.

product details
 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-round use.

 u Vietnamese artisans craft our Rumi collection’s tops from terrazzo, a 
composite white concrete speckled with chips of marble, quartz, granite, 
glass, and other stones in grey and natural shades.

 u Terrazzo tops are polished and sealed, resulting in a beautiful, smooth surface.

 u Terrazzo is durable, low-maintenance, and adds a layer of luxury to any 
space.

 u Due to the inherent variety found in Terazzo surfaces and hand-applied 
finishing, no two pieces will be exactly alike. Variations in color and texture, 
due to the distribution of stones, make each truly one-of-a-kind.

 u Rough edges or marks in the edge profile are commonly found in terrazzo 
surfaces, adding character to each piece—giving it a distinct, one-of-a-kind 
appearance.

 u Indonesian artisans craft this collection’s bases from sustainably harvested 
teak wood, selected for its natural beauty and durability.

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent drying, and 
resist moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, and warping due to weather and 
temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey patina due to 
exposure.

 u Hairline-cracking and peeling of stained outdoor wood is a normal reaction to 
the elements and may occur over time relative to care and use. This natural 
aging is typical, will add unique character to your piece, and is not considered 
a defect.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Dining Table

70" diameter x 30" h  70RM70RDKT
78" w x 39" d x 30" h 70RM78RTKT
92" w x 39" d x 30" h 70RM92RTKT

White Terrazzo 

Finishes

Bench

66" w x 17" d x 18" h 70RM66BNKT
80" w x 17" d x 18" h 70RM80BNKT

Driftwood Grey 
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1pc
1pc

A M 8 x 20 =10pcs

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
70RM80BNKT - RUMI 80" DINING BENCH KT
70RM66BNKT - RUMI 66" DINING BENCH KT

 

A
D

C
B

Step 1

Step 2:  (Finish)

10pcs

10pcs

1pc

B

C

D
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1pc

1pc

A M 8 x 20 =8pcs

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
70RM70RDKT - RUMI 70" ROUND DINING TBL KT

A
D

C
B

Step 1:

Step 2:  (Finish)

8pcs

8pcs

1pc

B

C

D
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1pc
1pc

A M 8 x 20 =10pcs

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
70RM92RTKT - RUMI 92" RECT DINING TBL KT
70RM78RTKT - RUMI 78" RECT DINING TBL KT

Step 1:

Step 2:  (Finish)

10pcs

10pcs

1pc

B

C

D

A
D

C
B
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santa barbara  |  camden outdoor collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

santa barbara

naturally inspired. durably built.
Artisan-crafted with a breathable open weave, our Santa Barbara collection is elegant with latticed surfaces and chic, clean-lined 
silhouettes. This organically styled collection adds visual lightness and sophistication to any porch or patio space, featuring cozy shelter-
style arms and plush yet durable weather-resistant cushions. Finished in a rich, warm brown tone that’s dry-brushed to replicate the 
appearance of authentic rattan, this craftsman-built seating will perfectly frame alfresco gatherings season after season.

product details
 u Handwoven all-weather, resin wicker is finished in a rich, 

warm brown tone and dry-brushed to resemble authentic 
rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—
created specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied 
high and low tones, adding beautiful depth to woven 
surfaces.

 u Artisans weave fibers around rustproof aluminum frames, 
resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture.

 u Cushions are covered in durable Sunbrella® fabrics.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and 
fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

Sail Sailor Mocha

Fabrics: Finish:
your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to 
choose from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Sail Salt

Chair 
35” w x 35.75” d x 29.5” h 
Sail Salt 70SANTALCHKT 
Sail Sailor 70SANTALCSKT

Sofa 
81” w x 35.75” d x 29.5” h 
Sail Salt 70SANTASFKT 
Sail Sailor 70SANTASSFKT

Dining Armchair 
26” w x 25.5” d x 29” h 
Sail Salt 70SANTADASKT 
Sail Sailor 70SANTADAKT

DISCONTINUED
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR 91SANTASFLEG SANTA BARBARA 81" SOFA LEG PT-SANTAB PART $5.00 3 2 10/15/2018

Parts Inventory
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seabrook  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

seabrook

meant for the outdoors
Take it in indoors if you prefer, but our Seabrook Collection is an all-weather classic. Made our from our special all-weather, resin wicker, 
this collection’s chevron finish and wingback silhouettes add a punch of contemporary style to any outdoor gathering space. This look is 
completed with four-season, easy-to-maintain, Sunbrella® fabric-covered cushions padded with antimicrobial foam for year round durability.

product details
 u Seat cushions are covered in durable Sunbrella® fabric.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and 
fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Each piece is handwoven from all-weather, resin wicker, which 
is specially formulated and finished to resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created 
specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and 
low tones, adding beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

 u Artisans weave fibers around rustproof aluminum frames, 
resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for 
year-round use.

Lounge Chair 
29" w x 35" d x 44" h 
70SEASCHKT

Ottoman 
23" w x 18" d x 12.5" h 
70SEASOTKT

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to 
choose from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Weathered 
Grey

Finish:Fabric:

Sail Salt

DISCONTINUED
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS4075OTTS 4075-OAIO OTTO TOP CASING PT-SEABRK PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4075OTTC 4075-OAIO OTTO TOP CORE PT-SEABRK $79.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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sevilla  |   outdoor collection   |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

sevilla

artisan-crafted all-weather accent seating 
Handwoven by Indonesian artisans, our Sevilla swivel chair is cleverly crafted from durable, weather-resistant, PVC-coated polyester rope. 
Meticulously designed with intricate yarns to enhance performance and durability, this rope is woven onto rustproof aluminum frames to 
create stunning, vertical, linear patterns that will add texture and interest to your outdoor gathering space.

product details
 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-

round use.

 u Crafted by Indonesian artisans—handwoven from textilene—PVC-
coated polyester rope—selected for its rustic, textural appearance 
and all-weather durability.

 u Textilene ropes are meticulously designed with intricate yarns and 
are handwoven onto aluminum frames to form stunning, vertical, 
linear patterns.

 u Rustproof aluminum frames are durable and corrosion-resistant to 
ensure your furniture will last season after season.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to 
any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Swivel Chair

32" w x 32.35" d x 38" h

70SEVCH

Cove Grey

Finish
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shoreline  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

shoreline

enjoy the freshness, the ease and the joy of the outdoors
as you gather with friends and family in the comfort of our Shoreline Outdoor Sectional. This handcrafted, all-weather sectional is 
constructed to endure the elements from season to season. The reinforced aluminum frame’s smooth lines are accentuated by a burnished 
black finish and a weather-resistant, UV-inhibiting coating that’s 10 times more durable than paint. 

product details
 u Cushion slipcovered in Sunbrella® fabric.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Aluminum frame features a burnished black finish.

 u Aluminum frames feature a hand-applied, powder-coated finish, 
which creates a protective, water- and rustproof barrier that’s 10 
times more durable than paint.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for 
year-round use.

4-Piece Sectional
128" w x 99.5" d x 29" h
70SHSECT4KT

80" Modular Sofa 
80" w x 40" d x 29" h 
70SHSECT2KT

Left-Arm Sofa 
59.5" w x 40" d x 29" h 
70SHLLVKT

Right-Arm Sofa 
59.5" w x 40" d x 29" h 
70SHRLVKT

Armless Chair 
28.5" w x 40" d x 29" h 
70SHALCHKT

Corner 
40" w x 40" d x 29" h 
70SHCRNKT

3-Piece Sectional
99.5" w x 99.5" d x 29" h
70SHSECT3KT

Fabric: 
Dock Dove

DISCONTINUED
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS4095LLBS 4095-LLIO LFT LOVE BACK CASING PT-SHORELI PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4095LLBC 4095-LLIO LFT LOVE BACK CORE PT-SHORELI PARGD $61.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4095RLSBC 4095-LRIO R ARM LV SIDE B CORE
 SIDE PILLOW CORE

PT-SHORELI PARGD $0.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4095RLSBS 4095-LRIO RT ARM LOVE SIDE CAS
 SIDE PILLOW - ARM - WITH TIES

PT-SHORELI PARGD $0.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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solara  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

solara

European bistro styling
Classically inspired by European cafés and elegant French bistros, our skillfully constructed Solara Armchairs are both chic and casually 
comfortable. Aluminum frames feature unique powder-coated finishes to resist water and rust, while all-weather wicker seats and backrests 
feature light and dark color variations to mimic the natural appearance of bamboo. Tan and white all-weather, resin wicker is handwoven 
and specially formulated for Arhaus. The durable, corrosion-resistant combination is easy to maintain and perfectly designed for both 
outdoor and indoor use. 

product details
 u Chair back and seat are handwoven from all-weather, resin 
wicker in tan and white finishes.

 u Handwoven all-weather, resin wicker is specially formulated and 
finished to resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created 
specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and low 
tones, adding beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

 u Artisans weave fibers around rustproof aluminum frames, 
resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture.

 u Aluminum frames are hand-painted with a finish that mimics the 
natural coloring of bamboo.

 u Aluminum frames feature hand-applied, powder-coated finish, 
which creates a protective, water- and rustproof barrier that’s 10 
times more durable than paint.

 u Versatile designs can be used indoors or outdoors.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this piece is suitable for year-
round use.

Bistro Armchair 
21" w x 24.5" d x 36" h 
70SOLTANDA

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

DISCONTINUED
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spinnaker  |  camden outdoor collection  |  made in America

spinnaker

an outdoor spin on an indoor classic 
The Spinnaker Outdoor Collection is constructed of and covered by all-weather materials to ensure it stays as pretty as the day you brought 
it home. Underneath the Sunbrella® slipcovers are marine-grade frames, handcrafted in North Carolina by skilled upholsterers with the 
same wood used to build boats. Cushions are resistant to mold, mildew and stains from seasonal elements or a summer night party. 

product details
 u Upholstery is slipcovered in Sunbrella® fabrics.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and mildew-
resistant, anti-microbial foam sustained by an elastic support system.

 u The all-weather base is constructed of kiln-dried, cross-directional, 
marine-grade plywood — the same wood used to build boats.

 u All joints are corner-blocked for added stability and further reinforced 
and weatherproofed with water-resistant glue.

Corner 
36" w x 36" d x 36" h 
Sail Salt 70SPNCOSALT

64" Left-Arm Sofa 
64" w x 36" d x 36" h 
Sail Salt 70SPNLASALT

64" Right-Arm Sofa 
64" w x 36" d x 36" h 
Sail Salt 70SPNRASALT

32" Swivel Chair 
32" w x 36" d x 36" h 
Sail Salt 70SPNSCSALT

80" Sofa 
80" w x 36" d x 36" h 
Sail Salt 70SPNSFSALT

3-Piece Sectional 
100" w x 100" d x 36" h 
Sail Salt SPINNOD3PC

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Fabric:  
Sail Salt

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a custom 
design with hundreds of options to choose from. Ask in 
store or call 866.427.4287
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available by special order

69" Sofa 
69" w x 36" d x 36" h

64" L/R-Arm Sofa 
64" w x 36" d x 36" h 
*stocked

Corner 
36" w x 36" d x 36" h 
*stocked

32" Swivel Chair 
32" w x 36" d x 36" h 
*stocked

56" Chaise 
56" w x 70" d x 36" h

80" Sofa 
80" w x 36" d x 36" h 
*stocked

50" Chair 
50" w x 36" d x 36" h

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

25" Ottoman 
25" w x 21" d x 16" h

44" Ottoman 
44" w x 29" d x 17" h

36" Ottoman 
36" w x 36" d x 18" h

32" Armless Chair 
32" w x 36" d x 36" h

spinnaker  |  camden outdoor collection  |  made in America
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS1295SWBC 1295-CSO/CSCO SW CHR BACK CORE PT-SPINNAK PARGD $46.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1295SWSC 1295-CSO/CSCO SWV CH SEAT CORE
 OUTDOOR

PT-SPINNAK PARGD $115.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1295SFBS 1295-SAO SOFA BACK CASING PT-SPINNAK PARGD $59.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1295SFSS 1295-SAO SOFA SEAT CASING PT-SPINNAK PARGD $69.00 0 0 1/23/2019

OUTDOOR CS1295SFBC 1295-SAO/SACO 80" OD SF B CORE
 2 OVER 2

PT-SPINNAK PARGD $89.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1295SFSC 1295-SAO/SACO 80" SF SEAT CORE
 OUTDOOR, 2 OVER 2

PT-SPINNAK PARGD $158.00 0 0

Parts Inventory
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stuart  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

stuart

beauty in form and function 
Stuart’s chic, contemporary design is both fashionable and durable enough for year round enjoyment. Minimalist styling is supported by 
reinforced, all-weather construction and complemented by a classic dark bronze finish, bringing endless style possibilities to your outdoor 
spaces. Rustproof, moisture-proof aluminum frames are hand-finished, and coated in a specialized powder, which is heated to create a 
protective barrier that is ten times stronger than paint.

product details
 u Cushions are covered in durable, Sunbrella® fabric.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Aluminum frames feature a hand-applied, powder-coated finish, 
which creates a protective, water- and rustproof barrier that’s 10 
times more durable than paint.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for year-
round use.

Sofa 
82.5" w x 36" d x 38" h 
701859SSFKIT

Ottoman 
26" w x 23" d x 12" h 
711859STOKT

End Table 
24.5" w x 24.5" d x 21" h 
701859SEN

Dining Table 
84" w x 42" d x 30" h 
701859SDT

Bar Table 
36" w x 36" d x 41" h 
70STBTBLKT

Dining Chair  
20” w x 18.5” d x 37.75” h 
701859SDCKIT

Dining Arm Chair  
24” w x 18.5” d x 37.75” h 
70STUDAKT

Barstool 
24.25" w x 25.5" d x 51.25" h 
70STBCH

Large Coffee Table 
51" w x 25" d x 18" h 
70STCOF

Coffee Table 
43.5" w x 25" d x 18" h 
701859SCF

Console Table 
51" w x 22" d x 30" h 
701859SCN

Double Chaise Lounge 
82" w x 65" d x 93" h 
70STDCHSKT 
Canopy is made from 
Sunbrella® Mist Snow fabric.

Chaise Lounge 
29.5" w x 79" d x 23" h 
701859SCHKIT

Lounge Chair 
36" w x 30.5" d x 38" h 
701859SLCKIT

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a custom 
design with hundreds of options to choose from. Ask in 
store or call 866.427.4287

Fabric: 
Dock Dove

DISCONTINUED
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 TABLE TOP
B 4 LEG
C 16 BOLT
D 16 FLAT WASHER
E 16 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry
2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective
lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

IMPORTANT  SAFETY  INSTRUCTIONS
1.Do not place heavy objects on the table.
2.Never sit on,stand on or apply heavy pressure to the frame.
3.Do not allow children to play on or round the table.

ARHAUS
STUART SQUARE BAR TABLE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

4. Check alignment after attaching four legs to the table top and make adjustment if needed,then tighten all of bolts
progressively.
5.Turn over the table.Assembly is complete.

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.
2.Turn the table top(A) upside down on a soft clean surface.
3.Attach the table leg(B )to the table top(A) with bolt(C), flat washer(D) and lock washer(E) .
Do not tighten them at this moment!

DISCONTINUED
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 TABLE TOP
B 4 LEG
C 16 BOLT
D 16 FLAT WASHER
E 16 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry
2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective
lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

IMPORTANT  SAFETY  INSTRUCTIONS
1.Do not place heavy objects on the table.
2.Never sit on,stand on or apply heavy pressure to the frame.
3.Do not allow children to play on or round the table.

ARHAUS
STUART RECT DINING TABLE
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

4. Check alignment after attaching four legs to the table top and make adjustment if needed,then tighten all of bolts
progressively.
5.Turn over the table.Assembly is complete.

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.
2.Turn the table top(A) upside down on a soft clean surface.
3.Attach the table leg(B )to the table top(A) with bolt(C), flat washer(D) and lock washer(E) .
Do not tighten them at this moment!

DISCONTINUED
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PARTS INCLUDED
A 1 DOUBLE CHAISE SEAT
B 1 TABLE FRAME
C 4 SQUARE STAND
D1 2 LONG SIDE CONNECTOR
D2 2 SHORT SIDE CONNECTOR
E 2 MIDDLE CONNECTOR
F 2 CORNER CONNECTOR A
G 2 CORNER CONNECTOR B
H 1 TOP FRAME
I 1 TOP FINIAL
J 58 BOLT
K 58 FLAT WASHER
L 58 LOCK WASHER

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

ARHAUS
STUART DOUBLE CHAISE CANOPY

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Carefully unpack the contents in the carton.

2. Place the chaise lounge seat (A) on a non-abrasive flat surface. Align the holes on the table frame (B) with the holes
on the chaise lounge seat (A) and attach them together with bolts (J) through lock washers(L) and flat
washers(K).Tighten all of bolts progressively.
Pls note the direction of the table top.The end sticked with arrow must be inside while the other side is outside.

3.Attach the stands(C) to the corners of the seat with bolts(J) through lock washers(L) and flat washers(K),then tighten
them progressively.

DISCONTINUED
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4.Attach the long side connectors(D1) and the short side connectors(D2)  to the stands(C) with bolts(J) through lock
washers(L) and flat washers(K).
Do not tighten them at this moment!

5.Attach the top support(H) to the short side connectors(D2) with bolts(J) through lock washers(L) and flat washers(K).
Do not tighten them at this moment!

DISCONTINUED
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6.Attach one end of the middle connector(E) to the top support(H) with bolts(J) through lock washers(L) and flat
washers(K) and attach the other end  to the long side connectors(D1) with bolts(J) through lock washers(L) and flat
washers(K).
Do not tighten them at this moment!

7.Attach one end(sticked with a label"A") of the corner connectorA(F) to the top support(The position is sticked with a
label"A") with bolts(J) through lock washers(L) and flat washers(K) and attach the other end to the stand(C) with
bolts(J) through lock washers(L) and flat washers(K).
Then attach one end(sticked with a label"B") of the corner connectorB(G) to the top support(The position is sticked
with a label"B" ) with bolts(J) through lock washers(L) and flat washers(K) and attach the other end to the stand(C) with
bolts(J) through lock washers(L) and flat washers(K).

Do not tighten them at this moment!

DISCONTINUED
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1.Clear periodically by wiping the frame with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water.wipe dry
2.Do not use abrasive clean,chemical cleaners,or metal polishes.The metal frame has a protective
lacquer finish that could be damaged by chemical or abrasive cleaning agents.

9.Assembly is complete.

8.Check alignment after all parts are on position and make adjustment if needed,then tighten all of bolts progressively.
Place the top finial on the canopy top and tighten it.

DISCONTINUED
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR CS4066CSBS 4066-CHIO CHS LOUNGE BACK CASG PT-STUART PARGD $36.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4066CSBC 4066-CHIO CHS LOUNGE BACK CORE PT-STUART PARGD $36.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91STUARTCHS STUART CHAISE HDW PT-STUART PART $20.00 5 5

OUTDOOR 70STCONTBHDW STUART CONSOLE TBL HDW PT-STUART PART $18.00 8 8

OUTDOOR 911859DBLCHSHW STUART DBL CHAISE HDW PT-STUART PART $41.00 15 15

OUTDOOR 70STODDNTBHW STUART DINING TBL HDW PT-STUART PART $18.00 13 13

OUTDOOR 91STULEV STUART LEVELER
 QTY 1

PT-STUART PART $5.00 123 123

Parts Inventory
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page 1

natural wood
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns, and due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that is 
hand-applied by our craftsmen, there will 
be variation from piece to piece. Some 
small splits may occur, but will only add 
to the character. Knots and joint lines 
are a natural property and add interest 
without affecting performance. All 
natural wood will display movement from 
season to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity.

handcrafted quality
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

renewable resources
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states 
that we will not sell merchandise 
made of timber from the world’s 
endangered rainforests. In all cases, 
the wood we use was harvested 
from renewable resources.

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

This collection was designed and constructed to be used outdoors. Cover or store indoors during the winter 
season and in extreme weather. Ensure that cushions are free of moisture before storing. To prevent permanent 
dirt and stains from settling into the fabric, wash and air dry slipcovers before storing.

a l l - w e a t h e r  u s e

add European elegance to your outdoor space. 
The unique design of the reconstructed stone is reflected in a 
stunning patina finish, meaning no two will be exactly alike. You’ll 

also appreciate that our reconstructed stone is 65 percent stronger 
than traditional concrete and 40 percent lighter than stone.

treviso
outdoor collection

made in PHILIPPINES

page 1

DISCONTINUED
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treviso page 2

product details
 u The reconstructed stone top and base are 65 percent stronger 

than traditional concrete and 40 percent lighter than stone.

 u Each piece boasts a unique patina, so no two will be exactly alike.

 u Both top and base feature a fossil finish.

 u The fossil finish is a reactive process that includes a salt diffuser 
being applied to each piece that creates its varied tone and 
texture. 

 u As the piece continues to cure, the salt diffuser may perspire 
from the finish over the first few months.  

 u This is a natural, non-hazardous occurrence and is to be 
expected from this type of product.

 u It will only enhance the patina and give each piece unique character. 

55" Diameter 47" Diameter

recommended care
 u Wipe down with a dampened cloth and stone cleaner.

 u Reconstructed stone is porous, so use only cleaners designed 
for natural stone -- they should be free of bleach and acids.

 u Avoid letting water stand on your furniture.

 u Protect your furniture with our Arhaus covers when not in use.

Dining Table 70TREVI55KT 
55" Diameter x 30" h

Dining Table 70TREVI47KT 
47" Diameter x 30" h

Rectangle Dining Table with 
Double Urn Base 70TREVRECKT 
94" w x 42" d  30" h

Rectangle Dining Table with Double Urn Base 

DISCONTINUED
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tropea  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

tropea

magnificent mixed-media styling
Artisan-crafted from all-weather aluminum and sustainably sourced, weathered teak wood, our Topea Bistro Tables are as durable as they 
are beautiful. Complemented by a simple base in our Driftwood Grey finish, aluminum tabletops are hand-finished with a matte white finish. 
Weathered teak bases are hand-painted and then wire-brushed to bring out the wood’s organic grey tones—resulting in added depth and 
a stunning naturally aged appearance.

product details
 u Table bases are artisan-crafted using sustainably harvested, 
weathered teak hardwood, selected teak for its natural beauty 
and durability.

 u Aluminum tabletops are hand-finished in a matte white patina.

 u Teak table bases are painted in our Driftwood Grey finish and 
wire-brushed to add depth and bring out the wood’s rich greys. 

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent 
drying, and resist moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, warping due to 
weather and temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey 
patina due to exposure.

 u Hairline-cracking and peeling of stained outdoor wood is a 
normal reaction to the elements and may occur over time 
relative to care and use. This natural aging is typical, will add 
unique character to your piece, and is not considered a defect.

Bistro Table 
36” diameter x 30” h 
70TROPBRD

DISCONTINUED
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70TROPBRD – TROPEA ROUND BISTRO TABLE 36” 

A

M6 x 50 = 8 Pcs

B

M6 x 30 = 1 Pcs

C

1 Pc

1 Pc 

2 Pc 

1 OF 3

2 Pc 

DISCONTINUED 228



Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

2 OF 3

DISCONTINUED
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Step 4

Step 5 (FINISH ASSEMBLY)

DISCONTINUED 230



tulum  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

tulum

stunning yet sturdy outdoor seating
Featuring a sleek, cushionless design, our trendy Tulum Collection will frame your outdoor space in resilient style and comfort. Durable 
frames are craftsman-built from solid, sustainably harvested teak wood. Selected for its natural oils which resist moisture and prevent 
drying, teak is exceptionally hardy and will last season after season. Seats are handwoven by furniture artisans from all-weather wicker. This 
one-of-a-kind resin-strand wicker displays varied high and low tones, which add beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

product details
 u Frames are artisan-crafted using sustainably harvested teak wood and durable 
all-weather wicker.

 u Handwoven all-weather, resin wicker is specially formulated and finished to 
resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created specifically for 
Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and low tones, adding beautiful depth 
to woven surfaces.

 u Teak surfaces are hand-finished in our Driftwood Grey patina, which is wire-
brushed to add a weathered effect and accentuate every rich tone.

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent drying, and resist 
moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, warping due to weather and 
temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey patina due to 
exposure.

 u Hairline-cracking and peeling of stained outdoor wood is a normal reaction to the 
elements and may occur over time relative to care and use. This natural aging is 
typical, will add unique character to your piece, and is not considered a defect.

Sofa 
72.5” w x 30” d x 32.25” h 
70TULUMSF

Lounge Chair 
30.5” w x 30” d x 32.25” h 
70TULUMLCH

Dining Armchair 
26” w x 26” d x 42.5” h 
70TULUMDA

Dining Side Chair 
22.25” w x 26.25” d x 38.25” h 
70TULUMDS

Finish: 
Driftwood 
Grey

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to 
choose from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70TULUMCH – TULUM DINING ARMCHAIR 

2PCS 

1PC 

1PC 1 OF 3

A B C D 

M6 x 45 mm = 2 Pcs M6 x 40 mm = 4 Pcs Halfmoon Washer = 4 Pcs Allen Key = 1 Pc

E 

M6 x 70 mm = 2 Pcs

232



 Step 1

Step 2

2 OF 3
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Step 4 (FINISH ASSEMBLY)

Step 3

3 OF 3
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2 PC
SPCPS
SetSet

1 PC
SETS
ET
SETS
ETSE
TSSE
TS

1 PC
SPCP
SSetS
et

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
70TUL82BNCH – TULUM DINING BENCH 82”

A.

M6 x 40 = 6 Pcs

B.

M6 x 30 = 4 Pcs

C.

M6 x 40 = 6 Pcs

1 of 2 
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Step 1

Step 2

Step  3  (FINISH ASSEMBLY)

2 of 2 
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70TULUMDS – TULUM DINING CHAIR 

   
 

 A B C D 

1 OF 2

M6 x 60 mm = 2 Pcs M6 x 40 mm = 7 Pcs 6 Pcs 1 Pc
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Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 (FINISH ASSEMBY) 

2 OF 2
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2 PC
SPCPS
SetSet

1 PC 
SETS
ET
SETS
ETSE
TSSE
TS

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
70TUL24STL – TULUM DINING STOOL

  A.

M6 x 40 = 6 Pcs 

B.

Allen Key M6 = 1 Pcs

1 of 2 
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Step 1

Step 2

Step  3  (FINISH ASSEMBLY)

2 of 2 
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70TULUMCH – TULUM LOUNGE CHAIR 

1 OF 3

A B C D E 

M6 x 80 mm = 2 Pcs M6 x 45 mm = 2 Pcs M6 x 40 mm = 4 Pcs Halfmoon Washer = 2 Pcs Allen Key = 1 Pc
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Step 1

Step 2

2 OF 3
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Step 4 (FINISH ASSEMBLY)

Step 3

3 OF 3
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION 

70TULUMSF – TULUM SOFA 

A B C D 

1 OF 3

M6 x 45 mm = 2 Pcs M6 x 40 mm = 4 Pcs Halfmoon Washer = 4 Pcs Allen Key = 1 PcM6 x 80 mm = 4 Pcs

E 
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Step 1

Step 2

2 OF 3
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Step 4 (FINISH ASSEMBLY)

Step 3

3 OF 3
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR 91TULUMDSHDW TULUM 23" DINING SIDE CHAR HDW PT-TULUM PART $9.00 0 0 2/1/2019

OUTDOOR 91TULUMDAHDW TULUM 26" DINING ARM CHR HDW PT-TULUM PART $9.00 2 2 2/1/2019

OUTDOOR 91TULUMCHHDW TULUM 31" LOUNGE CHAIR HARDWAR
 SET OF HARDWARE

PT-TULUM PART $0.00 0 0 2/1/2019

OUTDOOR 91TULUMSFHDW TULUM 73" SOFA HARDWARE PT-TULUM PART $15.00 16 16

Parts Inventory
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umbrellas  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

umbrellas

your outdoor space isn't complete 
until you've included the ideal shade solution for dining areas or seating arrangements. Our outdoor umbrellas are sturdy, easy to operate 
and feature durable Sunbrella® fabric that stands up to the elements. 

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Cantilever Rectangular Aluminum Umbrella 
10' w x 13' d x 10'–10'4" h 
(covers 130 square feet) 
Canvas Coal  70CANTBLKKT 
Champagne  70CANTCHMPKT 
Natural 70UMCALUWKT

Canvas Coal Champagne

Natural

product details
 � Umbrella canopy is made from Sunbrella® fabric.

 � Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof, mold- and mildew-
resistant, and resist stains and fading.

 � Operates on a premium-grade cantilever.

 � Rotates 360 degrees; tilts left or right at 18, 36, and 54 degrees.

 � Features an easy-to-operate crank lift.

 � Features a convenient foot pedal for easy rotation.

 � Lightweight yet sturdy pole and base.

 � Umbrellas with Canvas Coal or Champagne canopies are 
complemented by bronze-finished poles.

 � Umbrellas with Natural canopies are complemented by black-
finished poles.

 � Umbrella bases must be filled with sand (not included).

 � Do not fill bases with water.

 � 13’-depth cantilever base holds 400 lbs. of sand. 

 � We recommended filling the base with this amount to hold the 
umbrella in place.

 � Canopy weighs 95 lbs.
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umbrellas  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Rectangle Aluminum Umbrella 
8' w x 10' d x 9'2" h  
(covers 80 square feet) 
Beacon Ash 708X10UMA2KT 
Canvas Coal 708X10BLKKT

Rectangle Aluminum Umbrella 
8' w x 11' d x 10'4.25" h 
(covers 88 square feet) 
Natural 70UM8ALUWKT

product details
 � Can be used with outdoor dining tables.

 � Umbrella canopy is made from Sunbrella® fabric.

 � Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof, mold- and mildew-resistant, and resist stains and fading.

 � Umbrellas with Beacon Ash and Canvas Coal Canopies features an adjustable tilt for optimal shade coverage.

 � Umbrellas with Natural Canopies do not have adjustable, tilting poles.

 � Operates on an easy-to-operate crank lift to open and tilt the canopy.

 � Lightweight yet sturdy bronze pole is supported by a 150 lb. base.

Cantilever Octagonal Aluminum Umbrella 
13' diameter x 10'–10'4" h  
(covers 129 square feet) 
Canvas  70CANTUMBKT

product details
 � Umbrella canopy is made from Sunbrella® fabric.

 � Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof, mold- and mildew-resistant, and resist stains and fading.

 � Features a surrounding valance.

 � Operates on a premium-grade cantilever.

 � Rotates 360 degrees; tilts left or right at 18, 36, and 54 degrees.

 � Features an easy-to-operate crank lift.

 � Features a convenient foot pedal for easy rotation.

 � Lightweight yet sturdy bronze pole and base.

 � Umbrella bases must be filled with sand (not included).

 � Do not fill bases with water.

 � 13'-depth cantilever base holds 400 lbs. of sand. 

 � We recommended filling the base with this amount to hold the umbrella in place.

 � Canopy weighs 95.6 lbs.
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Commercial
150LB

 Cast Aluminum
Base

Assembly and Operation Guide

BA150-0116
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E

B

A

F

D

C

A - Upper Stem 11 in. D - Knobs (2)
B - Reduced Stem 6.5 in. E - Reducer
C - Full Stem 17.5 in. F - Base

CAUTION: HANDLE WITHCARE
• To reduce personal injury and damage, read and follow this Assembly and
Operation information.

• Close the umbrella in windy conditions or when a storm approaches. Never allow
the umbrella to flap in the wind; this could damage the canopy.

• Do not leave open umbrella unattended. 
• Do not allow children to play on or with the base.

21

Please remove all contents from the package, inspect and review checklist. 

COMMERCIAL BASE CHECKLIST

S e t  U p
Turn base stem clockwise  until fully tightened.

17.5 in.

6.5 in.

11 in.

Reduce stem for
under the table use

Free-standing applicationRecommended for free-standing

6.5 in.

Table application

D i m e n s i o n s

22” 22”

4.8”

6.5”

11”
17.5”

2” O.D.
1.625” I.D.
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E

B

A

F

D

C

A - Upper Stem 11 in. D - Knobs (2)
B - Reduced Stem 6.5 in. E - Reducer
C - Full Stem 17.5 in. F - Base

CAUTION: HANDLE WITH CARE
• To reduce personal injury and damage, read and follow this Assembly and
Operation information.

• Close the umbrella in windy conditions or when a storm approaches. Never allow
the umbrella to flap in the wind; this could damage the canopy.

• Do not leave open umbrella unattended.
• Do not allow children to play on or with the base.

21

Please remove all contents from the package, inspect and review checklist. 

COMMERCIAL BASE CHECKLIST

S e t U p
Turn base stem clockwise  until fully tightened.

17.5 in.

6.5 in.

11 in.

Reduce stem for
under the table use

Free-standing applicationRecommended for free-standing

6.5 in.

Table application

D i m e n s i o n s

22” 22”

4.8”

6.5”

11”
17.5”

2” O.D.
1.625” I.D.
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Aluminum
Market Umbrella

Assembly and Operation Guide

UM8810RT-1114
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A - (1) Finial
B - (1) Canopy/Mainframe
C - (1) Bottom Pole 

21

Please remove all contents from the package, inspect and review checklist. 

CHECKLIST

A -

B -

C -

S A F E T Y P R E C A U T I O N S :
• Close and store the umbrella in windy conditions or when a storm approaches. 

Never allow the umbrella to flap in the wind; this could damage the canopy.
• Do not leave open umbrella unattended. If damage occurs, this is not covered

by the warranty.
• When adjusting the umbrella, make sure that no person(s) or item(s) are close to the

umbrella. This is important to prevent injury or material damage.

C A R E A N D M A I N T E N A N C E :
• When not in use, close and cover umbrella with a protective cover (not included). 
• Allow a wet canopy to dry while in open position.
• If necessary, clean the fabric with lukewarm water, mild detergent, and a sponge.
• Wipe sliding marks on the aluminum poles with a damp cloth.

Winter Storage:
• Store in a dry, protective place.
• Any visible defects must be repaired by a professional.

After the Winter:
• Areas subject to turning and sliding can be treated with a non-staining lubricant spray

(silicone-based).
• Check the condition and function of the umbrella. Any defects must be repaired by a

professional.

S T E P  1 Set Up
Carefully remove umbrella from box. Attach finial to top of canopy/mainframe. Insert bottom
pole into canopy/mainframe pole. Line up button with hole and snap into place.

S T E P  2 Opening & Tilting Umbrella
Turn the umbrella upright and crank handle clockwise to open umbrella to its fully open
position. To tilt, continue to turn the crank to desired position.

S T E P  3 Closing Umbrella
Turn crank handle in counter clockwise direction to bring umbrella back to a
horizontal position. Continue to turn crank handle in counter-clockwise
direction to close umbrella. 
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A - (1) Finial
B - (1) Canopy/Mainframe
C - (1) Bottom Pole 

21

Please remove all contents from the package, inspect and review checklist. 

CHECKLIST

A -

B -

C -

S A F E T Y  P R E C A U T I O N S :
• Close and store the umbrella in windy conditions or when a storm approaches.

Never allow the umbrella to flap in the wind; this could damage the canopy.
• Do not leave open umbrella unattended. If damage occurs, this is not covered

by the warranty.
• When adjusting the umbrella, make sure that no person(s) or item(s) are close to the

umbrella. This is important to prevent injury or material damage.

C A R E  A N D  M A I N T E N A N C E :
• When not in use, close and cover umbrella with a protective cover (not included).
• Allow a wet canopy to dry while in open position.
• If necessary, clean the fabric with lukewarm water, mild detergent, and a sponge.
• Wipe sliding marks on the aluminum poles with a damp cloth.

Winter Storage:
• Store in a dry, protective place.
• Any visible defects must be repaired by a professional.

After the Winter:
• Areas subject to turning and sliding can be treated with a non-staining lubricant spray

(silicone-based).
• Check the condition and function of the umbrella. Any defects must be repaired by a

professional.

S T E P 1 Set Up
Carefully remove umbrella from box. Attach finial to top of canopy/mainframe. Insert bottom
pole into canopy/mainframe pole. Line up button with hole and snap into place.

S T E P 2 Opening & Tilting Umbrella
Turn the umbrella upright and crank handle clockwise to open umbrella to its fully open
position. To tilt, continue to turn the crank to desired position.

S T E P 3 Closing Umbrella
Turn crank handle in counter clockwise direction to bring umbrella back to a
horizontal position. Continue to turn crank handle in counter-clockwise
direction to close umbrella. 
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BASE-13-1114

400 lb.
Cantilever Base

Assembly and Operation Guide
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Please remove all contents from the package, inspect and review parts list. 
CAUTION: To reduce personal injury and damage to your base or umbrella, read and
follow this instruction manual. We recommend a two-person team for assembly and
disassembly.  Save information for future reference.

21

1 Base Cover 1

2 Steel Base Frame 1

3 Add-On Weight Containers 4

4 Feet 4

5 Screws 4

6 Wrench 1

7 Playground Sand (not included) 400 lbs.

PART LIST

Part Description Qty.

CAUTION: Fully assembled, the umbrella weighs over 500 lbs. Moving the umbrella fully
assembled will increase the risk of damage to your umbrella and/or can cause serious injury. We
recommend a two-person team for assembly and disassembly.

6mm Hexagon 
Wrench

8mm Hexagon Wrench

Rotating Hub

Main Frame
(Fig. 1)

(Fig. 3)

(Fig. 4)

(Fig. 5)

(Fig. 6)

Base Assembly
Select area to set base frame and place in desired location. NOTE: Moving the umbrella will
be difficult once fully assembled. Screw (4) feet onto bottom of base frame with supplied
(4) screws (Fig. 1). Remove rotating hub from the main frame (sold separately) by removing
the (2) bolts and (2) washers (Fig. 2), set aside bolts and washers for later use. Now, place
rotating hub onto base frame and secure with supplied (5) hub bolts and washers included
with umbrella (Fig. 3). Remove caps from each add-on weight container and fill with dry
playground sand (Fig. 4). The containers hold up to 400 lbs. of sand. Fill each add-on weight
with playground sand. Place each add-on weight container into base frame sections (Fig. 5).
Carefully place base cover onto base frame (Fig. 6). LEVELING: If needed, adjust frame
corners using supplied wrench until frame is level (Fig. 7). Your base is now ready for
umbrella installation. 

(Fig. 7)

(Fig. 2)

REQUIRED FOR ASSEMBLY:
• 400 lbs. playground sand (not included).

IMPORTANT:Prior to assembly it is important to decide on the location of the umbrella. 

• Allow ample height to avoid damage to your umbrella during assembly and usage.

• Choose a location that is level and sturdy.

• Avoid any sloping or soft ground.

• Consider a location that will maximize the umbrella’s rotating swivel function. Placing
the umbrella between two entertaining areas is ideal.

NOTE: Some parts may be included in the styrofoam packaging. 
DO NOT discard any packaging or box until assembly is complete.
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Please remove all contents from the package, inspect and review parts list. 
CAUTION: To reduce personal injury and damage to your base or umbrella, read and
follow this instruction manual. We recommend a two-person team for assembly and
disassembly. Save information for future reference.

21

1 Base Cover 1

2 Steel Base Frame 1

3 Add-On Weight Containers 4

4 Feet 4

5 Screws 4

6 Wrench 1

7 Playground Sand (not included) 400 lbs.

PART LIST

Part Description Qty.

CAUTION: Fully assembled, the umbrella weighs over 500 lbs. Moving the umbrella fully
assembled will increase the risk of damage to your umbrella and/or can cause serious injury. We
recommend a two-person team for assembly and disassembly.

6mm Hexagon 
Wrench

8mm Hexagon Wrench

Rotating Hub

Main Frame
(Fig. 1)

(Fig. 3)

(Fig. 4)

(Fig. 5)

(Fig. 6)

Base Assembly
Select area to set base frame and place in desired location. NOTE: Moving the umbrella will
be difficult once fully assembled. Screw (4) feet onto bottom of base frame with supplied
(4) screws (Fig. 1). Remove rotating hub from the main frame (sold separately) by removing
the (2) bolts and (2) washers (Fig. 2), set aside bolts and washers for later use. Now, place
rotating hub onto base frame and secure with supplied (5) hub bolts and washers included
with umbrella (Fig. 3). Remove caps from each add-on weight container and fill with dry
playground sand   (Fig. 4). The containers hold up to 400 lbs. of sand. Fill each add-on weight
with playground sand. Place each add-on weight container into base frame sections (Fig. 5).
Carefully place base cover onto base frame (Fig. 6). LEVELING: If needed, adjust frame
corners using supplied wrench until frame is level (Fig. 7). Your base is now ready for
umbrella installation.

(Fig. 7)

(Fig. 2)

REQUIRED FOR ASSEMBLY:
• 400 lbs. playground sand (not included).

IMPORTANT:Prior to assembly it is important to decide on the location of the umbrella. 

• Allow ample height to avoid damage to your umbrella during assembly and usage. 

• Choose a location that is level and sturdy. 

• Avoid any sloping or soft ground. 

• Consider a location that will maximize the umbrella’s rotating swivel function. Placing
the umbrella between two entertaining areas is ideal.

NOTE: Some parts may be included in the styrofoam packaging. 
DO NOT discard any packaging or box until assembly is complete.
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Aluminum
Cantilever Umbrella

Assembly and Operation Guide

AKZ-1114
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Please remove all contents from the package, inspect and review checklist. 
CAUTION: To reduce personal injury and damage to your umbrella, read and follow this
assembly and operation guide. We recommend a two-person team for assembly and
disassembly.  Save information for future reference.

101

E

F

H

I

C

D

G

L

K

J

Loop Lock

Spring Loaded 
Rib End Cap (8)

A
B

A - 360° Rotating Hub G - Tilt Degree Scale
B - Base Pedal H - Canopy Support Beam
C - Crank Lift Handle I - Canopy - Single or Double Wind Vent
D - Main Frame Stand J - Light Adapter (light sold separately)
E - Tilt Lever K - Valance (optional)
F - Main Frame Grip L - Spring Loaded Rib End Cap

CHECKLIST
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29

CAUTION: Fully assembled, the umbrella weighs over 500 lbs.
Moving the umbrella fully assembled will increase the risk of damage to your umbrella
and/or can cause serious injury. We recommend a two-person team for assembly
and disassembly.

IMPORTANT:Prior to assembly it is important to decide on the location of the umbrella. 

• Allow ample height to avoid damage to your umbrella during assembly and usage.

• Choose a location that is level and sturdy.

• Avoid any sloping or soft ground.

• Consider a location that will maximize the umbrella’s rotating swivel function. Placing
the umbrella between two entertaining areas is ideal.

NOTE: Some parts may be included in the styrofoam packaging. 
DO NOT discard any packaging or box until assembly is complete.

1 Main Frame 1

2 Crank Lift Handle 1

3 Hub Bolts 5

4 Washers 5

5 8mm Hexagon Wrench 1

6 6mm Hexagon Wrench 1

7 2.5mm Hexagon Wrench 1

PART LIST

Part Description Qty.

S A F E T Y P R E C A U T I O N S :
• Close the umbrella in windy conditions or when a storm approaches. 
Never allow the umbrella to flap in the wind; this could damage the canopy.

• Do not leave open umbrella unattended. If damage occurs, this is not covered
by the warranty.

• When adjusting the umbrella, make sure that no person(s) or item(s) are close to the
umbrella. This is important to prevent injury or material damage. 

C A R E A N D M A I N T E N A N C E :
• When not in use, close and cover umbrella with a protective cover. 
• If necessary, clean the fabric with lukewarm water, mild detergent, and a sponge.
• Allow a wet canopy to dry slightly opened, but do not leave unattended.
• Wipe sliding marks on the aluminum poles with a damp cloth.

Winter Storage:
• Store in a dry place.
• Any visible defects must be repaired by a professional.

After the Winter:
• Areas subject to turning and sliding can be treated with a non-staining lubricant spray
(silicone-based).

• Check the condition and function of the umbrella. Any defects must be repaired by a
professional.
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To ATTACH Umbrella Light: (sold separately)
Loosen the light adapter built into the umbrella runner by turning counter-clockwise   

(Fig. 19).  After loosening, pull down light adapter post (Fig. 20) to attach the
umbrella light (sold separately).

ToREMOVEUmbrella Light and CLOSEadapter:
Remove umbrella light, and gently push up the light adapter post back into umbrella runner
and tighten turning clockwise (Fig. 19). NOTE: It is not necessary to remove light
to close umbrella.

(Fig. 19) (Fig. 20)

FeaturesS T E P  1 Rotating Hub Assembly
If you  have already installed your rotating hub onto your base or mount kit, please skip to
Step 2.

Remove rotating hub from the main frame by removing the (2) main frame bolts and (2)
washers (Fig. 1), set aside bolts for later use. Now, place rotating hub onto base plate (if
installing onto a mount kit), inverted plate (if installing onto 200 lbs. base) or base frame (if
installing onto 400 lbs. base) (Fig. 2) and tighten with (5) supplied hub bolts and washers
(Fig. 3). Example shown on 200 lbs. base below.

6mm
Hexagon

Wrench

8mm Hexagon Wrench

(Fig. 2)

(Fig. 1)

(Fig. 3)
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(Fig. 16)

(Fig. 17)

(Fig. 18)

To OPERATE the 360° Rotating Hub Swivel:
Place your foot on the foot pedal of the rotating hub and step-on the base pedal 
to release rotating lock (Fig. 16). Place one hand on the main frame and one hand on the
tilt lever (Fig. 17), swivel the umbrella frame in either direction until desired position is
reached (Fig. 18). Step off the foot pedal to engage rotating lock and lock position (you will
hear the pedal click, as it reaches the next available lock position).

Features

6mm
Hexagon
Wrench

2.5mm 
Hexagon
Wrench

(Fig. 4)

(Fig. 5)

(Fig. 6)

S T E P  2 Umbrella Assembly
Two-persons recommended for team lift and to complete assembly.
With base cover in place or mount kit installed, insert the main frame onto the installed
rotating hub (Fig. 3) {align tilt lever with foot pedal}. Assembled in upright position, insert the
(2) bolts and (2) washers and tighten using 6mm hexagon wrench provided (Fig. 4). Install
the crank lift handle onto the mid-area of the main frame. Use the 2.5mm hexagon wrench
provided to lock in the small screw (Fig. 5).

REMOVE ALL PLASTIC PACKAGING MATERIAL FROM ALL PARTS PRIOR TO
OPENING UMBRELLA. CHECK UNDER CANOPY FOR PACKAGING AROUND RIBS.

Your umbrella is now ready to operate!
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(Fig. 14)

(Fig. 15)

(Fig. 12)

Tilting Gears

Tilt Lever

PULL

(Fig. 13)

IMPORTANT: PRIOR TO USING THE TILT FEATURE. To avoid personal injury or damage to
the umbrella, make sure the area behind you is clear and free from any furniture or
structure. 

To Tilt Canopy:
Make sure canopy is fully OPEN. Position yourself in front of the tilt lever and pull loop lock from
main frame track (Fig. 12). Pull out further to dis-engage tilting gears and reveal gear teeth
(Fig. 13). Move the tilt lever to the left or right, opposite the desired tilt direction (Fig. 14).
Use the tilt degree scale as a guide (Fig. 15). Now, push forward slightly to re-engage tilting
gear teeth. Move tilt lever to center position (canopy should be moving also) and snap the
loop lock back into main frame track.

To Close Canopy:
Slowly turn the crank lift handle counter-clockwise              (Fig. 9) with one hand and
slide the main frame grip down with the other hand (Fig. 10) until the canopy is fully
closed (Fig. 11). NOTE: Prior to closing insure that the canopy is in a level (non-tilted)
position.

(Fig. 7)

(Fig. 9)

S T E P  3 Operation
To Open Canopy:
Slowly turn the crank lift handle clockwise to open the umbrella to a level position
(Fig. 7). CAUTION: Stop turning the crank handle as soon as the umbrella cover is
completely open and the sleeve on the umbrella pole has reached its maximum height
(Fig. 8). 
WARNING: Do not continue to crank once umbrella canopy is completely open, it may
impair your ability to disengage the tilt lever.

(Fig. 8)

(Fig. 10) (Fig. 11)
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(Fig. 14)

(Fig. 15)

(Fig. 12)

Tilting Gears

Tilt Lever

PULL

(Fig. 13)

IMPORTANT: PRIOR TO USING THE TILT FEATURE. To avoid personal injury or damage to
the umbrella, make sure the area behind you is clear and free from any furniture or
structure. 

To Tilt Canopy:
Make sure canopy is fully OPEN. Position yourself in front of the tilt lever and pull loop lock from
main frame track (Fig. 12). Pull out further to dis-engage tilting gears and reveal gear teeth
(Fig. 13). Move the tilt lever to the left or right, opposite the desired tilt direction (Fig. 14).
Use the tilt degree scale as a guide (Fig. 15). Now, push forward slightly to re-engage tilting
gear teeth. Move tilt lever to center position (canopy should be moving also) and snap the
loop lock back into main frame track.

To Close Canopy:
Slowly turn the crank lift handle counter-clockwise              (Fig. 9) with one hand and
slide the main frame grip down with the other hand (Fig. 10) until the canopy is fully
closed (Fig. 11). NOTE: Prior to closing insure that the canopy is in a level (non-tilted)
position.

(Fig. 7)

(Fig. 9)

S T E P 3 Operation
To Open Canopy:
Slowly turn the crank lift handle clockwise             to open the umbrella to a level position
(Fig. 7). CAUTION: Stop turning the crank handle as soon as the umbrella cover is
completely open and the sleeve on the umbrella pole has reached its maximum height
(Fig. 8). 
WARNING: Do not continue to crank once umbrella canopy is completely open, it may
impair your ability to disengage the tilt lever.

(Fig. 8)

(Fig. 10) (Fig. 11)
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(Fig. 16)

(Fig. 17)

(Fig. 18)

To OPERATE the 360° Rotating Hub Swivel:
Place your foot on the foot pedal of the rotating hub and step-on the base pedal 
to release rotating lock (Fig. 16). Place one hand on the main frame and one hand on the
tilt lever (Fig. 17), swivel the umbrella frame in either direction until desired position is
reached (Fig. 18). Step off the foot pedal to engage rotating lock and lock position (you will
hear the pedal click, as it reaches the next available lock position).

Features

6mm
Hexagon
Wrench

2.5mm 
Hexagon
Wrench

(Fig. 4)

(Fig. 5)

(Fig. 6)

S T E P 2 Umbrella Assembly
Two-persons recommended for team lift and to complete assembly.
With base cover in place or mount kit installed, insert the main frame onto the installed
rotating hub (Fig. 3) {align tilt lever with foot pedal}. Assembled in upright position, insert the
(2) bolts and (2) washers and tighten using 6mm hexagon wrench provided (Fig. 4). Install
the crank lift handle onto the mid-area of the main frame. Use the 2.5mm hexagon wrench
provided to lock in the small screw (Fig. 5). 

REMOVE ALL PLASTIC PACKAGING MATERIAL FROM ALL PARTS PRIOR TO
OPENING UMBRELLA. CHECK UNDER CANOPY FOR PACKAGING AROUND RIBS.

Your umbrella is now ready to operate!
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To ATTACH Umbrella Light: (sold separately)
Loosen the light adapter built into the umbrella runner by turning counter-clockwise   

(Fig. 19).  After loosening, pull down light adapter post (Fig. 20) to attach the
umbrella light (sold separately).

To REMOVEUmbrella Light and CLOSEadapter:
Remove umbrella light, and gently push up the light adapter post back into umbrella runner
and tighten turning clockwise (Fig. 19).              NOTE: It is not necessary to remove light
to close umbrella.

(Fig. 19) (Fig. 20)

FeaturesS T E P 1 Rotating Hub Assembly
If you have already installed your rotating hub onto your base or mount kit, please skip to
Step 2.

Remove rotating hub from the main frame by removing the (2) main frame bolts and (2)
washers (Fig. 1), set aside bolts for later use. Now, place rotating hub onto base plate (if
installing onto a mount kit), inverted plate (if installing onto 200 lbs. base) or base frame (if
installing onto 400 lbs. base) (Fig. 2) and tighten with (5) supplied hub bolts and washers
(Fig. 3). Example shown on 200 lbs. base below.

6mm
Hexagon

Wrench

8mm Hexagon Wrench

(Fig. 2)

(Fig. 1)

(Fig. 3)
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CAUTION: Fully assembled, the umbrella weighs over 500 lbs.
Moving the umbrella fully assembled will increase the risk of damage to your umbrella
and/or can cause serious injury. We recommend a two-person team for assembly
and disassembly.

IMPORTANT:Prior to assembly it is important to decide on the location of the umbrella. 

• Allow ample height to avoid damage to your umbrella during assembly and usage. 

• Choose a location that is level and sturdy. 

• Avoid any sloping or soft ground. 

• Consider a location that will maximize the umbrella’s rotating swivel function. Placing
the umbrella between two entertaining areas is ideal.

NOTE: Some parts may be included in the styrofoam packaging. 
DO NOT discard any packaging or box until assembly is complete.

1 Main Frame 1

2 Crank Lift Handle 1

3 Hub Bolts 5

4 Washers 5

5 8mm Hexagon Wrench 1

6 6mm Hexagon Wrench 1

7 2.5mm Hexagon Wrench 1

PART LIST

Part Description Qty.

S A F E T Y  P R E C A U T I O N S :
• Close the umbrella in windy conditions or when a storm approaches.
Never allow the umbrella to flap in the wind; this could damage the canopy.

• Do not leave open umbrella unattended. If damage occurs, this is not covered
by the warranty.

• When adjusting the umbrella, make sure that no person(s) or item(s) are close to the
umbrella. This is important to prevent injury or material damage.

C A R E  A N D  M A I N T E N A N C E :
• When not in use, close and cover umbrella with a protective cover.
• If necessary, clean the fabric with lukewarm water, mild detergent, and a sponge.
• Allow a wet canopy to dry slightly opened, but do not leave unattended.
• Wipe sliding marks on the aluminum poles with a damp cloth.

Winter Storage:
• Store in a dry place.
• Any visible defects must be repaired by a professional.

After the Winter:
• Areas subject to turning and sliding can be treated with a non-staining lubricant spray
(silicone-based).

• Check the condition and function of the umbrella. Any defects must be repaired by a
professional.
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valentina  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

valentina

accent your outdoor space 
Inspired by French bergère dining furniture, our Valentina Collection is thoughtfully designed with classic detailing complemented by a 
Brushed Pewter color. Durable, rustproof aluminum frames are hand-finished by artisans using a specialized powder coating that’s ten times 
stronger than paint. These all-weather pieces will add lasting style to your gathering space and provide years of outdoor enjoyment.

product details
 u Chair cushion is covered in Sunbrella® fabric.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Cushions are made in America and comprised of mold- and 
mildew-resistant, anti-microbial foam.

 u Aluminum frames feature a hand-applied, powder-coated finish, 
which creates a protective, water- and rustproof barrier that’s 10 
times more durable than paint.

 u Designed to resist the elements, this collection is suitable for 
year-round use.

Side Chair 
20" w x 24" d x 39" h 
70VALDSCHRKT

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to choose 
from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Fabric: 
Dock Dove

DISCONTINUED
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page 1

All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive, designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in our commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood was 
harvested from renewable resources.

LIMITED LIFETIME 
WARRANTY
Arhaus warrants all products to be free 
of defects in material and workmanship. 
We will repair, or at our option, provide 
reasonably equivalent furniture valued 
up to the original purchase price. Fabric, 
leather and material are not covered by 
this warranty. Please ask your Interior 
Specialist for complete details and 
exclusions prior to purchase based on your 
personal vision, there is additional time 
involved. Also, due to this specialization, 
we regret that we cannot accept 
cancellations on these pieces. Consult  
with your Interior Specialist for more 
details on custom order items.

Add dignified style to your outdoor space. 
Chic and elegant, our Ventura collection boasts sloped arms you’ll 
love to lounge in. Ventura features handwoven resin rope so realistic 
you’ll think it’s authentic—but ours is made to withstand nature’s 
elements year-round. UV- and water-resistant, this all-weather 

material is meticulously woven over a strong, durable rust-proof 
aluminum frame. Ventura looks good enough for the indoors, but 
brings sophisticated style to your patio or garden. 

VENTURA
outdoor collection

made in ASIA

DISCONTINUED
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VENTURA page 2

 u One of the best ways to keep Sunbrella® fabrics looking good 
and to delay deep or vigorous cleaning is to properly maintain 
the fabrics. This can be accomplished by simply brushing off 
dirt before it becomes embedded in the fabrics, wiping up spills 
as soon as they occur or spot-cleaning soon after stains occur.

 u General or light cleaning: Brush off any loose dirt. Prepare a 
cleaning solution of two ounces (1/4 cup) mild dishwashing 
liquid per gallon of lukewarm water (less than 100º F/38º C). 
Use a sponge or a soft bristle brush to clean. Allow cleaning 
solution to soak into fabric. Rinse thoroughly to remove all 
detergent residue. Allow fabric to air dry.

 u Recommended Washing of Sunbrella® fabrics: Remove 
slipcovers and close all openings and divide into two to three 
loads. Do not mix in with other laundry. Wash in cold water on 
the gentle cycle with a mild liquid detergent (without  
bluing agents).

 u Do not place in dryer. Air dry only before refitting to the frame.

 u Do not drag this piece(s) across the floor as this will cause 
damage or weaken joints. 

 u Dropping furniture onto corners or feet will cause damage. 

 u Leaning backwards on two legs of a chair may weaken joints.

 u Protect your furniture with Arhaus covers when not in use.

product details
 u Meticulous detailing has resulted in a durable resin with the 

look of natural rope.

 u Aluminum frames are handcrafted by skilled artisans.

 u Ventura cushions are stocked in Sunbrella® Action Stone fabric. 

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u Choose from more than 55 additional outdoor fabrics in a 
variety of tones and patterns for the same price as stock. 

 u Made in the America and comprised of 2.0-density anti-
microbial foam, cushions are mold- and mildew-resistant.

 u Sunbrella® fabrics are weatherproof and resist stains and fading.

 u All pieces in the Ventura Outdoor Collection are suitable for 
year-round use.

recommended care
 u Dust with a soft, dry cloth.

 u Spills should be removed immediately with a damp cloth.

 u To clean furniture, spray off any dirt or debris with a hose and 
wipe dry with a soft cloth.

 u Avoid letting water stand on your furniture.

 u Comfortable, beautiful and oh-so-livable Sunbrella® fabric is 
amazingly easy to maintain, and most spills can be cleaned 
with mild soap and water. For tough stains, bleach can be used 
without fear of damaging the fabric or removing the color. With 
this kind of durability and a wide range of styles, what’s  
not to love?

Lounge Chair 70VENLCHKT 
30" w x 36" d x 42" h

Sofa 70VENSOFAKT 
89" w x 36" d x 42" h

Ottoman 70VENOTTOKT 
30" w x 24" d x 12" h

DISCONTINUED
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Collection Route Regular
Price

Qty On
Hand

Net
Avail

Next Avail
PO Date

OUTDOOR 911869VENCAP VENTURA PLASTIC LEG CAP PT-VENTURA PART $1.00 199 199

Parts Inventory
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

willow  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Indonesia

willow

artisan-crafted dining  
Thoughtfully crafted by furniture artisans our Willow Dining Chairs add stylish elements to either indoor or outdoor seating. Their Parsons 
style is crafted from handwoven all-weather wicker, featuring an artfully styled cane-inspired finish. The resin-fiber wicker is twisted to 
withstand nature’s elements and structured onto aluminum frames to support year-round use. These durable yet comfortable seats stand 
on beautiful, solid teak legs, which contain natural oils that prevent them from drying or warping and resist moisture and insects.

product details
 u Chairs seats and backs are handwoven from all-weather, resin wicker and 
feature a cane-inspired finish.

 u Handwoven all-weather, resin wicker is specially formulated and finished to 
resemble authentic rattan.

 u Our all-weather wicker’s resin formula is one-of-a-kind—created 
specifically for Arhaus. Resin strands display varied high and low tones, 
adding beautiful depth to woven surfaces.

 u Artisans weave fibers around rustproof aluminum frames, resulting in 
durable, corrosion-resistant furniture.

 u Legs are artisan-crafted using natural teak wood, selected for its natural 
beauty and durability.

 u Teak hardwood contains natural oils that repel insects, prevent drying, 
and resist moisture.

 u Teak is also resistant to fungal decay, rotting, warping due to weather and 
temperature.

 u Typical of outdoor wood, teak will gradually develop a soft, grey patina 
due to exposure.

 u Designed to resist the elements, these chairs are suitable for year-round 
use.

Side Chair 
20.25" w x 24.75" d x 39" h 
70WILLOWDS

DISCONTINUED
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wyatt dining  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

wyatt dining

built for entertaining
The all-weather Wyatt Dining Collection features a classic rustic look. Constructed to withstand nature’s elements, this collection is 
structured on rustproof aluminum frames, which support all-weather wicker surfaces. Each piece is complemented by attractive, neutral 
finishes to fit your outdoor décor, and seating is topped with all-weather Sunbrella® cushions. Sturdy and timeless, these outdoor pieces 
are must-haves.

product details
 u Our Arhaus exclusive All-Weather Resin Wicker is specially formulated for design 

and durability to create the highest quality outdoor furnishings possible.

 u Perfectly mimicking the beauty of authentic natural materials, our resin wicker is 

colored with varying high and low tones. Masterfully dry-brushed finishes create 

organic textures that add depth to woven surfaces.

 u All-weather wicker surfaces are handwoven by artisans around rustproof 

aluminum frames, resulting in durable, corrosion-resistant furniture that will last 

season after season.

 u Outdoor cushions are covered in Sunbrella® fabric, the world’s leading outdoor 

performance textile.

 u Color-fast Sunbrella fabrics are woven from 100 percent solution-dyed acrylic that 

is stain- and fade-resistant and can withstand even the harshest elements.

 u Made in America from antimicrobial foam, our plush outdoor cushions are mold- 

and mildew-resistant.

 u Cushions are sustained by an outdoor elastic support system that cradles your 

body for lasting comfort.

 u All pieces in the Wyatt Outdoor Collection are suitable for year-round use.

 u Bar Stools are available with or without cushions. 

Side Chair 
20.5" w x 25.5" d x 40.5" h

Armchair 
28.5" w x 25.5" d x 40" h

Barstool 
20” w x 26” d x 48.5” h

Storage Bench 
66" w x 17" d x 18" h

Fabric:

your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to 
choose from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287Dry Bark Dark 

Charcoal
Weathered  
Grey

Sail Salt

Finishes:
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wyatt dining  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

for design consultants only
Side Chair 
20.5" w x 25.5" d x 40.5" h 
Frame: 
Dark Charcoal 70WYDSCHDC 
Dry Bark   70WYDSCHDB 
Weathered Grey  70WYDSCHWG  
Cushion Set: 
Sail Salt 70WYDSCSNSS 
Special Order XW1FDH

Armchair 
28.5" w x 25.5" d x 40" h 
Frame: 
Dark Charcoal  70WYDACHDC 
Dry Bark   70WYDACHDB 
Weathered Grey  70WYDACHWG  
Cushion Set: 
Sail Salt 70WYDACSNSS 
Special Order XW1FC7

Storage Bench 
66" w x 17" d x 18" h 
Frame: 
Dark Charcoal  70WYSTBNDC 
Dry Bark   70WYSTBNDB 
Weathered Grey  70WYSTBNWG  
Cushion Set: 
Sail Salt 70WYBNCSNSS 
Special Order XW1FBJ

Barstool 
20" w x 26" d x 48.5" h 
Frame: 
Dark Charcoal  70WYBSTLDC 
Dry Bark   70WYBSTLDB 
Weathered Grey  70WYBSTLWG  
Cushion Set: 
Sail Salt 70WYBARCSNSS 
Special Order XW1FB2
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wyatt living  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia

wyatt living

built for relaxation 
The Wyatt Outdoor Living Collection features deep and comfortable seating that encourages lounging in the sun. Artfully finished frames are meticulously 

woven from all-weather, resin wicker around rustproof aluminum. Incredibly relaxing and supportive cushions are padded with dense, antimicrobial foam and 

covered in weather-resistant Sunbrella® fabrics. Select from this classic collection’s wide variety of configurations to match your space and style.

product details
 u Our Arhaus exclusive All-Weather Resin Wicker is specially formulated for design and durability to 

create the highest quality outdoor furnishings possible.

 u Perfectly mimicking the beauty of authentic natural materials, our resin wicker is colored with varying 

high and low tones. Masterfully dry-brushed finishes create organic textures that add depth to woven 

surfaces.

 u All-weather wicker surfaces are handwoven by artisans around rustproof aluminum frames, resulting in 

durable, corrosion-resistant furniture that will last season after season.

 u Outdoor cushions are covered in Sunbrella® fabric, the world’s leading outdoor performance textile.

 u Color-fast Sunbrella fabrics are woven from 100 percent solution-dyed acrylic that is stain- and fade-

resistant and can withstand even the harshest elements.

 u Made in America from antimicrobial foam, our plush outdoor cushions are mold- and mildew-resistant.

 u Cushions are sustained by an outdoor elastic support system that cradles your body for lasting 

comfort.

 u Wyatt coffee tables feature glass tops and pull-out baskets for convenient storage and display.

 u Swivel Daybed includes four back pillows.

 u All pieces in the Wyatt Outdoor Collection are suitable for year-round use.

 u Sectional components are held together by connecters to prevent shifting.

4-Piece Sectional 
132" w x 99.5" d x 29" h

2-Piece Sectional 
95.5" w x 65.75" d x 29" h
Reverse configuration available.

Daybed Lounge 
63" w x 61" d x 29.75" h

3-Piece Sectional 
99.5" w x 99.5" d x 29" h

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Swivel Daybed 
59" w x 56" d x 39" h 
Includes four back pillows.

Fabric: your style your way 
Our Design Consultants can help you craft a 
custom design with hundreds of options to 
choose from. Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

Dry 
Bark

Dark 
Charcoal

Weathered  
Grey

Sail 
Salt

Finishes:
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wyatt living  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

88" Sofa 
88.25" w x 40" d x 29" h

36" R-Arm Chaise 
36" w x 65.75" d x 29" h

76" Sofa 
76" w x 40" d x 29" h

60" L-Arm Sofa 
59.5" w x 40" d x 29" h

60" R-Arm Sofa 
59.5" w x 40" d x 29" h

Ottoman 
32" w x 27" d x 11.5" h

Corner 
40" w x 40" d x 29" h

39" Swivel Lounge Chair 
39.25" w x 40" d x 29" h

29" Armless Chair 
28.5" w x 40" d x 29" h

31" Chaise 
31" w x 80" d x 10" h

36" L-Arm Chaise 
36" w x 65.75" d x 29" h

56" Armless Sofa 
56" w x 40" d x 29" h

Swivel Daybed 
59" w x 56" d x 39" h

Daybed Lounge 
63" w x 61" d x 29.75" h
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wyatt living  |  outdoor collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

for design consultants only
88" Sofa 
88.25" w x 40" d x 29" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal 70WYSFDC 
Dry Bark  70WYSFDB 
Weathered Grey 701869WSF 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYSFCHSNSS

76" Sofa 
76" w x 40" d x 29" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal 70WYAPTDC 
Dry Bark  70WYAPTDB 
Weathered Grey 70WYAPTWG 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYAPCHSNSS

60" L-Arm Sofa 
59.5" w x 40" d x 29" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal 70WYLLVDC 
Dry Bark  70WYLLVDB 
Weathered Grey 70WYLLVWG 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYLASCHSNSS

60" R-Arm Sofa 
59.5" w x 40" d x 29" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal 70WYRLVDC 
Dry Bark  70WYRLVDB 
Weathered Grey  70WYRLVWG 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYRASCHSNSS

56" Armless Sofa 
56" w x 40" d x 29" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal 70WYALLVDC 
Dry Bark  70WYALLVDB 
Weathered Grey 70WYALLVWG 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYALSCHSNSS

36" L-Arm Chaise 
36" w x 65.75" d x 29" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal 70WYLCHSDC 
Dry Bark  70WYLCHSDB 
Weathered Grey 70WYLCHSWG 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYLHCHSNSS

36" R-Arm Chaise 
36" w x 65.75" d x 29" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal 70WYRCHSDC 
Dry Bark   70WYRCHSDB 
Weathered Grey  70WYRCHSWG 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYRHCHSNSS

31" Chaise 
31" w x 80" d x 10" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal 70WYCHSDC2 
Dry Bark  70WYCHSDB2 
Weathered Grey 70WYCHSWG2 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYCHCHSNSS

Daybed Lounge 
63" w x 61" d x 29.75" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal 70WYDAYBDDC 
Dry Bark  70WYDAYBDDB 
Weathered Grey 70WYDAYBDWG 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYLDBCHSNSS

Swivel Daybed 
59" w x 56" d x 39" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal 70WYDYBDDC 
Dry Bark  70WYDYBDDB 
Weathered Grey 70JAMESDYBD 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYSDBCHSNSS

39" Swivel Lounge Chair 
39.25" w x 40" d x 29" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal 70WYSWCHDC 
Dry Bark  70WYSWCHDB 
Weathered Grey 701869WMC 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYSWCCHSNSS

29" Armless Chair 
28.5" w x 40" d x 29" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal 70WYALCHDC 
Dry Bark  70WYALCHDB 
Weathered Grey 70WYALCHWG 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYACCHSNSS

Corner 
40" w x 40" d x 29" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal 70WYCRNDC 
Dry Bark  70WYCRNDB 
Weathered Grey 70WYCRNWG 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYCOCHSNSS

Ottoman 
32" w x 27" d x 11.5" h 
Frame:  
Dark Charcoal  70WYOTDC 
Dry Bark   70WYOTDB 
Weathered Grey 701869WOT 

Cushion: 
Sail Salt 70WYOTCHSNSS
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OUTDOOR CS1150TPS 1150 TOSS PILLOW CASING
 FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $48.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1150RSSC 1150-SRB RA SOFA SEAT CORE
 3 OVER 2

PT-WYATT PARGD $93.00 0 0 5/4/2019

OUTDOOR CS3812DBSS 3812-6547 D BENCH SEAT CASING
 FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $188.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064TPS 4064 TOSS PILLOW CASING
 FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $39.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064TPC 4064 TOSS PILLOW CORE PT-WYATT PARGD $19.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064ANBS 4064-AOIO AL CHAIR BACK CASING PT-WYATT PARGD $59.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064ANSS 4064-AOIO AL CHAIR SEAT CASING PT-WYATT PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SWBC 4064-CAIO SWIVEL CH BACK CORE
 1 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $46.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SWSC 4064-CAIO SWIVEL CH SEAT CORE
 1 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $114.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SWBS 4064-CAIO SWVL CH BACK CASING
 1 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $65.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SWSS 4064-CAIO SWVL CH SEAT CASING
 1 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064DZSS 4064-CH3IO DBL CHS SEAT CASING PT-WYATT PARGD $100.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064DZSC 4064-CH3IO DBL CHS SEAT CORE PT-WYATT PARGD $109.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064CSBS 4064-CH4IO CHAISE BACK CASING
 1 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064CSSS 4064-CH4IO CHAISE SEAT CASING
 1 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $139.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064LHSS 4064-CLIO LFT CHAISE SEAT CASG
 FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $188.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064CHSS 4064-DAIO D ARM CHAIR SEAT CAS PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064DSSS 4064-DOIO SIDE CH SEAT CASG
 FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064COBS 4064-EEIO CORNER BACK CASG
 2 OVER 1, FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064COBC 4064-EEIO CORNER BACK CORE
 2 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $61.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064COSS 4064-EEIO CORNER SEAT CASG
 FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064LLBS 4064-LLIO LEFT ARM LV BACK CAS
 2 OVER 2, FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064LLSS 4064-LLIO LFT ARM LV SEAT CASG
 2 OVER 2, FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $104.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064RLBS 4064-LLIO R/A LOVE BACK CASG
 2 OVER 2, FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064RLSS 4064-LLIO R/A LOVE SEAT CASG
 2 OVER 2, FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $104.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064OTTS 4064-OAIO OTTOMAN TOP CASING PT-WYATT PARGD $84.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064OTTC 4064-OAIO OTTOMAN TOP CORE PT-WYATT PARGD $220.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SFBS 4064-SAIO SOFA BACK CASING
 3 OVER 3

PT-WYATT PARGD $65.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SFSS 4064-SAIO SOFA SEAT CASING
 3 OVER 3, FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SFTS 4064-SAIO SOFA TOSS CASING PT-WYATT PARGD $37.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SCBC 4064-SAIO WYATT SOFA BACK CORE
 3 OVER 3

PT-WYATT PARGD $90.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SFSC 4064-SAIO WYATT SOFA SEAT CORE
 3 OVER 3

PT-WYATT PARGD $93.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91WYSFIFT WYATT SOFA FOOT I SHAPED PT-WYATT PART $3.00 10 10

OUTDOOR 91WYSFLFT WYATT SOFA FOOT L SHAPED PT-WYATT PART $5.00 4 4

OUTDOOR 91WYSWCHMC WYATT SWIVEL CHAIR MECHANISM PT-WYATT PART $49.00 13 13

OUTDOOR 91M513114 WYATT SWIVEL CHAIR PLSTC FOOT
 PLASTIC FOOT W/ SCREW

PT-WYATT PART $0.50 96 96
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care and cleaning
 u Harsh sunlight may cause your piece to fade over time. 

Protect the finish and prolong the life of your furniture with 
Arhaus covers when not in use. 

FOR REMOVABLE CUSHION COVERS AND SLIPCOVERS

Hand washing

 u Soak fabric in a solution of 1/4-cup mild soap per gallon of 
lukewarm water.

 u Use a sponge or a soft bristle brush as necessary.

 u Rinse thoroughly to remove all soap residue.

 u Air dry.

Machine washing

 u Machine wash in cold water with mild laundry soap.

 u Allow Sunbrella® to air dry.

 u DO NOT MACHINE DRY.

 u DO NOT use a steamer or an iron with steam setting. If wrinkles 
are a concern, use an iron set to “synthetic fabric” heat.

Spot cleaning upholstered pieces

 u Apply a light mist of mild soap and water using a spray bottle.

 u Remove stain with a sponge or very soft bristle brush.

 u Rinse thoroughly to remove all soap residue.

 u Wet-vacuum or blot excess water.

 u Air dry. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until all soap residue 
is removed.

For stubborn stains/mildew

 u Prepare a solution of 1-cup bleach and 1/4-cup of mild soap 
per gallon of clean water. (If stain/mildew is severe, bleach 
quantities may be slightly increased.)

 u Soak affected area in solution for 15 minutes.

 u Remove stain with a sponge, clean towel or very soft bristle 
brush until all soap residue is removed.

 u Rinse thoroughly to remove all soap residue.

 u Air dry.

WICKER/RATTAN

 u Dust wood with a soft, dry cloth.

 u Spray off any dirt or debris with a garden hose and wipe dry

 u Avoid letting water stand on your piece(s). 

CONCRETE & RECONSTRUCTED STONE

 u Clean with a soft, damp cloth.

 u Wipe up spills quickly to avoid stains. 

 u Avoid oil and abrasive cleansers. 

ALUMINUM

 u Dust with a soft, dry cloth. 

 u Spray off any dirt or debris with a garden hose and wipe dry.

 u Avoid letting water stand on your piece(s). 

RECLAIMED WOOD 

 u All reclaimed wood products have several coats of lacquer 
and a wax finish applied to the surface.

 u This material can be easily maintained with Fiddes® Wax.

• Before application, ensure that the surface is clean
and dry.

• Apply Fiddes® Wax to the surface in small sections
following the grain.

• This wax is quick drying and can be buffed after it dries for
a desired sheen.

TEAK

 u Dust with a soft dry cloth. 

 u Twice a year, spray off any dirt or debris with a garden hose 
and wipe dry. 

 u Natural oil surfacing will occur and can be removed by 
gentle washing. 

 u To remove stains, clean with warm water and mild 
dishwashing soap. Gently scrub with a soft-bristle brush 
in the direction of the grain. Rinse with water and dry 
thoroughly with a soft, dry cloth. 

 u Avoid letting water stand on your piece(s). 

 u Teak ages gracefully. If left to the elements it develops a 
greyish patina over time which can be left as-is or removed 
with fine sandpaper (no less than P120 grit) and applying a 
teak sealer. This same sandpaper can be used to remove stains, 
surface imperfections or small marks. 

OUTDOOR CARE
outdoor collection

made in AMERICA

OUTDOOR CARE
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outdoor furniture covers  |   outdoor collection   |  made in America Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

outdoor furniture covers

keep your outdoor furnishings protected year round
Arhaus premium outdoor furniture covers offer ultimate protection for your outdoor furnishings. Made from resilient Sur 
Last® fabric, each cover is specifically tailored to each of our Arhaus outdoor collections, ensuring a perfect fit. Covers are 
breathable and fade-resistant; their 100% solution-dyed polyester will protect any outdoor living and dining spaces from UV-
rays, dust, debris, and moisture.

product details
 u Protect your outdoor furnishings from dust, debris, and moisture.

 u Sur Last® furniture covers are made using 100% solution-dyed 
polyester.

 u Each cover is specifically tailored to match Arhaus outdoor furniture 
collections.

 u Sur Last® fabric is breathable, fade-resistant, waterproof, and UV-
proof.

 u Includes elastic drawstring with two to four plastic, double-barrel, 
cord-lock closures to ensure a secure fit.

 u Comes with a three-year limited warranty.

 u Machine washable.

Sofa Cover

90" w x 42" d x 27" h 70SFCV
104" w x 50" d x 27" h 70XLSFCV
Chair Cover

27" w x 37" d x 36" h 70SMCHCV
43" w x 42" d x 30" h 70LGCHCV
54.5" w x 47" d x 33" h 70XLCHCV
Ottoman Cover

36" w x 30" d x 12" h 70OTTOCV
46" w x 46" d x 16" h 70LGOTTOCV

Chaise Cover

34" w x 83" d x 24" h 70CHAISECV

Double Chaise Cover

80" w x 84" d x 24" h 70DBLCHSCV

Rectangular Dining Table & Chairs Cover

90" w x 110" d x 32" h 70RECDT6CHCV

Round Dining Table Cover

92" diameter x 36" h  70RDDT6CHCV

Round Coffee Table Cover

38" diameter x 20" h  70RNDCFCV
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SUNBRELLA

Sunbrella®/Outdura®—where ease and beauty meet.
One of the best ways to keep Sunbrella®/Outdura® fabrics looking 
good and to delay deep or vigorous cleaning is to properly maintain 
the fabrics. This can be accomplished by simply brushing off dirt 

before it becomes embedded in the fabrics, wiping up spills as soon 
as they occur or spot cleaning soon after stains occur.

camden outdoor collection
made in AMERICA

care and cleaning
FOR REMOVABLE CUSHION COVERS AND SLIPCOVERS:

hand washing

 u Soak fabric in a solution of 1/4 cup mild soap per gallon of 
lukewarm water.

 u Use a sponge or a soft bristle brush as necessary.

 u Rinse thoroughly to remove all soap residue.

 u Air dry.

machine washing

 u Machine wash in cold water with mild laundry soap.

 u Allow Sunbrella®/Outdura® to air dry.

 u DO NOT MACHINE DRY.

SPOT CLEANING UPHOLSTERED PIECES

 u Apply a light mist of mild soap and water using a spray bottle.

 u Remove stain with a sponge or very soft bristle brush.

 u Rinse thoroughly to remove all soap residue.

 u Wet-vacuum or blot excess water.

 u Air dry. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until all soap residue is removed.

FOR STUBBORN STAINS / MILDEW

Sunbrella®/Outdura® fabric does not promote mildew growth, 
however, mildew may grow on dirt and other foreign substances that 
are not removed from the fabric.

 u Prepare a solution of 1 cup bleach and 1/4 cup of mild soap 
per gallon of clean water, If stain/mildew is severe, bleach 
quantities may be slightly increased.

 u Soak affected area in solution for 15 minutes.

 u Remove stain with a sponge, clean towel or very soft bristle 
brush until all soap residue is removed.

 u Rinse thoroughly to remove all soap residue.

 u Air dry.

HELPFUL HINTS

 u Protect the area around your Sunbrella®/Outdura® fabric 
when using a bleach solution – bleach may discolor non-
Sunbrella®/Outdura® fabrics.

 u Always rinse Sunbrella®/Outdura® thoroughly to completely 
remove bleach and soap.

 u Sunbrella®/Outdura® air dries very quickly.

 u DO NOT MACHINE DRY.

 u DO NOT use a steamer or an iron with steam setting. If wrinkles 
are a concern, use an iron set to “synthetic fabric” heat.

® ®
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OUTDOOR 91ADN72HDW ADONES DINING TABLE HDW
 PACK OF ASSEMBLY HARDWARE

PT-ADONES PART $12.00 0 0 1/15/2019

OUTDOOR 91ADNDTCAP ADONES DT UMBRELLA HOLE CAP PT-ADONES PART $15.00 6 6

OUTDOOR 91ADLERL ADLER DINING BASE L BRACKET
 REVISED BRACKET  1ST PO'S ONLY

PT-ALDER PART $4.00 1,212 1,212

OUTDOOR 91ARLODTHW ARLO DINING TABLE HARDWARE SET PT-ARLO PART $12.00 5 5

OUTDOOR 70ARLOFOOT ARLO PLASTIC FOOT TAP IN PT-ARLO PART $0.50 78 78

OUTDOOR CS4090TPC 4090 TOSS PILLOW CORE PT-BALHAR PARGD $21.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4090ANSS 4090-AO1O ARMLS. CH. SEAT CASG PT-BALHAR PARGD $79.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4090ANBS 4090-AOIO ARMLS. CH. BACK CASG PT-BALHAR PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4090CJBS 4090-EEIO CORNER BACK CASG. PT-BALHAR PARGD $79.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS40902CJSS 4090-EEIO CORNER SEAT CASG. PT-BALHAR PARGD $79.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4090CJTS 4090-EEIO TOSS PILLOW CASG
 FABRIC

PT-BALHAR PARGD $49.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4090OCTS 4090-OAIO OTTOMAN TOP CASG. PT-BALHAR PARGD $79.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91BALHARSC BAL HARBOUR SECT CONNECTORS
 2 CONNECTORS

PT-BALHAR PART $15.00 33 33

OUTDOOR 91BRBARHDW BOURDEAUX BAR TABLE HARDWARE PT-BOURD PART $15.00 18 18

OUTDOOR 912056BOURHW BOURDEAUX BASE L BRACKET PT-BOURD PART $15.00 29 29

OUTDOOR 912056BOUBEN BOURDEAUX BENCH HARDWARE PT-BOURD PART $29.00 19 19

OUTDOOR 912056BOUCON BOURDEAUX COUSOLE BASE HDW PT-BOURD PART $12.00 19 19

OUTDOOR 91BRDTBHW BOURDEAUX DINING BASE HARDWARE PT-BOURD PART $41.00 36 35

OUTDOOR 91BRENDHDW BOURDEAUX END TABLE HARDWARE PT-BOURD PART $15.00 10 10

OUTDOOR 912056BOURCOF BOURDEAUX RECT COFFEE HDW PT-BOURD PART $12.00 52 52

OUTDOOR CS4079SCSS 4079-SAIO SOFA SEAT CASING PT-BRAMPTN PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4079SCSC 4079-SAIO SOFA SEAT CORE PT-BRAMPTN PARGD $39.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1520SWSC 1520-CSO/CSCO SWVL CH SEAT COR
 TIGHT BACK, 1 SEAT

PT-COSTA PARGD $128.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4094CHSS 0494-CAIO CHAISE SEAT CASING PT-CRETE PARGD $69.00 0 0 1/17/2019

OUTDOOR CS4094CHBS 4094-CAIO CHAISE BACK CASING PT-CRETE PARGD $59.00 0 0 12/20/2018

OUTDOOR CS4094OTTS 4094-OAIO OTTO TOP CASING PT-CRETE PARGD $69.00 0 0 1/17/2019

OUTDOOR CS4094SFBS 4094-SAIO SOFA BACK CASING PT-CRETE PARGD $39.00 0 0 12/20/2018

OUTDOOR CS4094SFSS 4094-SAIO SOFA SEAT CASING PT-CRETE PARGD $69.00 0 0 1/17/2019

OUTDOOR CS1646AWSC 1646-AOO ARMLS WED SEAT CORE
 TIGHT BACK, 1 SEAT

PT-DARROW PARGD $109.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1646LPSC 1646-PLO L/A APT SF SEAT CORE
 TIGHT BACK, 1 SEAT

PT-DARROW PARGD $109.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1646RPSC 1646-PRO R/A APT SF SEAT CORE
 TIGHT BACK, 1 SEAT

PT-DARROW PARGD $109.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS0792OSWBC 0792-CSO/CSKO SW CHR BACK CORE
 OUTDOOR

PT-DUNE PARGD $39.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS0792OSWSS 0792-CSO/CSKO SWVL CH SEAT CAS
 OUTDOOR SWIVEL

PT-DUNE PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS0792OSFSC 0792-SAO OD SOFA SEAT CORE PT-DUNE $109.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1620DBSC 1620-CSO SWVL DAYBD SEAT CORE
 OUTDOOR

PT-ELIA PARGD $79.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS0778ODC2M 0778-C2O OD C2 MUS/W CUSH.
 MUSLIN CH 1/2 W/CUSHIONS

PT-EMORY $1,559.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91PS6419A FIREPIT GRILL REPLACEMENT
 GREY ROUND FIREPIT - GRILL

PT-FIREPT PART $99.00 8 8

OUTDOOR 91FIREFOOT OUTDOOR FIREPIT FOOT S/4 PT-FIREPT PART $20.00 12 12

OUTDOOR CS4091CCBS 4091-AOIO AL CHAIR BACK CASING PT-HAMPTON PARGD $59.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4091CCSS 4091-AOIO AL CHAIR SEAT CASING PT-HAMPTON PARGD $59.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS9845C2BC 9845 CHAIR 1/2 BACK CORE
 1 OVER 1

PT-HAMPTON PARGD $80.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS9845FSBC 9845 FULL SLPR BACK CORE PT-HAMPTON PARGD $49.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS9845C2SC 9845-C2B CHAIR 1/2 SEAT CORE
 1 OVER 1

PT-HAMPTON PARGD $138.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS9845CHSC 9845-C2C CHAIR SEAT CORE
 1 OVER 1

PT-HAMPTON PARGD $259.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS9845SFBC 9845-SAB SOFA BACK CORE PT-HAMPTON PARGD $39.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS9845SFSC 9845-SAB SOFA SEAT CORE PT-HAMPTON PARGD $109.00 0 0
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OUTDOOR 91HMDAYBDHDW HAMPTONS 72" DAY BED HARDWARE PT-HAMPTON PART $12.00 10 10

OUTDOOR 70HAMPODTBHW HAMPTONS TABLE HARDWARE PT-HAMPTON PART $15.00 94 94

OUTDOOR CS4072SWBS 4072-CSIO SWL CHR BACK CASING PT-HUNTING PARGD $82.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4072SWBC 4072-CSIO SWL CHR BACK CORE PT-HUNTING PARGD $46.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4072SWSS 4072-CSIO SWL CHR SEAT CASING PT-HUNTING PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4072SWSC 4072-CSIO SWL CHR SEAT CORE PT-HUNTING PARGD $115.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4072SFTS 4072-SAIO TOSS PILLOW CASING
 FABRIC

PT-HUNTING PARGD $79.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CSAR81SWSC AR81-CSO SWL CHAIR SEAT CORE PT-KYRA PARGD $89.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CSAR81SWSS AR81-CSO SWVL CH SEAT CASING
 TIGHT BACK OVER 1

PT-KYRA PARGD $69.00 0 0 1/16/2019

OUTDOOR CS1096COBC 1096-EEB CORNER BACK CORE PT-LOUNGE PARGD $61.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1096ALBC 1096-LOB AL SOFA BACK CORE PT-LOUNGE PARGD $61.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4066CHSS 4066-CAIO LOUNG CHAIR SEAT CAS PT-LOUNGE PARGD $45.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4066CHBS 4066-CAIO LOUNGE CHAIR B CASNG PT-LOUNGE PARGD $36.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4066SFBS 4066-SAIO SOFA BACK CASING PT-LOUNGE PARGD $72.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4066SFSS 4066-SAIO SOFA SEAT CASING PT-LOUNGE PARGD $81.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91MALAHDW MALAWI HARDWARE SET PT-MALAWI PART $15.00 10 10

OUTDOOR 91MALAWITRAY MALAWI TRAY TABLE EXTRA TRAY PT-MALAWI PART $99.00 10 10

OUTDOOR 91MALI72DTHW MALIBU DINING 72" TABLE HDW
 COMPLETE SET

PT-MALIBOD PART $15.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91MALI60BEHW MALIBU DINING BENCH 60" HDW
 COMPLETE SET

PT-MALIBOD PART $15.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91MALI17ETHW MALIBU END TABLE 17" HDW
 COMPLETE SET

PT-MALIBOD PART $15.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1680AOBS 1680-AOO AL CHAIR BACK CASING PT-MENLO PARGD $59.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1680AOSS 1680-AOO AL CHAIR SEAT CASING PT-MENLO PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1680COBS 1680-EEO CORNER BACK CASING PT-MENLO PARGD $59.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1680COSS 1680-EEO CORNER SEAT CASING PT-MENLO PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1680OTTS 1680-O2O OTTOMAN CASING PT-MENLO PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91MONT48TBHDW MONTEGO 48" DINING TBL HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $8.00 19 19

OUTDOOR 91MONT60TBHDW MONTEGO 60" DINING TBL HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $8.00 9 9

OUTDOOR 91MONT72TBHDW MONTEGO 72" DINING TBL HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $8.00 4 4

OUTDOOR 91MONT84TBHDW MONTEGO 84" DINING TBL HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $10.00 18 18

OUTDOOR 91MONT94TBHDW MONTEGO 94" DINING TBL HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $10.00 9 9

OUTDOOR 91MONTCSHDW MONTEGO CHAISE LOUNGE HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $6.00 11 11

OUTDOOR 91MONTCFHDW MONTEGO COFFEE TABLE HDW PT-MONTEGO PART $9.00 15 15

OUTDOOR CS4076SFBS 4076-SAIO SOFA BACK CASG
 FABRIC

PT-PALISAD PARGD $82.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4076SFSS 4076-SAIO SOFA SEAT CASG
 FABRIC

PT-PALISAD PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1364OCTC 1364-O2O/O2CO OTTO TOP CORE PT-PAVO PARGD $219.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1364LOBS 1364-SLO/SLCO L SF BACK CASING
 3 OVER 2

PT-PAVO PARGD $81.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1364LOBC 1364-SLO/SLCO L SF BACK CORE
 3 OVER 2

PT-PAVO PARGD $46.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1364LOSS 1364-SLO/SLCO L SF SEAT CASING
 3 OVER 2

PT-PAVO PARGD $103.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1364LOSC 1364-SLO/SLCO LFT SF SEAT CORE
 3 OVER 2

PT-PAVO PARGD $155.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1364AASS 1364-SOO/SOCO ARMLS SF S CASIN
 2 OVER 2, FABRIC

PT-PAVO PARGD $104.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91M51542UCLIP WYATT SECTIONAL U CLIP
 SECTIONAL CONNECTOR

PT-SANJUAN PART $8.00 61 61

OUTDOOR 91SANTASFLEG SANTA BARBARA 81" SOFA LEG PT-SANTAB PART $5.00 3 2 10/15/2018

OUTDOOR CS4075OTTS 4075-OAIO OTTO TOP CASING PT-SEABRK PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4075OTTC 4075-OAIO OTTO TOP CORE PT-SEABRK $79.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4095LLBS 4095-LLIO LFT LOVE BACK CASING PT-SHORELI PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4095LLBC 4095-LLIO LFT LOVE BACK CORE PT-SHORELI PARGD $61.00 0 0
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OUTDOOR CS4095RLSBC 4095-LRIO R ARM LV SIDE B CORE
 SIDE PILLOW CORE

PT-SHORELI PARGD $0.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4095RLSBS 4095-LRIO RT ARM LOVE SIDE CAS
 SIDE PILLOW - ARM - WITH TIES

PT-SHORELI PARGD $0.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1295SWBC 1295-CSO/CSCO SW CHR BACK CORE PT-SPINNAK PARGD $46.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1295SWSC 1295-CSO/CSCO SWV CH SEAT CORE
 OUTDOOR

PT-SPINNAK PARGD $115.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1295SFBS 1295-SAO SOFA BACK CASING PT-SPINNAK PARGD $59.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1295SFSS 1295-SAO SOFA SEAT CASING PT-SPINNAK PARGD $69.00 0 0 1/23/2019

OUTDOOR CS1295SFBC 1295-SAO/SACO 80" OD SF B CORE
 2 OVER 2

PT-SPINNAK PARGD $89.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1295SFSC 1295-SAO/SACO 80" SF SEAT CORE
 OUTDOOR, 2 OVER 2

PT-SPINNAK PARGD $158.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4066CSBS 4066-CHIO CHS LOUNGE BACK CASG PT-STUART PARGD $36.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4066CSBC 4066-CHIO CHS LOUNGE BACK CORE PT-STUART PARGD $36.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91STUARTCHS STUART CHAISE HDW PT-STUART PART $20.00 5 5

OUTDOOR 70STCONTBHDW STUART CONSOLE TBL HDW PT-STUART PART $18.00 8 8

OUTDOOR 911859DBLCHSHW STUART DBL CHAISE HDW PT-STUART PART $41.00 15 15

OUTDOOR 70STODDNTBHW STUART DINING TBL HDW PT-STUART PART $18.00 13 13

OUTDOOR 91STULEV STUART LEVELER
 QTY 1

PT-STUART PART $5.00 123 123

OUTDOOR 91511TELSCREW TELEGRAPH HANDLE SCREW PT-TELGRPH PART $0.50 640 640

OUTDOOR 91TULUMDSHDW TULUM 23" DINING SIDE CHAR HDW PT-TULUM PART $9.00 0 0 2/1/2019

OUTDOOR 91TULUMDAHDW TULUM 26" DINING ARM CHR HDW PT-TULUM PART $9.00 2 2 2/1/2019

OUTDOOR 91TULUMCHHDW TULUM 31" LOUNGE CHAIR HARDWAR
 SET OF HARDWARE

PT-TULUM PART $0.00 0 0 2/1/2019

OUTDOOR 91TULUMSFHDW TULUM 73" SOFA HARDWARE PT-TULUM PART $15.00 16 16

OUTDOOR 911869VENCAP VENTURA PLASTIC LEG CAP PT-VENTURA PART $1.00 199 199

OUTDOOR CS1150TPS 1150 TOSS PILLOW CASING
 FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $48.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS1150RSSC 1150-SRB RA SOFA SEAT CORE
 3 OVER 2

PT-WYATT PARGD $93.00 0 0 5/4/2019

OUTDOOR CS3812DBSS 3812-6547 D BENCH SEAT CASING
 FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $188.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064TPS 4064 TOSS PILLOW CASING
 FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $39.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064TPC 4064 TOSS PILLOW CORE PT-WYATT PARGD $19.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064ANBS 4064-AOIO AL CHAIR BACK CASING PT-WYATT PARGD $59.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064ANSS 4064-AOIO AL CHAIR SEAT CASING PT-WYATT PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SWBC 4064-CAIO SWIVEL CH BACK CORE
 1 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $46.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SWSC 4064-CAIO SWIVEL CH SEAT CORE
 1 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $114.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SWBS 4064-CAIO SWVL CH BACK CASING
 1 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $65.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SWSS 4064-CAIO SWVL CH SEAT CASING
 1 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064DZSS 4064-CH3IO DBL CHS SEAT CASING PT-WYATT PARGD $100.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064DZSC 4064-CH3IO DBL CHS SEAT CORE PT-WYATT PARGD $109.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064CSBS 4064-CH4IO CHAISE BACK CASING
 1 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $69.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064CSSS 4064-CH4IO CHAISE SEAT CASING
 1 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $139.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064LHSS 4064-CLIO LFT CHAISE SEAT CASG
 FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $188.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064CHSS 4064-DAIO D ARM CHAIR SEAT CAS PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064DSSS 4064-DOIO SIDE CH SEAT CASG
 FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064COBS 4064-EEIO CORNER BACK CASG
 2 OVER 1, FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064COBC 4064-EEIO CORNER BACK CORE
 2 OVER 1

PT-WYATT PARGD $61.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064COSS 4064-EEIO CORNER SEAT CASG
 FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064LLBS 4064-LLIO LEFT ARM LV BACK CAS
 2 OVER 2, FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0
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OUTDOOR CS4064LLSS 4064-LLIO LFT ARM LV SEAT CASG
 2 OVER 2, FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $104.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064RLBS 4064-LLIO R/A LOVE BACK CASG
 2 OVER 2, FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064RLSS 4064-LLIO R/A LOVE SEAT CASG
 2 OVER 2, FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $104.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064OTTS 4064-OAIO OTTOMAN TOP CASING PT-WYATT PARGD $84.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064OTTC 4064-OAIO OTTOMAN TOP CORE PT-WYATT PARGD $220.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SFBS 4064-SAIO SOFA BACK CASING
 3 OVER 3

PT-WYATT PARGD $65.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SFSS 4064-SAIO SOFA SEAT CASING
 3 OVER 3, FABRIC

PT-WYATT PARGD $92.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SFTS 4064-SAIO SOFA TOSS CASING PT-WYATT PARGD $37.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SCBC 4064-SAIO WYATT SOFA BACK CORE
 3 OVER 3

PT-WYATT PARGD $90.00 0 0

OUTDOOR CS4064SFSC 4064-SAIO WYATT SOFA SEAT CORE
 3 OVER 3

PT-WYATT PARGD $93.00 0 0

OUTDOOR 91WYSFIFT WYATT SOFA FOOT I SHAPED PT-WYATT PART $3.00 10 10

OUTDOOR 91WYSFLFT WYATT SOFA FOOT L SHAPED PT-WYATT PART $5.00 4 4

OUTDOOR 91WYSWCHMC WYATT SWIVEL CHAIR MECHANISM PT-WYATT PART $49.00 13 13

OUTDOOR 91M513114 WYATT SWIVEL CHAIR PLSTC FOOT
 PLASTIC FOOT W/ SCREW

PT-WYATT PART $0.50 96 96
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